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Apple iPod, portable music center,
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|n’[erfaCe at the car stereo or video system
and data from the after—marketi

i device can be displayed on the car
:' stereo or video system. Control
l commands generated at the car

640\ 635\ stereo or video system are received,

I After—market I processed, converted into a formatDevice recognizable by the after—market
device, and dispatched to the
after—market device for execution.
Information from the after—market

cq device is converted into a format recognizable by the car stereo or video system, and dispatched to the car stereo or video system
for display thereon. One or more auxiliary input sources can be integrated with the car stereo or video system, and selected using
the controls of the car stereo or video system. A docking station is provided for docking a portable audio or video device for
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INVENTOR: IRA MARLOWE

TITLE: MULTIMEDIA DEVICE INTEGRATION
SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a multimedia device integration system.

More specifically, the present invention relates to a multimedia device integration

system for integrating after-market components such as satellite receivers, CD

players, CD changers, digital media devices (e.g., MP3 players, MP4 players,

WMV players, Apple iPod devices, portable media centers, and other devices),

Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receivers, auxiliary audio sources, video devices

(e.g., DVD players), cellular telephones, and other devices for use with factory-

installed (OEM) or after—market car stereo and video systems.

RELATED ART

Automobile audio systems have continued to advance in complexity and

the number of options available to automobile purchasers. Early audio systems

offered a simple AM and/or FM tuner, a11d perhaps an analog tape deck for

allowing cassettes, 8-tracks, and other types of tapes to be played while driving.

Such early systems were closed, in that external devices could not be easily

integrated therewith.
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With advances in digital technology, CD players have been included with

automobile audio systems. Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMS) often

produce car stereos having CD players and/or changers for allowing CDs to be

played while driving. However, such systems often include proprietary buses and

protocols that do not allow after—market audio systems, such as satellite receivers

(e.g., XM satellite tuners), digital audio broadcast (DAB) receivers, digital media

players (e.g., Apple iPod, MP3, MP4, WMV, etc.), CD changers, auxiliary input

sources, video devices (e.g., DVD players), cellular telephones, and the like, to be

easily integrated therewith. Thus, automobile purchasers are frequently forced to

either entirely replace the OEM audio system, or use same throughout the life of

the vehicle or the duration of ownership. Even if the OEM radio is replaced with

an after—market radio, the after-market radio also frequently is not operable with an

external device.

A particular problem with integrating after—market audio and video systems

with existing car stereo and video systems is that signals generated by both systems

are in proprietary formats, and are not capable of being processed by the after-

market system. Additionally, signals generated by the afler-market system are also

in a proprietary format that is not recognizable by the car stereo or video system.

Thus, in order to integrate after-market systems with existing car stereo and video

systems, it is necessary to convert signals between such systems.

It known in the art to provide one or more expansion modules for OEM and

after—marl<et car stereos for allowing external audio products to be integrated with

the car stereo. However, such expansion modules only operate with and allow

integration of external audio products manufactured by the same manufacturer as
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the OEM / after-market car stereo. For example, a satellite receiver manufactured

by PIONEER, Inc., cannot be integrated with an OEM car radio manufactured by

TOYOTA or an after—market car radio manufactured by CLARION, Inc. Thus,

existing expansion modules only serve the limited purpose of integrating

equipment by the same manufacturer as the car stereo. Thus, it would be desirable

to provide an integration system that allows any audio device of any manufacture

to be integrated with any OEM or after-market radio system. Further, radio-

frequency (RF) transmitters and cassette tape adapters have been developed for

allowing music from a device external to a car radio, such as a portable CD player,

to be played through the car radio using the FM receiver or the cassette deck of the

radio. However, such systems are often prone to interference, and do not provide

high fidelity.

Moreover, it would be desirable to provide an integration system that not

only achieves integration of various audio and video devices that are alien to a

given OEM or after~mar1cet car stereo or video system, but also allows for

information to be exchanged between the after-market device and the car stereo or

video system. For example, it would be desirable to provide a system wherein

statio11, track, time, and so11g information can be retrieved from the after-market

device, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo or video system for display

thereby, such as at an LCD panel of the car stereo or on one or more display panels

of a car video system. Such infonnation could be transmitted and displayed on

both hardwired car stereo and video systems (e.g., radios installed in dashboards or

at other locations within the car), or integrated for display on one or more software

or graphically—driven radio systems operable with graphical display panels.
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Additionally, it would be desirable to provide a multimedia device integration

system that allows a user to control more than one device, such as a CD or satellite

receiver and one or more auxiliary sources, and to quickly and conveniently switch

between same using the existing controls of the carstereo or video system.

Accordingly, the present invention addresses these needs by providing a

multimedia device integration system that allows a plurality of after-market

devices, such as CD players, CD changers, digital media devices (e.g., MP3

players, MP4 players, Apple iPod, WMV players, portable media centers, and

other devices), satellite receivers, DAB receivers, auxiliary input sources, video

devices (e.g., DVD players), cellular telephones, or any combination thereof, to be

integrated into existing car stereo and video systems while allowing information to

be displayed on, and control to be provided from, the car stereo or video system.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a multimedia device integration system.

One or more after—market audio devices, such as CD players, CD changers, digital

media devices (e.g., MP3 players, MP4 players, WMV players, Apple iPod

devices, portable media centers, and other devices), satellite receivers (e.g., XM or

Sirius receivers), digital audio broadcast (DAB) receiver, or auxiliary input

sources, can be connected to and operate with an existing stereo system in an

automobile, such as an OEM car stereo system or an after—marlcet car stereo system

installed in the automobile. The integration system connects to and interacts with

the car stereo at any available port of the car stereo, such as a CD input port, a

satellite input, or other known type of connection. If the car stereo system is an

after—market car stereo system, the present invention generates a signal that is sent

to the car stereo to keep same in an operational state and responsive to external

data and signals. Commands generated at the control panel are received by the

present invention and converted into a fonnat recognizable by the after—market

device. The formatted commands are executed by the after-market device, and

audio therefrom is channeled to the car stereo. Information from the after~1narket

device is -received by the present invention, converted into a format recognizable

by the car stereo, and forwarded to the car stereo for display thereby. The

formatted information could include information relating to a CD or MP3 track

being played, channel, song, and artist information from a satellite receiver or

DAB receiver, or video information from one or more external devices connected

to the present invention. The information can be presented as one or more menus,

textual, or graphical prompts for display on an LCD display of the radio, allowing
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interaction with the user at the radio. A docking port may be provided for allowing

portable external audio devices to be connected to the interface of the present

invention.

In an embodiment of the present invention, a dual-input device is provided

for integrating both an external audio device and an auxiliary input with an OEM

or after—niarlcet car stereo. The user can select between the external audio device

and the auxiliary input using the controls of the car stereo. The invention can

automatically detect the type of device connected to the auxiliary input, and

integrate same with the car stereo.

Inanother embodiment of the present invention, an interface is provided for

integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with an existing car stereo system.

A user can select between the auxiliary sources using the control panel of the car

stereo. One or more after-market audio devices can be integrated with the

auxiliary input sources, and a user can switch between the audio device and the

auxiliary input sources using the car stereo. Devices connected to the auxiliary

input sources are inter-operable with the car stereo, and are capable of exchanging

commands and data Via the interface.

In another embodiment of the present invention, an interface is provided for

integrating an external device for use with a car stereo or video system, wherein

the interface is positioned within the car stereo or video system. The system

comprises a car stereo or video system; an after—market device external to the car

stereo or,Video system; an interface positioned within the car stereo or video

system and coimected between the car stereo or video system and the afcer—market

device for exchanging data and audio or video signals between the car stereo or
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video system and the after-market device; means for processing and dispatching

commands for controlling the after—n1arket device from the car stereo or video

system in a format compatible with the after-market device; and means for

processing and displaying data from the after-market device on a display of the car

stereo or video system in a format compatible with the car stereo or video system.

The after—market device could comprise one or more of a CD changer, CD player,

satellite receiver (e.g., XM or Sirius), digital media device (e.g., MP3, MP4,

WMV, or Apple iPod device), video device (e.g., DVD player), cellular telephone,

or any combination thereof.

In another embodiment of the present invention, an interface is provided for

integrating a cellular telephone for use with a car stereo or video system. The

system comprises a car stereo or video system; a cellular telephone external to the

car stereo or video system; an interface connected between the car stereo or video

system and the cellular telephone for exchanging data and audio or video signals

between the car stereo or video system and the cellular telephone; means for

processing and dispatching commands for controlling the cellular telephone from

the car stereo or video system in a format compatible with the cellular telephone;

and means for processing and displaying data from the cellular telephone on a

display of the car stereo or video system in a format compatible with the car stereo

or video system.

In another embodiment of the present invention, an interface is provided for

integrating an external video system for use with a car video system. The system

comprises a car video system; an after-market video device external to the car
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video system; an interface connected between the car video system and the after-

market video device for exchanging data, audio, and video signals between the car

video system and the after-market Video device; means for processing and

dispatching commands for controlling the after-market Video device from the car

Video system in a format compatible with the after-market video device; and means

for processing and displaying data from the after—1narket video device on a display

of the car video system in a format compatible with the car video system.

The present invention also provides an interface for integrating a plurality

of after-market devices for use with a car stereo or Video system using a single

interface. In one embodiment, the system comprises an interface in electrical

corrnnunication with a car stereo or video system and an after-market device; a

plurality of configuration jumpers in the interface for specifying a first device type

corresponding to the car stereo or video system and a second device type

corresponding to the after—market device; and a plurality of protocol conversion

software blocks stored in memory in the interface for converting signals from the

after~marlcet device into a first format compatible with the car stereo or video

system and for converting signals from the car stereo or video system into a second

format compatible with the after-market device, wherein at least one of the

protocol conversion software blocks are selected by the interface using settings of

the plurality of configuration jumpers. In another embodiment, the system

comprises an interface in electrical communication with a car stereo or video

system and an afier—1narket device; first and second wiring harnesses attached to

the interface, wherein the first wiring harness includes a first electrical

configuration corresponding to the car stereo or video system and the second
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wiring harness includes a second electrical configuration corresponding to the

after—market device; and a plurality of protocol conversion software blocks stored

in memory in the interface for converting signals from the after-market device into

a first format compatible with the car stereo or video system and for converting

signals from the car stereo or video system into a second format compatible with

the after-market device, wherein at least one of the protocol conversion software

blocks are selected by the interface using the first and second electrical

configurations of the first and second Wiring harnesses. A plurality of Wiring

harnesses can be provided for integrating a plurality of devices.

The present invention also provides a method for integrating an after-

market device for use with a car stereo or video system, comprising the steps of

interconnecting the car stereo or video system and the after-market device with an

interface; determining a first device type corresponding to the car stereo or video

system and a second device type corresponding to the after-market device; loading

a protocol conversion software block from memory in the interface using the first

and second device types; converting signals fiom the after—market device into a

first format compatible with the car stereo or video system using the protocol

conversion software block; and converting signals from the car stereo or video

system into a second format compatible with the after—market device using the

protocol conversion software block.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other important objects and features of the invention will be

apparent from the following Detailed Description of the Invention, taken in

connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the multimedia device integration

system of_ the present invention.

FIG. 2a is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein a CD

player is integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein a MP3

player is integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2c is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein a satellite

or DAB receiver is integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2d is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein a plurality

of auxiliary input sources are integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2e is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein a CD

player and a plurality of auxiliary input sources are integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2f is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a satellite or DAB receiver and a plurality of auxiliary input

source are integrated with a car radio.
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FIG. 2g is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a MP3 player and a plurality of auxiliary input sources are

integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2h is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a plurality of auxiliary interfaces and an audio device are

integrated with a car stereo.

FIG. 3a is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

invention for integrating a CD player or an auxiliary input source with a car radio.

FIG. 3b is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

inventionlfor integrating both a CD player and an auxiliary input source with a car

radio, wherein the CD player and the auxiliary input are switchable by a user.

FIG. 3c is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

invention for integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

FIG. 3d is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

invention for integrating a satellite or DAB receiver with a car radio.

FIG. 4a is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a CD player with a car radio.

FIG. 4b is a flowchart showing processing logic accordingito the present

invention for integrating a MP3 player with a car radio.

FIG. 4c is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a satellite receiver with a car radio.

FIG. 4d is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio.
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FIG. 4e is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a CD player and one or more auxiliary input sources with

a car radio.

FIG. 41' is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a satellite or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary

input sources with a car radio.

FIG. 4g is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a MP3 player and one or more auxiliary input sources

with a car stereo.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing processing logic according ‘to the present

invention for allowing a user to switch between an after—market audio device and

one or more auxiliary input sources.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention‘ for determining and handling Various device types connected to the

auxiliary input ports of the invention.

FIG. 7a is a perspective View of a docking station according to the present

invention for retaining an audio device within a car.

FIG. 7b is an end view of the docking station of FIG. 7a.

FIGS. 8a-8b are perspective views of another embodiment of the docking

station of the present invention, which includes the multimedia device integration

system of the present invention incorporated therewith.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the components of the docking station

of FIGS. 8a—8b.
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FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein the

interface is incorporated within a car stereo or car video system.

FIG. 11a is a diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the multimedia

device integration system of the present invention for integrating a cellular

telephone for use with a car stereo or video system; FIG. 11b is a flowchart

showing processing logic for integrating a cellular telephone for use with a car

stereo or video system.

FIG. 12a is a diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the multimedia

device integration system of the present invention for integrating an after-market

video device for use with a car video system; FIG. 12b is a flowchart showing

processing logic for integrating an after-market video device for use with a car

video system.

FIG. 13a is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein

configuration jumpers and protocol conversion software blocks are provided for

integrating afier-market devices of various types using a single interface.

FIG. 13b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein wiring

harnesses and protocol conversion software blocks are provided for integrating

after-market devices of various types using a single interface.
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FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing processing logic of the multimedia device

integration system of the present invention for integrating after—market devices of

various types using a single interface.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing processing logic of the multimedia device

integration system of the present invention for allowing a user to specify one or

more after—1narket device types for integration using a single interface.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing processing logic of the multimedia device

integration system of the present invention for allowing a user to quickly navigate

through a list of songs on one or more after-market devices using the controls of a

car stereo or Video system.

FIG. 17 is a diagram showing an another embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a plurality of external devices are integrated using a single

interface .
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a multimedia device integration system.

One or more after-market devices, such as a CD player, CD changer, digital media

player (e.g., MP3 player, MP4 player, WMV player, Apple iPod, portable media

center, or other device), satellite receiver, digital audio broadcast (DAB) receiver,

video device (e.g., DVD player), cellular telephone, or the like, can be integrated

with an existing car radio or car video device, such as an OEM or after—market car

stereo or video system. Control of the after—1narket device is enabled using the car

stereo or car video system, and information from the after-market device, such as

channel, artist, track, time, song, and other information information, is retrieved

form the , after-market device, processed, and forwarded to the car stereo or car

video system for display thereon. The information channeled to the car stereo or

video system can include video from the external device, as well as graphical and

menu-based information. A user can review and interact with information via the

car stereo. Commands from the car stereo or video system are received, processed

by the present invention into a format recognizable by the after—market device

device, and transmitted thereto for execution. One or more auxiliary input

channels can be integrated by the present invention with the car stereo or video

system. The user can switch between one or more after—marl<et devices and one or

more auxiliary input channels using the control panel buttons of the car stereo or

video system.

As used herein, the term “integration” or “integrated” is intended to mean

connecting one or more external devices or inputs to an existing car stereo or video

system via an interface, processing and handling signals, audio,. and/or video
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information, allowing a user to control the devices via the car stereo or video

system, and displaying data from the devices on the car stereo or video system.

Thus, foriexample, integration of a CD player with a car stereo system allows for

the CD player to be remotely controlled via the control panel of the stereo system,

and data from the CD player to be sent to the display of the stereo. Of course,

control of after-market devices can be provided at locations other than the control

panel of the car stereo or video system without departing from the spirit or scope of

the present invention. Further, as used herein, the term “inter—operable” is intended

to mean allowing the external audio or video device to receive and process

commands that have been formatted by the interface of the present invention, as

well as allowing a car stereo or video system to display information that is

generated by the external audio or video device and processed by the present

invention. Additionally, by the term “inter—operable,” it is meant allowing a

device that is alien to the environment of an existing OEM or afier—market car

stereo or video system to be utilized thereby.

Also, as used herein, the terms “car stereo” and “car radio” are used

interchangeably and are intended to include all presently existing car stereos,

radios, video systems, such as physical devices that are present at any location

within a vehicle, in addition to software and/or graphically- or display-driven

receivers.‘ An example of such a receiver is a software—driven- receiver that

operates on a universal LCD panel within a vehicle and is operable by a user via a

graphical user interface displayed on the universal LCD panel. Further, any future

receiver, whether a hardwired or a software/graphical receiver operable on one or

more displays, is considered within the definition of the terms “car stereo” and “car
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radio,” as used herein, and is within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

Moreover, the term “car” is not limited to any specific type of automobile, but

rather, includes all automobiles. Additionally, by the term “aftermarket,” it is

meant any device not installed by a manufacturer at the time of sale of the car.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the multimedia device integration (or

interface) system of the present invention, generally indicated at 20. A plurality of

devices and auxiliary inputs can be connected to the interface 20, and integrated

with an OEM or after—market car radio 10. A CD player or changer 15 can be

integrated with the radio 10 via interface 20. A satellite radio or DAB receiver 25,

such as an XM or Sirius radio satellite receiver or DAB receiver known in the art,

could be integrated with the radio 10, via the interface 20. Further, an MP3 player

30 could also be integrated with the radio 10 via interface 20. The MP3 player 30

could be any known digital media device, such as an Apple iPod or any other

digital media device. Moreover, a plurality of auxiliary input sources, illustratively

indicated as auxiliary input sources 35 (comprising input sources 1 through 11, n

being any number), could also be integrated with the car radio 10 via interface 20.

Optionally, a control head 12, such as that commonly used with after~market CD

changers and other similar devices, could be integrated with the car radio 10 via

interface 20, for controlling any of the car radio 10, CD player/changer 15,

satellite/DAB receiver 25, MP3 player 30, and auxiliary input sources 35. Thus, as

can be readily appreciated, the interface 20 of the present invention allows for the

integration of a multitude of devices and inputs with an OEM or after—market car

radio or stereo.
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FIG. 2a is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the multimedia

device interface system of the present invention, wherein a CD player/changer 15

is integrated with an OEM or after~market car radio 10. The CD player 15 is

electrically connected with the interface 20, and exchanges data and audio signals

therewith. The interface 20 is electrically connected with the car radio 10, and

exchanges data and audio signals therewith. In a preferred embodiment of the

present invention, the car radio 10 includes a display 13 (such as an alphanumeric,

electroluminescent display) for displaying information, and a plurality of control

panel buttons 14 that normally operate to control the radio 10. The interface 20

allows the CD player 15 to be controlled by the control buttons 14 of the radio 10.

Further, the interface 20 allows information from the CD player 15, such as track,

disc, time, and song information, to be retrieved therefrom, processed and

formatted by the interface 20, sent to the display 13 of the radio 10.

Importantly, the interface 20 allows for the remote control of the CD player

15 from the radio 10 (e.g., the CD player 15 could be located in the trunk of a car,

while the radio 10 is mounted on the dashboard of the car). Thus, for example, one

or more discs stored within the CD player 15 can be remotely selected by a user

from the radio 10, and tracks on one or more of the discs can be selected

therefrom. Moreover, standard CD operational commands, such as pause, play,

stop, fast forward, rewind, track forward, and track reverse (among other

commands) can be remotely entered at the control panel buttons 14 of the radio 10

for remotely controlling the CD player 15.

FIG. 2b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein an MP3 player 30 is integrated with an OEM or after-market
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car radio 10 Via interface 20. As mentioned earlier, the interface 20 of the present

invention allows for a plurality of disparate audio devices to be integrated with an

existing car radio for use therewith. Thus, as shown in FIG. 2b, remote control of

the MP3 player 30 via radio 10 is provided for via interface 20. The MP3 player

30 is electronically interconnected with the interface 20, which itself is electrically

interconnected with the car radio 10. The interface 20 allows data and audio

signals to be exchanged between the l\/[P3 player 30 and the car radio 10, and

processes and formats signals accordingly so that instructions andidata from the

radio 10 are processable by the MP3 player 30, and vice versa. Operational

commands, such as track selection, pause, play, stop, fast forward, rewind, and

other commands, are entered via the control panel buttons 14 of car radio 10,

processed by the interface 20, and formatted for execution by the MP3 player 30.

Data from the MP3 player, such as track, time, and song information, is received

by the interface 20, processed thereby, and sent to the radio 10 for display on

display 13. Audio from the MP3 player 30 is selectively forwarded by the

interface 20 to the radio 10 for playing.

FIG. 2c is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a satellite receiver or DAB receiver 25 is integrated with an

OEM or after—market car radio 10 via the interface 20. Satellite/DAB receiver 25

can be any satellite radio receiver known in the art, such as XM or Sirius, or any

DAB receiver known in the art. The satellite/DAB receiver 25 is electrically

interconnected with the interface 20, which itself is electrically interconnected with

the car radio 10. The satellite/DAB receiver 25 is remotely operable by the control

panel buttons 14 of the radio 10. Commands from the radio 10 are received by the
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interface 20, processed and formatted thereby, and dispatched to the satellite/DAB

receiver 25 for execution thereby. Information from the satellite/DAB receiver 25,

including time, station, and song information, is received by the interface 20,

processed, and transmitted to the radio 10 for display on display 13. ‘Further, audio

from the satellite/DAB receiver 25 is selectively forwarded by the interface 20 for

playing by the radio 10.

FIG. 2d is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein one or more auxiliary input sources 35 are integrated with an

OEM or after—marl<et car radio 10. The auxiliary inputs 35 can be connected to

analog sources, or can be digitally coupled with one or more audio devices, such as

after—n1arlcet CD players, CD changers, MP3 players, satellite receivers, DAB

receivers,‘ and the like, and integrated with an existing car stereo. Preferably, four

auxiliary input sources are connectable with the interface 20, but any number of

auxiliary input sources could be included. Audio from the auxiliary input sources

35 is selectively forwarded to the radio 10 under command of the user. As will be

discussed. herein in greater detail, a user can select a desired input source from the

auxiliary input sources 35 by depressing one or more of the control panel buttons

14 of the radio 10. The interface 20 receives the command initiated from the

control panel, processes same, and connects the corresponding input source from

the auxiliary input sources 35 to allow audio therefrom to be forwarded to the radio

10 for playing. Further, the interface 20 determines the type of audio devices

connected to the auxiliary input ports 35, and integrates same with the car stereo

10.
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As mentioned previously, the present invention allows one or more external

audio devices to be integrated with an existing OEM or after-market car stereo,

along with one or more auxiliary input sources, and the user can select between

these sources using the controls of the car stereo. Such “dual input” capability

allows operation with devices connected to either of the inputs of the device, or

both. Importantly, the device can operate in “plug and play” mode, wherein any

device connected to one of the inputs is automatically. detected by the present

invention, its device type determined, and the device automatically integrated with

an existing OEM or after-market car stereo. Thus, the present invention is not

dependent any specific device type to be connected therewith to operate. For

example, a user can first purchase a CD changer, plug same into a dual interface,

and use same with the car stereo. At a point later in time, the user could purchase

an XM tuner, plug same into the device, and the tuner will automatically be

detected and integrated with the car stereo, allowing the user to select from and

operate both devices from the car stereo. It should be noted that such plug and

play capability is not limited to a dual input device, but is provided for in every

embodiment of the present invention. The dual—input configuration of the preset

invention is illustrated in FIGS. 2e-2h and described below.

FIG. 2e is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein an external CD player/changer 15 and one or more auxiliary

input sources 35 are integrated with an OEM or after-market car stereo 10. Both

the CD player 15 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35 are electrically

interconnected with the interface 20, which, in turn, is electrically interconnected

to the radio 10. Using the controls 14 of the radio 10, a user can select between the
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CD player 15 and one or more of the inputs 35 to selectively channel audio from

these sources to the radio. The command to select from one of these sources is

received by the interface 20, processed thereby, and the corresponding source is

channeled to the radio 10 by the interface 20. As will be discussed later in greater

detail, the interface 20 contains internal processing logic for selecting between

these sources.

FIG. 2f is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a satellite receiver or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary

input sources are integrated by the interface 20 with an OEM or after—market car

radio 10. Similar to the embodiment of the present invention illustrated in FIG. 2e

and described earlier, the interface 20 allows a user to select between the

satellite/DAB receiver 25 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35 using

the controls 14 of the radio 10. The interface 20 contains processing logic,

described in greater detail below, for allowing switching between the satellite/DAB

receiver 25 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35.

FIG. 2g is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a IVIP3 player 30 and one or more auxiliary input sources 35 are

integrated by the interface 20 with an OEM or after—market car radio 10. Similar

to the embodiments of the present invention illustrated in FIGS. 2e and 2f and

described earlier, the interface 20 allows a user to select between the MP3 player

30 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35 using the controls 14 of the

radio 10. The interface 20 contains processing logic, as will be discussed later in

greater detail, for allowing switching between the MP3 player 30 and one or more

of the auxiliary input sources 35.
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FIG. 2h is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a plurality of auxiliary interfaces 40 and 44 and an audio device

17 are integrated with an OEM or atter—market car stereo 10. Irnpoitantly, the

present invention can be expanded to allow a plurality of auxiliary inputs to be

connected to the car stereo 10 in a tree—like fashion. Thus, as can be seen in FIG.

2h, a first auxiliary interface 40 is connected to the interface 20, and allows data

and audio from the ports 42 to be exchanged with the car radio 10. Connected to

one of the ports 42 is another auxiliary interface 44, which, in turn, provides a

plurality of input ports 46. Any device connected to any of the ports 42 or 46 can

be integrated with the car radio 10. Further, any device connected to the ports 42

or 46 can be inter-operable with the car radio 10, allowing commands to be entered

from the car radio 10 (e.g., such as via the control panel 14) for commanding the

device, and information from the device to be displayed by the car radio 10.

Conceivably, by configuring the interfaces 40, 44, and successive interfaces in a

tree configuration, any number of devices can be integrated using the present

invention:

The various embodiments of the present invention described above and

shown in FIGS. 1 through 2h are illustrative in nature and are not intended to limit

the spirit or scope of the present invention. Indeed, any conceivable audio device

or input source, in any desired combination, can be integrated by the present

invention into existing car stereo systems. Further, it is conceivable that not only

can data and audio signals be exchanged between the car stereo and any external

device, but also video information that can be captured by the present invention,
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processed thereby, and transmitted to the car stereo for display thereby and

interaction with a user thereat.

Various circuit configurations can be employed to carry out the present

invention; Examples of such configurations are described below and shown in

FIGS. 3a—3d.

FIG. 3a is an illustrative circuit diagram according to the present invention

for integrating a CD player or an auxiliary input source with an existing car stereo

system. A plurality of ports J1C1, J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH are provided for

allowing connection of the interface system of the present invention between an

existing car radio, an after-market CD player or changer, or an auxiliary input

source. Each of these ports could be embodied by any suitable electrical connector

known invthe art. Port J1C1 connects to the input port of an OEM car radio, such

as that manufactured by TOYOTA, Inc. Conceivably, port J1C1 could be

modified to allow connection to the input port of an after-market car radio. Ports

J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH connect to an after-market CD changer, such as that

manufactured by PANASONIC, Inc., or to an auxiliary input source.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports

J1C1, J2A1, and X2, and provides functionality for integrating the CD player or

auxiliary input source connected to the ports J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH. For

example, microcontroller U1 receives control commands, such as button or key

sequences, initiated by a user at control panel of the car radio and received at the

connector J1C1, processes and formats same, and dispatches the formatted

commands to the CD player or auxiliary input source via connector J2A1.

Additionally, the microcontroller U1 receives information provided by the CD
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player or auxiliary input source via connector J2A1, processes and formats same,

and transmits the formatted data to the car stereo via connector J1C1 for display

on the display of the car stereo. Audio signals provided at the ports J2Al, X2,

RCH and LCH is selectively channeled to the car radio at port J1C1 under control

of one or more user commands and processing logic, as will be discussed in greater

detail, embedded within microcontroller U1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller U1

comprises the 16F628 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The

l6F628 chip is a CMOS, flash-based, 8-bit microcontroller having an internal, 4

MHZ internal oscillator, 128 bytes of EEPROM data memory, a

capture/compare/PWM, a USART, 2 comparators, and a programmable voltage

reference. Of course, any suitable microcontroller known in the art can be

substituted for microcontroller U1 without departing from the spirit or scope of the

present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R13,

diodes D1 through D4, capacitors C1 and C2, and oscillator Y1, among other

components, are provided for interfacing the microcontroller U1 with the hardware

connected to the connectors J1C1, J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH. These

components, as will be readily appreciated to one of ordinary skill in the art, can be

arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of microcontrollers, and the numbers

and types of discrete components can be varied to accommodate other similar

controllers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3a and described herein is illustrative

in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to be within the spirit and scope

of the present invention.
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FIG. 3b is a diagram showing an illustrative circuit. configuration

according to the present invention, wherein one or more after—market CD changers

/ players and an auxiliary input source are integrated with an existing car stereo,

and wherein the user can select between the CD changer/player and the auxiliary

input using the controls of the car stereo. A plurality of connectors are provided,

illustratively indicated as ports J4A, J4B, J3, J5L1, J5R1, J1, and J2. Ports J4A,

J4B, and J3 allow the audio device interface system of the present invention to be

connected to one or more existing car stereos, such as an OEM car stereo or an

after-market car stereo. Each of these ports could be embodied by any suitable

electrical connector known in the art. For example, ports J4A and J4B can be

connected to an OEM car stereo manufactured by BMW, Inc. Port J3 can be

connected to a car stereo manufactured by LANDROVER, Inc. Of course, any

number of car stereos, by any manufacturer, could be provided. Ports J1 and J2

allow connection to an after—market CD changer or player, such as that

manufactured by ALPINE, Inc., and an auxiliary input source. Optionally, ports

J5L1 and J5R1 allow integration of a standard analog (line-level) source. Of

course, a single standalone CD player or auxiliary input source could be connected

to either of ports J1 or J2.

Microcontroller DD1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports

J4A, J4B, J3, JSLI, J5R1, J1, and J2, and provides functionality for integrating

the CD player and auxiliary input source connected to the ports J1 and J2 with the

car stereo connected to the ports J4A and J4B or J3. For example, microcontroller

DD1 receives control commands, such as button or key sequences, initiated by a

user at control panel of the car radio and received at the connectors J4A and J4B
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or J3, processes and formats Same, and dispatches the formatted commands to the

CD player and auxiliary input source via connectors J1 or J2. Additionally, the

microcontroller DD1 receives information provided by the CD player and auxiliary

input source via connectors J1 or J2, processes and formats same, and transmits

the formatted data to the car stereo via connectors J4A and J4B or ‘J3 for display

on the display of the car stereo. Further, the microcontroller DD1 controls

multiplexer DA3 to allow selection between the CD player/changer and the

auxiliary input. Audio signals provided at the ports J1, J2, J5L1 and J5R1 is

selectively channeled to the car radio at ports J4A and J4B or J3 under control of

one or more user commands and processing logic, as will be discussed in greater

detail, embedded within microcontroller DD1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller

DD1 comprises the 16F872 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc.

The 16F872 chip is a CMOS, flash-based, 8—bit microcontroller having 64 bytes of

EEPROM data memory, self-programming capability, an ICD, 5 channels of 10 bit

Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converters, 2 timers, capture/compare/PWM functions, a

USART, and a synchronous serial port configurable as either a 3—wire serial

peripheral interface or a 2—wire inter—integrated circuit bus. Of course, any suitable

microcontroller known in the art can be substituted for microcontroller DD1

without departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention. Additionally,

in a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the multiplexer DA3

comprises the CD4053 triple, two—channel analog multiplexer/demultiplexer

manufactured by FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR, Inc. Any other suitable
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multiplexer can be substituted for DA3 without departing from the spirit or scope

of tlie present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R18,

diodes D1 through D3, capacitors C1-C11, and G1—G3, transistors Q1-Q3,

transformers T1 and T2, amplifiers LCH:A and LCH:B, oscillator XTAL1,

among other components, are provided for interfacing the microcontroller DD1

and the multiplexer DA3 with the hardware connected to the connectors J4A, J4B,

J3, J5L1, J5R1, J1, and J2. These components, as will be readily appreciated to

one of ordinary skill in the art, can be arranged as desired to accommodate a

variety of microcontrollers and multiplexers, and the numbers and types of discrete

components can be varied to accommodate other similar controllers and

multiplexers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3b and described herein is

illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to be Within the

spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3c is a diagram showing an illustrative circuit configuration for

integrating a plurality of auxiliary inputs using the controls of the car stereo. A

plurality of connectors are provided, illustratively indicated as ports J1, RCH1,

LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4. Port'J1 allows the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention to be connected to

one or more existing car stereos. Each of these ports could be embodied by any

suitable electrical connector known in the art. For example, port J1 could be

connected to an OEM car stereo manufactured by HONDA, Inc., or any other

manufacturer. Ports RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and

LCH4 allow connection with the left and right channels of four auxiliary input
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sources. «Of course, any number of auxiliary input sources and ports/connectors

could be provided.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports

J1, RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4, and

provides functionality for integrating one or more auxiliary input sources

connected to the ports RCH1, LCH1, RCI-I2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and

LCH4 with the car stereo connected to the port J1. Further, the microcontroller

U1 controls multiplexers DA3 and DA4 to allow selection amongst any of the

auxiliary inputs using the controls of the car stereo. Audio signals provided at the

ports RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4 are

selectively channeled to the car radio at port J1 under control of one or more user

commands and processing logic, as will be discussed in greater detail, embedded

within microcontroller U1. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

microcontroller U1 comprises the 16F872 microcontroller discussed earlier.

Additionally, in a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the multiplexers

DA3 and DA4 comprises the CD4053 triple, two-channel analog

multiplexer/demultiplexer, discussed earlier. Any other suitable microcontroller

and multiplexers can be substituted for U1, DA3, and DA4 without departing from

the spirit or scope of the present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R15,

diodes D1 through D3, capacitors C1-C5, transistors Q1-Q2, amplifiers DA1:A

and DA1:B, and oscillator Y1, among other components, are provided for

interfacing the microcontroller U1 and the multiplexers DA3 and DA4 with the

hardware connected to the ports J1, RCH1, LCI-I1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3,
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LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4. These components, as will be readily appreciated to

one of ordinary skill in the art, can be arranged as desired to accommodate a

variety of microoontrollers and multiplexers, and the numbers and types of discrete

components can be varied to accommodate other similar controllers and

multiplexers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3c and described herein is

illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to -be Within the

spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3d is an illustrative circuit diagram according to the present invention

for integrating a satellite receiver with an existing OEM or alter-market car stereo

system. Ports J1 and J2 are provided for allowing connection of the integration

system of the present invention between an existing car radio and a satellite

receiver. These ports could be embodied by any suitable electrical connector

known in the art. Port J2 connects to the input port of an existing car radio, such

as that manufactured by KENWOOD, Inc. Port 1 connects to an after—marlcet

satellite receiver, such as that manufactured by PIONEER, Inc.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J1

and J2, and provides functionality for integrating the satellite receiver connected to

the port ‘J1 with the car stereo connected to the port J2. For example,

microcontroller U1 receives control commands, such as button or hey sequences,

initiated by a user at control panel of the car radio and received at the connector J2,

processes and formats same, and dispatches the fonnatted commands to the

satellite receiver via connector J2. Additionally, the microcontroller U1 receives

information provided by the satellite receiver via connector J1, processes and

formats same, and transmits the formatted data to the car stereo via connector J2
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for display on the display of the car stereo. Audio signals provided at the port J1 is

selectively channeled to the car radio at port J2 under Control of one or more user

commands and processing logic, as will be discussed in greater detail, embedded

Within rnicrocontroller U1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller U1

comprises the 16F873 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The

16F873 chip is a CMOS, flash—based, 8-bit microcontroller having 128 bytes of

EEPROM data memory, se1f—programming capability, an ICD, 5 channels of 10 bit

Analog—to—Digital (A/D) converters, 2 timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM functions,

a synchronous serial port that can be configured as a either a 3—vvire serial

peripheral interface or a 2—wire inter-integrated circuit bus, and a USART. Of

course, any suitable microcontroller known in the art can be substituted for

microcontroller U1 without departing from the spirit or scope of the present

invention.

A‘ plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R7,

capacitors C1 and C2, and amplifier A1, among other components, are provided

for interfacing the microcontroller U1 with the hardware connected to the

connectors J1 and J2. These components, as will be readily appreciated to one of

ordinary skill in the art, can be arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of

rnicrocontrollers, and the numbers and types of discrete components can be varied

to accommodate other similar controllers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3d and

described herein is illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered

to be within the spirit and scope of the present invention.
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FIGS. 4a through 6 are flowcharts showing processing logic according to

the present invention. Such logic can be embodied as software and/or instructions

stored in a read~on1y memory circuit (e.g., and EEPROM circuit), or other similar

device. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the processing logic

described herein is stored in one or more microcontrollers, such as the

inicrocontrollers discussed earlier with reference to FIGS. 3a~3d. Of course, any

other suitable means for storing the processing logic of the present invention can

be employed.

FIG. 4a is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

100, for integrating a CD player or changer with an existing OEM or afier-market

car stereo system. Beginning in step 100, a determination is made as to whether

the existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 104

is invoked, wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the

car stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 106 is

invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in

a state responsive to signals external to the car stereo. If a negative determination

is made, step 106 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 106, a CD handling process,

indicatedas block 108, is invoked, allowing the CD player/changer to exchange

data and audio signals with any existing car stereo system. Beginning in step 110,

a signal is generated by the present invention indicating that a CD player/changer

is present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Importantly,

this signal prevents the car stereo from shutting off, entering a sleep mode, or

otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external source. If the
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car radio is an OEM car radio, the CD player presence signal need not be

generated. Further, the signal need not be limited to a CD player device presence

signal, but rather, could be any type of device presence signal (e.g., MP3 player

device presence signal, satellite receiver presence signal, video device presence

signal, cellular telephone presence signal, or any other type of device presence

signal). Concurrently with step 110, or within a short period of time before or after

the execution of step 110, steps 112 and 114 are invoked. In step 112, the audio

channels of the CD player/changer are connected (channeled) to the car stereo

system, allowing audio from the CD player/changer to be played through the car

stereo. In step 114, data is retrieved by the present invention from the CD

player/changer, including track and time information, formatted, and transmitted to

the car stereo for display by the car stereo. Thus, information produced by the

external CD player/changer can be quickly and conveniently viewed by a driver by

merely viewing the display of the car stereo. After steps 110, 112, and 114 have

been executed, control passes to step 116.

In steps 116, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the

car stereo for CD operational commands. Examples of such commands include

track forward, track reverse, play, stop, fast forward, rewind, track program,

random track play, and other similar commands. In step 118, if a command is not

detected, step 116 is re—invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step 118

invokes step 120, wherein the received command is converted into a fonnat

recognizable by the CD player/changer connected to the present invention. For

example, in this step, a command issued from a GM car radio is converted into a

format recognizable by a CD player/changer manufactured by ALPINE, Inc. Any
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conceivable command from any type of car radio can be formatted for use by a CD

player/changer of any type or manufacture. Once the command has been

formatted, step 122 is invoked, wherein the formatted command is transmitted to

the CD player/changer and executed. Step 110 is then re—invoked, so that

additional processing can occur.

FIG. 4b is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

130, for integrating an MP3 player with an existing car stereo system. Examples

of MP3 players that can be integrated by the present invention include, but are not

limited to, the Apple iPod and other types of digital media devices. Beginning in

step 132, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered

on. If a negative determination is made, step 134 is invoked, wherein the present

invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a

positive determination is made, step 136 is invoked, wherein a second

determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in a state responsive to signals

external to the car stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 136 is re-

invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 136, an MP3 handling process,

indicated as block 138, is invoked, allowing the MP3 player to exchange data and

audio signals with any existing car stereo system. Beginning in step 140, a signal

is generated by the present invention indicating that an MP3 player is present, and

the signal is continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Importantly, this signal

prevents the car stereo from shutting off, entering a sleep mode, or otherwise being

unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external source. In step 142, the audio

channels of the MP3 player are connected (channeled) to the car stereo system,
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allowing audio from the MP3 player to be played through the car stereo. In step

144, data is retrieved by the present invention from the MP3 player, including

track, time, title, and song information, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo

for display by the car stereo. Thus, information produced by the MP3 player can

be quickly and conveniently viewed by a driver by merely viewing the display of

the car stereo. After steps 140, 142, and 144 have been executed, control passes to

step 146. ’

In steps 146, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the

car stereo for MP3 operational commands. Examples of such commands include

track forward, track reverse, play, stop, fast forward, rewind, track program,

random track play, and other similar commands. In step 148, if a command is not

detected, step 146 is re-invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step 148

invokes step 150, wherein the received command is converted into a format

recognizable by the MP3 player connected to the present invention. For example,

in this step, a command issued from a HONDA car radio is converted into a format

recognizable by an MP3 player manufactured by PANASONIC, Inc. Any

conceivable command from any type of car radio can be formatted for use by an

MP3 player of any type or manufacture. Once the command has been formatted,

step 152 is invoked, wherein the formatted command is transmitted to the MP3

player and executed. Step 140 is then re—invol<ed, so that additional processing can

occur.

FIG. 4c is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

160, for integrating a satellite receiver or a DAB receiver with an existing car

stereo system. Begimiing in step 162, a determination is made as to whether the
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existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 164 is

invoked, wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car

stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 166 is invoked,

wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in a state

responsive to signals external to the car stereo. If a negative determination is

made, step 166 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 166, a satellite/DAB receiver

handling process, indicated as block 168, is invoked, allowing the satellite/DAB

receiver to exchange data and audio signals with any existing car stereo system.

Beginning in step 170, a signal is generated by the present invention indicating that

a satellite or DAB receiver is present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to

the car stereo. Importantly, this signal prevents the car stereo from shutting off,

entering a sleep mode, or otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from

an external source. In step 172, the audio channels of the satellite/DAB receiver

are connected (channeled) to the car stereo system, allowing audio from the

satellite receiver or DAB receiver to be played through the car stereo. In step 174,

data is retrieved by the present invention from the satellite/DAB receiver,

including channel number, channel name, artist name, song time, a11d song title,

formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo for display by the car stereo. The

information could be presented in one or more menus, or via a graphical interface

viewable and manipulable by the user at the car stereo. Thus, information

produced by the receiver can be quickly and conveniently viewed by a driver by

merely viewing the display of the car stereo. After steps 170, 172, and 174 have

been executed, control passes to step 176.
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In steps 176, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the

car stereo for satellite/DAB receiver operational commands. Examples of such

commands include station up, station down, station memory program, and other

similar commands. In step 178, if a command is not detected, step 176 is re-

invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step 178 invokes step 180, wherein

the received command is converted into a format recognizable by the satellite/DAB

receiver connected to the present invention. For example, in this step, a command

issued from a FORD car radio is converted into a format recognizable by a satellite

receiver manufactured by PIONEER, Inc. Any conceivable command from any

type of car radio can be formatted for use by a satellite/DAB receiver of any type

or manufacture. Once the command has been formatted, step 182 is invoked,

wherein the formatted command is transmitted to the satellite/DAB receiver and

executed. Step 170 is then re—i11voked, so that additional processing can occur.

FIG. 4d is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

190, for integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

Beginning in step 192, a determination is made as to whether the existing car

stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 194 is invoked,

wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to

be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 196 is invoked, wherein a

second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in a state responsive to

signals external to the car stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 196 is

re—invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 196, an auxiliary input handling

process, indicated as block 198, is invoked, allowing one or more auxiliary inputs
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to be connected (channeled) to the car stereo. Further, if a plurality of auxiliary

inputs exist, the logic of block 198 allows a user to select a desired input from the

plurality of inputs. Beginning in step 200, a signal is generated by the present

invention indicating that an external device is present, and the signal is

continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Importantly, this signal prevents the car

stereo from shutting off, entering a sleep mode, or otherwise being unresponsive to

signals and/or data from an external source. Then, in step 202, the control panel

buttons of the car stereo are monitored.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each of the one or more

auxiliary input sources are selectable by selecting a CD disc number on the control

panel of the car radio. Thus, in step 204, a determination is made as to whether the

first disc number has been selected. If a positive determination is made, step 206 is

invoked, wherein the first auxiliary input source is connected (channeled) to the car

stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 208 is invoked, wherein a second

detemiination is made as to whether the second disc number has been selected. If

a positive determination is made, step 210 is invoked, wherein the second auxiliary

input source is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a negative determination‘

is made, step 212 is invoked, wherein a third determination is made as to whether

the third disc number has been selected. If a positive determination is made, step

214 is invoked, wherein the third auxiliary input source is connected (channeled) to

the car stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 216 is invoked, wherein a

fourth determination is made as to whether the fourth disc number has been

selected. If a positive determination is made, step 218 is invoked, wherein the

fourth auxiliary input source is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a
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negative detennination is made, step 200 is re-invoked, and the process disclosed

for block 198 repeated. ‘Further, if any of steps 206, 210, 214, or 218 are executed,

then step 200 is re—invo1ced and block 198 repeated.

The process disclosed in block 198 allows a user to select from one of four

auxiliary input sources using the control buttons of the car stereo. Of course, the

number of auxiliary input sources connectable with and selectable by the present

invention can be expanded to any desired number. Thus, for example, 6 auxiliary

input sources could be provided and switched using corresponding selection key(s)

or keystroke(s) 011 the control panel of the radio. Moreover, any desired keystroke,

selection sequence, or button(s) on the control panel of the radio, or elsewhere, can

be utilized to select from the auxiliary input sources without departing from the

spirit or scope of the present invention.

FIG. 4e is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

220, for integrating a CD player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a car

radio. Beginning in step 222, a determination is made as to Whether the existing

car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 224 is invoked,

wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and Waits for the car stereo to

be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 226 is invoked, wherein a

second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in a state responsive to

signals external to the cars stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 226 is

re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 226, then step 228 is invoked,

wherein a signal is generated by the present invention indicating that an external

device is present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to the car stereo.
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Importantly, this signal prevents the car stereo from shutting off, entering a Sleep

mode, or otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external

source. Then, in step 230, a determination is made as to whether a CD player is

present e., whether an external CD player or changer is connected to the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention). I If a positive

determination is made, steps 231 and 232 are invoked. In step 231, the logic of

block 108 of FIG. 4a (the CD handling process), described earlier, is invoked, so

that the CD player/changer can be integrated with the car stereo and utilized by a

user. In step 232, a sensing mode is initiated, wherein the present invention

monitors for a selection sequence (as will be discussed in greater detail) initiated

by the user at the control panel of the car stereo for switching from the external CD

player/changer to one or more auxiliary input sources. Step 234 is then invoked,

wherein a determination is made as to whether such a sequence has «been initiated.

If a negative determination is made, step 234 re-invokes step 228, so that further

processing can occur. Otherwise, if a positive determination is made (i. e., the user

desires to switch from the external CD player/changer to one of the auxiliary input

sources), step 236 is invoked, wherein the audio channels of the CD player/changer

are disconnected from the car stereo. Then, step 238 is invoked, wherein the logic

of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input handling process), discussed earlier, is

executed, allowing the user to select from one of the auxiliary input sources. In the

event that a negative determination is made in step 230 (no external CD

player/changer is connected to the present invention), then step 238 is invoked, and

the system goes into auxiliary mode. The user can then select from one or more

auxiliary input sources using the controls of the radio.
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FIG. 4f is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 240,

for integrating a satellite receiver or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary input

sources with a car radio. Beginning in step 242, a determination is made as to

whether the existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made,

step 244 is invoked, wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits

for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 246 is

invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in

a state responsive to signals external to the car stereo. If a negative determination

is made, step 246 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 246, then step 248 is invoked,

wherein a signal is generated by the present invention indicating that an external

device is present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to the car stereo.

Importantly, this signal prevents the car stereo from shutting off, entering a sleep

mode, or otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external

source. Then, in step 250, a determination is made as to whether a satellite

receiver or DAB receiver is present (z'.e., whether an external satellite receiver or

DAB receiver is connected to the multimedia device integration system of the

present invention). If a positive determination is made, steps 251 and 252 are

invoked. In step 251, the logic of block 168 of FIG. 4c (the satellite/DAB receiver

handling process), described earlier, is invoked, so that the satellite receiver can be

integrated with the car stereo and utilized by a user. In step 252, a sensing mode is

initiated, wherein the present invention monitors for a selection sequence (as will

be discussed in greater detail) initiated by the user at the control panel of the car

stereo for switching from the external satellite receiver to one or more auxiliary
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input sources. Step 254 is then invoked, wherein a detenninationis made as to

whether such a sequence has been initiated. If a negative determination is made,

step 254 re—invokes step 258, so that further processing can occur. Otherwise, if a

positive determination is made (z'.e., the user desires to switch from the external

satellite/D_AB receiver to one of the auxiliary input sources), step 256 is invoked,

wherein the audio channels of the satellite receiver are disconnected from the car

stereo. Then, step 258 is invoked, wherein the logic of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the

auxiliary input handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, allowing the user

to select from one of the auxiliary input sources. In the event that a negative

determination is made in step 250 (no external satellite/DAB receiver is connected

to the present invention), then step 258 is invoked, and the system goes into

auxiliary mode. The user can then select from one or more auxiliary input sources

using the controls of the radio.

FIG. 4g is a flowchart showing processing logic accordingtto the present

invention for integrating an MP3 player and one or more auxiliary input sources

with a car stereo. Beginning in step 262, a determination is made as to whether the

existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 264 is

invoked, wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car

stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 266 is invoked,

wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in a state

responsive to signals external to the car stereo. If a negative determination is

made, step 266 is re—invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 266, then step 268 is invoked,

wherein a signal is generated by the present invention indicating that an external
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device is present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to the car stereo.

Importantly, this signal prevents the car stereo from shutting offl entering a sleep

mode, or otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external

source. Then, in step 270, a determination is made as to whether an MP3 player is

present (z'.e., whether an external l\/[P3 player is connected to the multimedia device

integration system of the present invention). If a positive determination is made,

steps 271 and 272 are invoked. In step 271, the logic of block 138 of FIG. 4b (the

MP3 handling process), described earlier, is invoked, so that the MP3 player can

be integrated with the car stereo and utilized by a user. In step 272, a sensing

mode is initiated, wherein the present invention monitors for a selection sequence

(as will be discussed in greater detail) initiated by the user at the control panel of

the car stereo for switching from the external MP3 player to one or more auxiliary

input sources. Step 274 is then invoked, wherein a detennination is made as to

whether such a sequence has been initiated. If a negative determination is made,

step 274 re-invokes step 278, so that further processing can occur. Otherwise, if a

positive determination is made (z'.e., the user desires to switch from the external

MP3 player to one of the auxiliary input sources), step 276 is invoked, wherein the

audio channels of the MP3 player are disconnected from the car stereo. Then, step

278 is invoked, wherein the logic of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input

handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, allowing the user to select from

one of the auxiliary input sources. In the event that a negative determination is

made in step 270 (no external MP3 player is connected to the present invention),

then step 278 is invoked, and the system goes into auxiliary mode.‘ The user can

then select from one or more auxiliary input sources using the controls of the radio.
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As mentioned previously, to enable integration, the present invention

contains logic for converting command signals issued from an after-market or

OEM car stereo into a format compatible with one or more external audio devices

connected to the present invention. Such logic can be applied to convert any car

stereo signal for use with any external device. For purposes of illustration, a

sample code portion is shown in Table 1, below, for converting control signals

from a BMW car stereo into a format understandable by a CD changer:

Radio requests changer to STOP (exit PLAY mode)
Decoding 6805l83801004C message

Encode_RDflstop_msg:

movlw 0x68

xorwf BMW_RecV_buff,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x05

xorwf BMW_RecV_buff+l,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x18

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+2,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x38

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+3,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x01

xorwf BMW_RecV_buff+4,W
skpz
return

tstf BMW_Recv_buff+5
skpz
return

movlw Ox4C

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+6,W
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skpz
return

bsf BMW_Recv_STOP;msg
return

The code portion shown in Table 1 receives a STOP command issued by a

BMW stereo, in a format proprietary to BMW stereos. Preferably, the received

command is stored in a first buffer, such as BMW__Recv__buff. The procedure

“Encode_RD_stop_msg” repetitively applies an XOR function to the STOP

command, resulting in a new command that is in a format compatible with the

after-market CD player. The command is then stored in an output buffer for

dispatching to the CD player.

Additionally, the present invention contains logic for retrieving information

from an after-market audio device, and converting same into a format compatible

with the car stereo for display thereby. Such logic can be applied to convert any

data from the external device for display on the car stereo. For purposes of

illustration, a sample code portion is shown in Table 2., below, for converting data

fiom a CD changer into a format understandable by a BMW car stereo:

Changer replies with STOP confirmation
Encoding l8OA68390002003FOOOlO27D message

Load_CD_stop_msg:
movlw Oxl8

movwf BMW_Send_buff

movlw OXOA

movwf BMW_Send_buff+1

movlw 0x68

movwf BMW_Send_buff+2

movlw 0x39
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movwf BMW_Send_buff+3

movlw 0x00 ;current status_XX=OO, power

movwf BMW_Send_buff+4

movlw 0x02 ;current status_YY=02, power

movwf BMW_Send_buff+5

clrf BMW_Send_buff+6 ;separate field, always =0

movfw BMW_MM_stat ;current status_MM , magazine

movwf BMW_Send_buff+7

clrf BMW_SendHbuff+8 ;separate field, always

movfw BMW_DD~stat ;current status_DD ,

movwf BMW_Send_buff+9

movfw BMW_TT_stat ;current status_TT , current

movwf BMW_Send_buff+l0

xorwf BMW_Send_buff+9,W ;calculate check sum
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+8,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+7,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+6,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+5,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+4,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+3,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+2,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+l,W
xorwf BMW~Send_buff,W

movwf BMW_Send_buff+l1 ;store check sum
movlw D'12' ;12 bytes total
movwf BMW_Send_cnt
bsf BMW_Send_on ;ready to send
return

The code portion shown in Table 2 receives a STOP confirmation message

from the CD player, in a format proprietary to the CD player. Preferably, the

received command is stored in a first buffer, such as BMW_Send_buff. The

procedure “Load_CD_stop_msg” retrieves status information, magazine

information, current disc, and current track information from the CD changer, and

constructs a response containing this information. Then, a checksum is calculated
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and stored in another buffer. The response and checksum are in a format

compatible with the BMW stereo, and are ready for dispatching to the car stereo.

The present invention also includes logic for converting signals fi‘om an

OEM car stereo system for use with a digital media device such as an MP3, MP4,

or Apple iPod player. Shown below are code samples for allowing commands and

data to be exchanged between a Ford car stereo and an Apple iPod device:

- Table 3
________________________________________________________________________

//decoding Ford "play" command :4l—CO—80—CA—0l+

if ( ACP_rx_ready == ON ) [
ACP_rx_ready OFF;
ACP_rx_taddr ACP_rx_buff[l];
ACP_rx_saddr ACP_rx_buff[2];
ACP_rx_datal ACP_rx_buff[3];
ACP_rx_data2 ACP_rx_buff[4];
ACP_rx_data3 ACP_rx_buff[5];
if ( (ACP_rx_saddr 0x80) ) {

switch ( ACP_rx_taddr ) {
case OXCO:

if ( ACP_rx_datal == OXCA)

IIIIIIHIIII
{

if ( ACP_rx_data2
== OX01 ) {

flags.ACP_play_req

In the code portion shown in Table 3, a “Play” command selected by a user

at the controls of a Ford OEM car stereo is received, and portions of the command

are stored in one or more buffer arrays. Then, as shown below in Table 4, the

decoded portions of the command stored in the one or more buffer arrays are used

to construct a “Play/Pause” command in a format compatible with the Apple iPod

device, and the command is sent to the Apple iPod for execution thereby:
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Table 4

// encoding iPod "play/pause" command OXFF 0x55 0x03 0x02 0x00
0xOl OXFA

if ( iPod_play_req == ON ) {
iPod_play_req =
iPod_tx_data[0]
iPod_tx_data[1]
iPod_tx_data[2]
iPod_tx_data[3] 0x00;
iPod_tx_data[4] 0x01;
iPod_tx_counter ;
iPod_tx_ready =

o n:1”
0x55;
0x03;
0x02;

011IIIInun
F

While the code portions shown in Tables 1-2 are implemented using

assembler language, and the code portions shown in Tables 3-4 are implemented

using the ‘C programming language, it is to be expressly understood that any low or

high level language known in the art could be utilized without departing from the

spirit or scope of the invention. It will be appreciated that various other code

portions can be developed for converting signals from any afier—rnarket or OEM

car stereo for use by an after—marl<et external audio device, and vice versa.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 300

for allowing a user to switch between an after-market audio device, and one or

more auxiliary input sources. As was discussed earlier, the present invention

allows a user to switch from one or more connected audio devices, such as an

external CD player/changer, MP3 player, satellite receiver, DAB receiver, or the

like, and activate one or more auxiliary input sources. A selection sequence,

initiated by the user at the control panel of the car stereo, allows such switching.

Beginning in step 302, the buttons of the control panel are monitored. In step 304,

a determination is made as to whether a “Track Up” button or sequence has been
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initiated by the user. The “Track Up” button or sequence can for a CD player,

MP3 player, or any other device. If a negative determination is made, step 306 is

invoked, wherein the sensed button or sequence is processed in accordance with

the present invention and dispatched to the external audio device for execution.

Then, step 302 is re-invoked, so that additional buttons or sequences can be

monitored.

In the event that a positive determination is made in step 304, step 308 is

invoked, wherein the present invention waits for a predetermined period of time

while monitoring the control panel buttons for additional buttons or sequences. In

a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the predetermined period of time

is 750 milliseconds, but of course, other time durations are considered within the

spirit and scope of the present invention. In step 310, a determination is made as to

whether the user has initiated a “Track Down” button or sequence at the control

panel of the car stereo within the predetermined time period. These sequences can

be used for a CD player, MP3 player, or any other device. If a negative

determination is made, step 312 is invoked. In step 312, a determination is made

as to whether a timeout has occurred (e.g., whether the predetermined period of

time has expired). If a negative determination is made, step 308 is re—invoked.

Otherwise, is a positive determination is made, step 312 invokes step 306, so that

any buttons or key sequences initiated by the user that are not a “Track Down”

command are processed in accordance with the present invention and dispatched to

the audio device for execution.

In the event that a positive determination is made in step 310 (a “Track

Down” button or sequence has been initiated within the predetermined time
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period), then step 314 is invoked. In step 314, the audio channels of the audio

device are disconnected, and then step 316 is invoked. In step 316, the logic of

block 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input handling process), discussed earlier, is

invoked, ‘so that the user can select from one of the auxiliary input sources in

accordance with the present invention. Thus, at this point in time, the system has

switched, under user control, from the audio device to a desired auxiliary input.

Although the foregoing description of the process 300 has been described with

reference'to “Track Up” and “Track Down” buttons or commands initiated by the

user, it is to be expressly understood that any desired key sequence, keystroke,

button depress, or any other action, can be sensed in accordance with the present

invention and utilized for switching modes.

When operating i11 auxiliary mode, the present invention provides an

indication on the display of the car stereo corresponding to such mode. For

example, the CD number could be displayed as “l”, and the track number

displayed as “99,” thus indicating to the user that the system is operating in

auxiliary mode and that audio and data is being supplied from an auxiliary input

source. Of course, any other indication could be generated and displayed on the

display of the car stereo, such as a graphical display (e.g., an icon) or textual

prompt.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 320,

for determining and handling various device types connected to the auxiliary input

ports of the invention. The present invention can sense device types connected to

the auxiliary input ports, and can integrate same with the car stereo using the

procedures discussed earlier. Beginning in step 322, the control panel buttons of
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the car stereo are monitored for a button or sequence initiated by the user

corresponding to an auxiliary input selection (such as the disc number method

discussed earlier with reference to FIG. 4d). In response to an auxiliary input

selection," step 324 is invoked, wherein the type of device connected to the selected

auxiliary input is sensed by the present invention. Then, step 326 is invoked.

In step 326, a determination is made as to whether the device connected to

the auxiliary input is a CD player/changer. If a positive determination is made,

step 328 is invoked, wherein the logic of block 108 of FIG. 4a (the CD handling

process), discussed earlier, is executed, and the CD player is integrated with the car

stereo. If a negative determination is made in step 326, then step 330 is invoked.

In step 330, a determination is made as to whether the device connected to the

auxiliary input is an MP3 player. If a positive determination is made, step 334 is

invoked, wherein the logic of block 138 if FIG. 4b (the MP3 handling process),

discussed earlier, is executed, and the MP3 player is integrated with the car stereo.

If a negative determination is made in step 330, then step 336 is invoked. In step

336, a determination is made as to whether the device connected to the auxiliary

input is a satellite receiver or a DAB receiver. If a positive determination is made,

step 338 is invoked, wherein the logic of block 168 of FIG. 4c (the satellite/DAB

receiver handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, a11d the satellite receiver

is integrated with the car stereo. If a negative determination is made in step 336,

step 322‘ is re-invoked, so that additional auxiliary input selections can be

monitored and processed accordingly. Of course, process 320 can be expanded to

allow other types of devices connected to the auxiliary inputs of the present

invention to be integrated with the car stereo.
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The present invention can be expanded for allowing video information

generated by an external device to be integrated with the display of an existing

OEM or after—market car stereo. In such a mode, the invention accepts RGB

(red/green/blue) input signals from the external device, and converts same to

composite signals. The composite signals are then forwarded to the car stereo for

display thereby, such as on an LCD panel of the stereo. Additionally, the present

invention can accept composite input signals from an external device, and convert

same to RGB signals for display on the car stereo. Further, information from the

external device can be formatted and presented to the user in one or more graphical

user interfaces or menus capable of being viewed and manipulated on the car

stereo.

FIG. 7a is a perspective view of a docking station 400 according to the

present invention for retaining an audio device Within a car. Importantly, the

present invention can be adapted to allow portable audio devices to be integrated

with an existing car stereo. The docking station 400 allows such portable devices

to be conveniently docked and integrated With the car stereo. The docking station

400 includes a top portion 402 hingedly connected at a rear portion 408 to a bottom

portion 404, preferably in a clam—like configuration. A portable audio device 410,

such as the SKYFI radio distributed by DELPHI, Inc., is physically and electrically

connected with the docking portion 412, and contained within the station 100. A

clasp 406 can be provided for holding the top and bottom portions in a closed

position to retain the device 410. Optionally, a video device could also be docked

using the docking station 400, and tabs 413 can be provided for holding the

docking station 400 in place against a portion of a car. Conceivably, the docking
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station 400 could take any form, such as a sleeve—1ike device for receiving and

retaining a portable audio device and having a docking portion for electrically and

mechanically mating with the audio device.

FIG. 7b is an end View showing the rear portion 408 of the docking station

400 of FIG. 7a. A hinge 414 connects the top portion and the bottom portions of

the docking station 400. A data port 416 is provided for interfacing with the audio

device docked within the station 400, and is in electrical communication therewith.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the data port 416 is an RS-232

serial or USB data port that allows for the transmission of data with the audio

device, and which connects with the multimedia device integration system of the

present invention for integrating the audio device with an OEM or after—market car

stereo. Any known bus technology can be utilized to interface with any portable

audio or video device contained within the docking station 400, such as

FIREVVJRE, D2B, MOST, CAN, USB/USB2, IE Bus, T Bus, I Bus, or any other

bus technology known in the art. It should be noted that the present invention can

be operated without a docking station, 1'. e., a portable audio or Video device can be

plugged directly into the present invention for integration with a car stereo or video

system.

FIGS. 8a-8b are perspective Views of another embodiment of the docking

station of the present invention, indicated generally at 500, which includes the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, indicated generally

at 540, incorporated therewith. As shown in FIG. 8a, the docking station 500

includes a base portion 530, a bottom member 515 interconnected with the base

portion 530 at an edge thereof, and a top member 510 hingedly interconnected at
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an edge to the base portion 530. The top member 510 and the bottom member 515

define a cavity for docking and storing a portable audio device 520, which could be

a portable CD player, MP3 player, satellite (e.g., X1V.[, SIRIUS, or other type)

tuner, or any other portable audio device. The docking station 500 would be

configured to accommodate a specific device, such as an IPOD from Apple

Computer, Inc., or any other portable device.

The multimedia device integration system 540, in the form of a circuit

board, is housed Within the base portion 530 and performs the integration fiqnctions

discussed herein for integrating the portable device 520 with an existing car stereo

or car video system. The integration system 540 is in communication with the

portable device 520 via a connector 550, which is connected to a port on the device

520, and a cable 555 interconnected between the connector 550 and the integration

system 540. The connector 550 could be any suitable connector and can vary

according to the device type. For example, a MOLEX, USB, or any other

connector could be used, depending on the portable device. The integration system

540 is electrically connected with a car stereo or car Video system by cable 560.

Alternatively, the integration system could wirelessly communicate with the car

stereo or car video system. A transmitter could be used at the integration system to '

communicate with a receiver at the car stereo or car video system. Where

automobiles include Bluetooth systems, such systems can be used to communicate

with the integration system. As can be readily appreciated, the docking station 500

provides a convenient device for docking, storing, and integrating a portable device

for use with a car stereo. Further, the docking station 500 could be positioned at
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any desired location within a vehicle, including, but not limited to, the vehicle

trunk.

As shown in FIG. 8b, the top member 510 can be opened in the general

direction indicated by arrow A to allow for access to the portable audio device 520.

In this fashion, the device 520 can be quickly accessed for any desired purpose,

such as for inserting and removing the device 520 from the docking station 500, as

Well as for providing access to the controls of the device 520.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the components of the docking station

of FIGS.- 8a—8b. The docking station 500 houses both a portable audio or video

device 520 and a multimedia device integration system (or interface) 540. The

shape and configuration of the docking station 500 can be varied as desired without

departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention.

The integration system of the present invention provides for control of a

portable audio or video device, or other device, through the controls of the car

stereo or video system system. As such, controls on the steering wheel, where

present, may also be used to control the portable audio device or other device.

Further, in all embodiments of the present invention, communication between the

after-marhet device and a car stereo or Video system can be accomplished using

known wireless technologies, such as Bluetooth.

FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, indicated generally

at 600, wherein the interface 630 is incorporated within a car stereo or car video

system 610. The interface 630 is in electrical communication with the control

panel buttons 620, display 615, and associated control circuitry 625 of the car
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stereo or video system 610. The interface 630 could be manufactured on a separate

printed circuit board positioned within the stereo or video system 610, or on one or

more existing circuit boards of the stereo or video system 610. An after—market

device 635 can be put into electrical communication with the interface 630 via a

port or connection on the car stereo or video system 610, and integrated for use

with the car stereo or video system 610.

The device 635 can be controlled using the control panel buttons 620 of the

car stereo or video system 610, and information from the device 635 is formatted

by the interface 630 and displayed in the display 615 of the car stereo or video

system 6l0. Additionally, control commands generated at the car stereo or car

video device 610 are converted by the interface 630 into a format (protocol)

compatible with the multimedia device 635, and are dispatched thereto for

execution. A plurality of multimedia devices could be intergrated using the

interface 630, as well as one or more auxiliary input sources 640. The after—marl<et

device 635 could comprise any audio, video, or telecommunications device,

including, but not limited to, a CD player, CD changer, digital media player (e.g,,

MP3 player, MP4 player, WMV player, Apple iPod, or any other player), satellite

radio (e.g., XZM, Sirius, Delphi, etc.), video device (e.g., DVD player), cellular

telephone, or any other type of device or combinations thereof. Additionally, one

or more interfaces could be connected to the interface 630 (“daisy—chained”) to

allow multiple products to be integrated. The device 600 could include one or

more of the circuits disclosed in FIGS. 3a-3d and modified depending upon the

type of the after—market device 635.
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FIG. 11a is a diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, indicated generally at 645, wherein a cellular telephone 670 is

intergrated for use with a car stereo. The telephone 670 is in electrical

communication with the interface 665, which receives data from the cellular

telephone and formats same for displaying on the display 650 of the car stereo or

video system 660. Commands for controlling the telephone 670 can be entered

using the control panel buttons 655 of the car stereo or Video system 660. The

commands are processed by the interface 665, converted into a format (protocol)

compatible with the telephone 670, and transmitted to the telephone 670 for

processing thereby. Additionally, audio from the telephone 670 can be chamieled

to the car stereo or video system 660 via the interface 665 and played through the

speakers of the car stereo or video system 660. For example, if the telephone 670

is provided with the ability to download songs or music, such songs or music can

be selected using the car stereo or video system 660 and played therethrough using

the interface 665. It should be noted that control of the cellular telephone could be

provided using one or more displays (e.g., LCD) of a car video system. Moreover,

control of the cellular telephone 670 is not limited to the use of buttons on the car

stereo or video ststem 660, and indeed, a software or graphically-driven menu or

interface can be used to control the cellular telephone. The device 645 could

include one or more of the circuits disclosed in FIGS. 3a—3d and modified for use

with the cellular telephone 670.

FIG. 11b is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

647, for integrating a cellular telephone with a car radio. Beginning in step 649, a

determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered on. If a
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negative determination is made, step 651 is invoked, wherein the present invention

enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive

determination is made, step 653 is invoked, wherein a second determination is

made as to whether the car stereo is in a state responsive to signals external to the

car stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 649 is re—invoked.

If ‘ a positive determination is made in step 653, a cellular telephone

handling process, indicated as block 661, is invoked. Beginning in step 654, a

signal is generated by the present invention indicating that a cellular telephone is

present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Importantly,

this signal prevents the car stereo from shutting off, entering a sleep mode, or

otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external source. In

step 657, the audio channels of the cellular telephone are connected (channeled) to

the car stereo system, allowing audio from the cellular telephone to be played

through the car stereo. In step 659, data is retrieved by the present invention from

the cellular telephone, such as song information corresponding to one or more

songs downloaded onto the cellular telephone. After steps 654, 657, and 659 have

been executed, control passes to step 663.

In steps 663, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the

car stereo for cellular telephone operational commands. In step 664,‘ if a command

is not detected, step 663 is re—invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step

663 invokes step 667, wherein the received command is converted into a format

recognizable by the cellular telephone connected to the present invention. Once

the command has been formatted, step 669 is invoked, wherein the formatted
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command is transmitted to the cellular telephone and executed. Step 654 is then

re—invoked, so that additional processing can occur.

FIG. 1221 is a diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, indicated generally at 675, wherein an after-market video device 695 is

integrated for use with a car video system 685. The after-market video device 695

could comprise a portable DVD player, digital video (DV) camera, digital camera,

or any other video device. The interface 690 receives output video signals from

the device 695, and converts same for display on one or more displays 680 (e.g.,

LCD seat—back displays in a minivan, fold—down displays mounted on the roof of a

vehicle, vehicle navigation displays, etc.) of the car video system 685. The

interface 690 could convert between composite and red/green/blue (RGB) video

signals, and Vice versa, using commercially-available Video format conversion

chips such as the TDA83l5, TDA4570, TDA3567, TDA3566A, and TDA3569A

video conversion chips manufactured by Philips Corp., and the AL25 l and AL25O

video conversion chips manufactured by Averlogic Technologies, Inc., or any

other suitable video conversion chips. Commands issued by a user using the car

video system 685 or display(s) 680 for controlling the device 695 are received by

the interface 690, converted into a format compatible with the device 695, and

transmitted thereto for processing. The device 675 could include one or more of

the circuits disclosed in FIGS. 3a~3d and modified for use with the video device

695.

FIG. 12b is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

671, for integrating an after-market video device with a car video system.

Beginning in step 673, a determination is made as to whether the existing car video
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system is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 674 is invoked,

wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car video

system to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 677 is invoked,

wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car video system is in a

state responsive to signals external to the car video system. If a negative

determination is made, step 673 is re—invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 677, an after'—market video

device handling process, indicated as block 687, is invoked. Beginning in step

679, a signal is generated by the present invention indicating that an external

device is present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to the car video

system. Importantly, this signal prevents the car video system from shutting off,

entering a sleep mode, or otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from

an external source. In step 681, the audio and video channels of the after-market

device are connected (channeled) to the car video system, allowing audio and

video from the after-market device to be played through the car video system. In

step 684, the display(s) of the car video system are updated with data from the

after-market device. After steps 679, 681, and 684 have been executed, control

passes to step 683.

In_ step 683, the present invention monitors the car video system for after-

market video device operational commands. In step 689, if a command is not

detected, step 683 is re—invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step 689

invokes step 691, wherein the received command is converted into a format

recognizable by the ai°ter—rnarket video device connected to the present invention.

Once the command has been formatted, step 693 is invoked, wherein the formatted
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command is transmitted to the after—market video device and executed. Step 679 is

then re—invoked, so that additional processing can occur.

FlG. 13a is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system 710 of the present invention, wherein

configuration jumpers 720 and protocol conversion software blocks 724 are

provided for integrating after—market devices of various types using a single

interface.‘ The jumpers 720 can be set to a plurality of different settings, each of

which corresponds to an after~marlcet device of a specific type (e.g., CD changer,

CD player, digital media player, satellite radio, video device, cellular telephone,

etc.) or from a specific manufacturer. Additionally, the jumpers 720 can be used to

specify one or more device or manufacturer types for the car stereo or video

system 705. The settings of the configuration jumpers 720 correspond to one or

more protocol conversion software blocks 724 stored in memory (e.g.,

programmable flash memory, ROM, EEPROM, etc.) 725 of the interface 710.

Each of the software blocks 724 controls the interface circuitry 715 and contains

instructions for converting data from the device 707 into a format compatible with

the car stereo or video system 705, and vice Versa. For example, a first block could

contain software for allowing communication between an Apple iPod and an in-

dash car stereo manufactured by Sony, and a second block could contain software

for allowing communication between a DVD player and a car video system. Any

desired number of blocks could be stored in the memory 725 and can be selected as

desired by the user via configuration jumpers 720. As such, a single interface 710

can be used for integrating numerous devices of various types and manufactures

for use with one or more car stereo or video systems. The device 710 could
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include one or more of the circuits shown in FIGS. 3a-3d, with modifications

depending upon the device types of the devices 705 and 707.

FIG. 13b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the

multimedia device integration system of the present invention, wherein wiring

harnesses 727 and 728 and protocol conversion software blocks 729 are provided

for integrating multimedia devices of various types using a single interface 726. In

this embodiment, the electrical configurations (pinouts) of each of the harnesses

727 and 728 correspond to car stereo / video systems and after-market devices of

specific types and made by specific manufacturers (e.g., harness 727 could

correspond to a BMW car stereo, and harness 728 could correspond to an ALPINE

satellite tuner). The electrical configurations (pinouts) of the harnesses are utilized

by the interface 726 to retrieve a specific protocol conversion software block 729

that allows communication between the devices. The interface 726 could be

provided with a plurality of protocol conversion software blocks pre-loaded into

memory in the interface, and could be provided with any desired harnesses. The

interface 726 could include one or more of the circuits shown in FIGS. 3a—3d, with

modification depending upon the device types of the devices attached to the wiring

harnesses 727 and 728.

FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

730, of the multimedia device integration system of the present invention for

integrating after—market devices of various types using a single interface. In step

735, the interface determines types of devices that are connected thereto, including

the car stereo or video system and one or more after—market devices to be

integrated therewith. This could be achieved by the configuration jumper settings
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or the harness types connected to the interface and discussed with respect to FIGS.

13a and 13b. Then, in step 740, a protocol conversion software block is selected

from blocks of conversion software (e.g., from the blocks 725 and 729 shown in

FIGS. 13a and 13b). In step 745, instructions are converted using the selected

conversion block to allow the car stereo or video system to operate with the

multimedia device.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at

750, of the multimedia device integration system of the present’ invention for

allowing a user to specify one or more after—market device types for integration

using a single interface. In step 770, a user is provided with one or more lists of

devices to be integrated, which are displayed on the display 760 of the car stereo or

Video device 755. Then, in step 775, using the buttons 765 of the car video device,

the user can specify the type of multimedia device to be integrated (e.g., by

scrolling through the lists). Additionally, the device type could be specified using

a graphical or software menu displayed on the car stereo or car video system. In

step 780,»a determination is made as to whether a timeout has occurred (e.g., the

user has not selected a device type within a predetermined period of time). If a

positive determination is made, step 785 occurs, wherein a protocol conversion

software block is selected from memory corresponding to the last device type

displayed by the car stereo or Video system. If a negative determination is made,

step 790 is invoked, wherein a determination is made as to whether the user has

specified a device type. If a negative determination is made, step 775 is re—invo1ced

so that the user can specify a device type. If a positive determination is made, step

795 is invoked, wherein a protocol conversion software block is selected from
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memory corresponding to the device specified by the user. In step 800, the

protocol conversion software block is mapped to a logical address in memory.

Then, in step 805, instructions to be exchanged between the car stereo or video

system and the after-market device are converted using the software block to allow

communication between the devices using compatible formats. Accordingly, the

logic of FIG. 15 allows a single interface having multiple protocol conversion

software blocks to be used integrate a plurality of after—marlcet devices with a car

stereo or video system.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing processing logic of the multimedia device

integration system of the present invention, indicated generally at 810, for allowing

a user to quickly navigate through a list of songs on one or more after—market

devices using the controls of a car stereo or video system (fast navigation

technique). This method allows a user to quickly select a song fiom a list of songs

available on an after—market device for playing on the car stereo or video system,

and could be applied for use with any type of after—market device, including, but

not limited to, a digital media player such as an MP3 player or Apple iPod player.

Beginning in step 812, a user is provided with a list of alphanumeric characters on

a display of the car stereo or video system. This list could include the letters A

through Z, as well as the numbers 0 through 9. In step 814, the user can specify a

desired alphanumeric character, which can be specified by scrolling through the

list using one or more controls of the car stereo or video system and pressing a

button once the desired character has been highlighted, or optionally, if an

alphanumeric keypad (or touchscreen interface) is provided on the car stereo or

video system, the user can directly enter the desired alphanumeric character.
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VVhen the desired alphanumeric character has been specified, in step 816 a

remote database is queried using the alphanumeric character. The remote database

could comprise a list of songs stored in one or more after-market devices integrated

by the present invention for use with the car stereo or video system. In step 818, a

list of potentially matching songs is retrieved fiom the database and presented on

the display of the car stereo or video system for perusal by the user. For example,

if the user specified the letter “A,” the list could include all songs in the remote

database having titles (or artists) beginning with the letter “A.” In step 820, a

determination is made as to whether a desired song appears in the list and is

immediately viewable by the user, without requiring the user to scroll through the

list. If a positive determination is made, step 822 is invoked, wherein the desired

song is selected by the user and retrieved from the after-market device for playing

on the car stereo or video system.

In the event that a negative determination is made in step 820, step 824 is

invoked, wherein the user can specify an additional alphanumeric character using

the car stereo or video system. For example, if the user initially specified the letter

“A” and the desired song is not visible in the list of songs without scrolling, the

user can refine the query by adding an additional alphanumeric character. Thus,

for example, the user can specify the letters “AN” to search for songs having titles

(or artists) beginning with the letters “AN.” In step 826, the remote database of the

after—market device is queried using the specified letters. In step 828, a list of

potential matches is presented to the user at the car stereo or video system. In step

830, a determination is made as to whether the desired song appears in the list and
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is immediately viewable without requiring the user to scroll through the list. If a

positive determination is made, step 822 is invoked, wherein the user can select the

desired song for retrieval from the after—market device and playing on the car

stereo or video system. If a negative determination is made, step 832 is invoked,

wherein a determination is made as to whether a threshold number of alphanumeric

characters has been specified by the user. For example, a maximum threshold of 3

alphanumeric characters could be specified, or any other desired number. If a

negative determination is made, steps 824-832 are re-invoked in the manner

disclosed herein to allow the user to specify additional alphanumeric characters for

querying the remote database. If a positive determination is made (threshold met),

then processing terminates and the user must scroll through the list of retrieved

songs or repeat the processing disclosed in FIG. 16 to begin a new query.

FIG. 17 is a diagram showing an another embodiment of the present

invention, indicated generally at 850, wherein a plurality of external devices are

integrated using a single interface 852. Any desired number or combination of

devices can be integrated for use with a car stereo or video system using the

interface 852. The interface 852 houses a plurality of ports 858 for connecting any

desired number of external devices, and a port 856 for com1ection with a car stereo

or video system. The ports 858 and 856 could be any suitable type of input port,

and could vary depending upon the types of devices to be integrated. Additionally,

the interface 852 includes integration electronics 854, which could include any

desired electronics disclosed herein for integrating a plurality of external devices.
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As shown in FIG. 17, a CD player 860, a digital media ‘device 862, a

satellite tuner 864, a video device 866, a cellular phone 868, and an auxiliary input

870 are connected to the interface 852 and integrated for use with a car stereo or

video system. The CD player 860 could comprise any desired CD player or

changer. _The digital media device 862 could comprise any portable digital media

device, such as an Apple iPod, MP3 player, MP4, player, WMV player, portable

music center, or any other desired device. The satellite tuner 864 could comprise

any desired satellite tuner, such as an XM or Sirius tuner. The video device 866

could comprise any desired video device, such as a DVD player. The cellular

phone 868 could comprise any cellular telephone capable of downloading and

storing music or video files. The auxiliary input 870 could comprise any desired

external device. Any desired number of interfaces 852 could be interconnected

(“daisy-chained”). Further, the interface 852 could fonn part of an existing car

stereo or video system. Control of the external devices connected to the interface

852 is provided through the car stereo or video system.

Having thus described the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the

foregoing description is not intended to limit the spirit and scope thereof.
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What is claimed is:

A multimedia device integration system comprising:

a car stereo system;

an after—market device external to the car stereo system;

an interface positioned within the car stereo system and connected between

the car stereo system and the after-market device for exchanging data and audio

signals between the car stereo system and the after-market device;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the after-

market device from the car stereo system in a format compatible with the after-

market device; and

means for processing and displaying data from the after—market device on a display

of the car stereo system in a format compatible with the car stereo system.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the after-market device comprises a CD

player, CD changer, digital media player, Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receiver,

satellite receiver, or a cellular telephone.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the digital media player comprises an

MP3 player, an MP4 player, WMV player, or an Apple iPod.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising one or more auxiliary input

sources connected to the interface.
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A multimedia device integration system comprising:

a car stereo system;

a cellular telephone external to the car stereo system;

a11 interface connected between the car stereo system and the cellular

telephone for exchanging data and audio signals between the car stereo system and

the cellular telephone;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the cellular

telephone from the car stereo system in a fonnat compatible with the cellular

telephone; and

means for processing and displaying data from the cellular telephone on a

display of the car stereo system in a format compatible with the car stereo system.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, further comprising songs or music downloadable

through the cellular telephone.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the songs or music are playable through

the car stereo system using the interface.

A multimedia device integration system comprising:

a car video system;

a cellular telephone external to the car video system;
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an interface connected between the car video system and the cellular

telephone for exchanging data, audio, and video signals between the car video

system and the cellular telephone;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the cellular

telephone‘ from the car video system in a format compatible with the cellular

telephone; and

means for processing and displaying data from the cellular telephone on a

display of the car video system in a format compatible with the car video system.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, further comprising songs or music downloadable

through the cellular telephone.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the songs or music are playable through

the car video system using the interface.

11. A multimedia device integration system comprising:

a car video system;

an after-market video device external to the car video system;

an interface connected between the car video system and the after—market

video device for exchanging data, audio, and video signals between the car video

system and the after—market video device;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the after-

2O market video device from the car video system in a fonnat compatible with the

afier-market video device; and
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means for processing and displaying data from the after—market video

device on a display of the car video system in a format compatible with the car

video system.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the after-market video device

comprises a DVD player.

13. The appataus of claim 11, wherein the interface is positioned within the car

video system.

14. A_mu1timedia device integration system comprising:

an interface in electrical communication with a car stereo system and an

after-market device;

a plurality of configuration jumpers in the interface for specifying a first

device type corresponding to the car stereo system and a second device type

corresponding to the after—market device; and

a plurality of protocol conversion software blocks stored in memory in the

interface for converting signals from the after—market device into a first format

compatible with the car stereo system and for converting signals from the car

stereo system into a second format compatible with the afier-market device,

wherein at least one of the protocol conversion software blocks are selected by the

interface using settings of the plurality of configuration jumpers.
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15. The system of claim 14, wherein the plurality of protocol conversion

software blocks allow a plurality of after—rnarlcet devices to integrated with the car

stereo system.

16. The system of claim 14, wherein the plurality of configuration jumpers are

settable by a user.

17. A multimedia device integration system comprising:

an interface in electrical communication with a car video system and an

after—market device;

a plurality of configuration jumpers in the interface for specifying a first

device type corresponding to the car video system and a second device type

corresponding to the after-market device; and

a plurality of protocol conversion software blocks stored in memory in the

interface for converting signals from the after—market device into a first format

compatible with the car video system and for converting signals from the car video

system into a second format compatible with the after-market device, wherein at

least one of the protocol conversion software blocks are selected by the interface

using settings of the plurality of configuration jumpers.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the plurality of protocol conversion

software blocks allow a plurality of after-market devices to integrated with the car

video system.
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19. The system of claim 17, wherein the plurality of configuration jumpers are

settable by a user.

20. A multimedia device integration system comprising:

an interface in electrical communication with a car stereo system and an

afier~market device;

first and second wiring harnesses attached to the interface, wherein the first

Wiring harness includes a first electrical configuration corresponding to the car

stereo system and the second wiring harness includes a second electrical

configuration corresponding to the after—market device; and

a plurality of protocol conversion software blocks stored in memory in the

interface for converting signals from the after—market device into a first format

compatible with the car stereo system and for converting signals from the car

stereo system into a second format compatible with the after-market device,

wherein at least one of the protocol conversion software blocks are selected by the

interface using the first and second electrical configurations of the first and second

wiring harnesses.

21. The system of claim 20, further comprising a plurality of wiring harnesses

corresponding to additional device types and connectable to the interface.

22. A multimedia device integration system comprising:

an interface in electrical communication with a car video system and an

after—market device;
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first and second wiring harnesses attached to the interface, wherein the first

wiring harness includes a first electrical configuration corresponding to the car

video system and the second wiring harness includes a second electrical

configuration corresponding to the after—marke_t device; and

a plurality of protocol conversion software blocks stored in memory in the

interface ‘for converting signals from the after—market device into,a first format

compatible with the car video system and for converting signals from the car video

system into a second format compatible with the after-market device, wherein at

least one of the protocol conversion software blocks are selected by the interface

using thefirst and second electrical configurations of the first and second wiring

harnesses.

23. The system of claim 22, further comprising a plurality of wiring harnesses

corresponding to additional device types and connectable to the interface.

24. A method for integrating an after—market device for use with a car stereo

system comprising:

interconnecting the car stereo system and the afiemnarket device with an

interface;

determining a first device type corresponding to the car stereo system and a

second device type corresponding to the after-market device;

loading a protocol conversion software block from memory in the interface

using the first and second device types;
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converting signals from the after—market device into a first format

compatible with the car stereo system using the protocol conversion software

block;

converting signals from the car stereo system into a second format

compatible with the after—market device using the protocol conversion software

block; and

exchanging converted signals between the car stereo system and the after—

market device.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of determining the first and

second device types comprises determining jumper settings of ‘the interface,

wherein the jumper settings correspond to the first and second device types.

26. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of determining the first and

second device types comprises determining electrical configurations of Wiring

harnesses attached to the interface, wherein the electrical configurations

correspond to the first and second device types.

27. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of determining the first and

second device types comprises allowing the user to specify a device type of the

after—market device using the car stereo system.
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28. A method for integrating an after-market device for use with a car video

system comprising:

interconnecting the car video system and the after-market device with an

interface;

detennining a first device type corresponding to the car video system and a

second device type corresponding to the after—market device;

loading a protocol conversion software block from memory in the interface

using the first and second device types;

converting signals from the afier—market device into a first format

compatible with the car video system using the protocol conversion sofiware

block;

converting signals from the car video system into a second format

compatible with the after—market device using the protocol conversion software

block; and

exchanging converted signals between the car video system and the after~

market device.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the step of determining the first and

second device types comprises determining jumper settings of the interface,

wherein the jumper settings correspond to the first and second device types.
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30. The method of claim 28, wherein the step of determining the first and

second device types comprises determining electrical configurations of wiring

harnesses‘ attached to the interface, wherein the electrical ‘configurations

correspond to the first and second device types.

31. The method of claim 28, wherein the step of determining the first and

second device types comprises allowing the user to specify a device type of the

after—marlcet device using the car video system.

32. A method for retrieving a song from an afler—market device from a car

stereo system comprising:

allowing a user to specify an alphanumeric character using controls of the

car stereo system;

querying a database of songs in the after—market device using the

alphanumeric character;

displaying a list of potentially matching songs in the after—market device on

a dsplay of the car stereo system; and

allowing the user to select a desired song from the list of potentially

matching songs for playing the desired song on the car stereo system.

33. The method of claim 32, further comprising allowing the user to specify

one or more additional alphanumeric characters using the controls of the car stereo

system.
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34. The method of claim 33, further comprising querying the remote database

using the one or more additional alphanumeric characters and displaying a second

list ofpotentially matching songs on the display of the car stereo system.

35. The method of claim 32, wherein the step of allowing the user to specifi

the alphanumeric character comprises providing the user with a list of

alphanumeric characters on the display of the car stereo and allowing the user to

select a desired character from the list of alphanumeric characters.

36. A multimedia device integration system comprising:

a car audiovisual system;

a plurality of afier—market devices external to the car audiovisual system;

an interface connected between the car audiovisual system and the plurality

of after-market devices for exchanging data, audio, and video signals between the

car audiovisual system and the plurality of after—market devices;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the

plurality of after—market devices from the car audiovisual system in at least one

format compatible with at least one of the plurality of after-market devices; and

means for processing and displaying data from the plurality of after-market

devices on a display of the car audiovisual system in a format compatible with the

car audiovisual system.
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AUDIO DEVICE INTEGRATION SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an audio device integration system. More

specifically, the present invention relates to an audio device integration system for

integrating after-market components such as satellite receivers, CD players, CD

changers, MP3 players, Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receivers, auxiliary audio

sources, and the like with factory—installed (OEM) or after—marl<et car stereo systems.

RELATED ART

Automobile audio systems have continued to advance in complexity and the

number of options available to automobile purchasers. Early audio systems offered a

simple AM and/or FM tuner, and perhaps an analog tape deck for allowing cassettes,

8—tracl<s, and other types of tapes to be played While driving. Such early systems were

closed, in that external devices could not be easily integrated therewith.

With advances in digital technology, CD players have been included with

automobile audio systems. Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMS) often produce

car stereos having CD players and/or changers for allowing CDs to be played while

driving. However, such systems often include proprietary buses and protocols that do

not allow after-market audio systems, such as satellite receivers (e.g., XM satellite

tuners), digital audio broadcast (DAB) receivers, MP3 players, CD changers, auxiliary

input sources, and the like, to be easily integrated therewith. Thus, automobile

purchasers are frequently forced to either entirely replace the OEM audio system, or

use same throughout the life of the vehicle or the duration of ownership. Even if the

OEM radio is replaced with an aJ‘.ter—market radio, the after—market radio also

frequently is not operable with an external device.

A particular problem with integrating after-market audio systems with existing

car stereos is that signals generated by the car stereo is in a proprietary format, and is

not capable of being processed by the after-market system. Additionally, signals
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generated by the after-market system are also in a proprietary format that is not

recognizable by the car stereo. Thus, in order to integrate after-market systems with

car stereos, it is necessary to convert signals between such systems.

It known in the art to provide one or more expansion modules for OEM and

after—market car stereos for allowing external audio products to be integrated with the

car stereo. However, such expansion modules only operate with and allow integration

of external audio products manufactured by the same manufacturer as the OEM / after-

market car stereo. For example, a satellite receiver manufactured by PIONEER, Inc.,

cannot be integrated with an OEM car radio manufactured by TOYOTA or an after-

market car radio manufactured by CLARION, Inc. Thus, existing expansion modules

only serve the limited purpose of integrating equipment by the same manufacturer as

the car stereo. Thus, it would be desirable to provide an integration system that allows

any audio device of any manufacture to be integrated with any OEM or after—market

radio system.

Moreover, it would be desirable to provide an integration system that not only

achieves integration of various audio devices that are alien to a given OEM or after-

market stereo system, but also allows for information to be exchanged between the

after-market device and the car stereo. For example, it would be desirable to provide a

system wherein station, track, time, and song information can be retrieved from the

after-market device, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo for display thereby,

such as at an LCD panel of the car stereo. Such information could be transmitted and

displayed on both hardwired radio systems (e.g., radios installed in dashboards or at

other locations within the car), or integrated for display on one or more software or

graphically—driven radio systems operable with graphical display panels. Additionally,

it would be desirable to provide an audio integration system that allows a user to

control more than one device, such as a CD or satellite receiver and one or more

auxiliary sources, and to quickly and conveniently switch between same using the

existing controls of the car stereo.

Accordingly, the present invention addresses these needs by providing an

audio integration system that allows a plurality of audio devices, such as CD players,

CD changers, MP3 players, satellite receivers, DAB receivers, auxiliary input sources,
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or a combination thereof, to be integrated into existing car stereos while allowing

information to be displayed on, and control to be provided from, the car stereo.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an audio device integration system. One or

more after—market audio devices, such as a CD player, CD changer, l\/[P3 player,

satellite receiver (e.g., XM tuner), digital audio broadcast (DAB) receiver, or auxiliary

input source, can be connected to and operate with an existing stereo system in an

automobile, such as an OEM car stereo system or an after—market car stereo system

installed in the automobile. The integration system connects to and interacts with the

car stereo at any available port of the car stereo, such as a CD input port, a satellite

input, or other known type of connector. If the car stereo system is an after-market car

stereo system, the present invention generates a signal that is sent to the car stereo to

keep same in an operational state and responsive to external data and signals.

Commands generated at the control panel are received by the present invention and

converted into a format recognizable by the after—market audio device. The formatted

commands are executed by the audio device, and audio therefrom is channeled to the

car stereo. Information from the audio device is received by the present invention,

converted into a format recognizable by the car stereo, and forwarded to the car stereo

for display thereby. The formatted information could include information relating to a

CD or MP3 track being played, channel, song, and artist information from a satellite

receiver or DAB receiver, or video information from one or more external devices

connected to the present invention. The information can be presented as one or more

menus, textual, or graphical prompts for display on an LCD display of the radio,

allowing interaction with the user at the radio. A docking port is provided for

allowing portable external audio devices to be connected to the interface of the present
invention.

In an embodiment of the present invention, a dual-input device is provided for

integrating both an external audio device and an auxiliary input with an OEM or after-

market car stereo. The user can select between the external audio device and the

auxiliary input using the controls of the car stereo. The invention can automatically

detect the type of device connected to the auxiliary input, and integrate same with the
car stereo.

In another embodiment of the present invention, an interface is provided for

integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with an existing car stereo system. A
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user can select between the auxiliary sources using the control panel of the car stereo.

One or more after-market audio devices can be integrated with the auxiliary input

sources, and a user can switch between the audio device and the auxiliary input

sources using the car stereo. Devices connected to the auxiliary input sources are

inter-operable with the car stereo, and are capable of exchanging commands and data

Via the interface.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other important objects and features of the invention will be

apparent from the following Detailed Description of the Invention, taken in connection

with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the audio device integration system of the

present invention.

FIG. 2a is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the audio

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a CD player is integrated

with a car radio.

FIG. 2b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the audio

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a MP3 player is integrated

with a car radio.

FIG. 2c is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the audio

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a satellite or DAB receiver

is integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2d is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the audio

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a plurality of auxiliary

input sources are integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2e is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the audio

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a CD player and a plurality

of auxiliary input sources are integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2f is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a satellite or DAB receiver and a plurality of auxiliary input source

are integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2g is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a MP3 player and a plurality of auxiliary input sources are

integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2h is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a plurality of auxiliary interfaces and an audio device are integrated

with a car stereo.

FIG. 3a is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

invention for integrating a CD player or an auxiliary input source with a car radio.
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FIG. 3b is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

invention for integrating both a CD player and an auxiliary input source with a car

radio, wherein the CD player and the auxiliary input are switchable by a user.

FIG. 3c is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

invention for integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

FIG. 3d is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present

invention for integrating a satellite or DAB receiver with a car radio.

FIG. 4a is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a CD player with a car radio.

FIG. 4b is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a MP3 player with a car radio.

FIG. 4c is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a satellite receiver with a car radio.

FIG. 4d is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

FIG. 4c is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a CD player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a

car radio.

FIG. 4f is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a satellite or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary input

sources with a car radio.

FIG. 4g is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating a MP3 player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a

car stereo.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for allowing a user to switch between an after—market audio device and one

or more auxiliary input sources.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for determining and handling various device types connected to the auxiliary

input ports of the invention.

FIG. 7a is a perspective view of a docking station according to the present

invention for retaining an audio device within a car.
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FIG. 7b is an end View of the docking station of FIG. 7a.

FIGS. 8a—8b are perspective views of another embodiment of the docking

station of the present invention, which includes the audio device integration system of

the present invention incorporated therewith.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the components of the docking station of
FIGS. 8a—8b.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an audio device integration system. One or

more after-market audio devices, such as a CD player, CD changer, MP3 player,

satellite receiver, digital audio broadcast (DAB) receiver, or the like, can be integrated

with an existing car radio, such as an OEM car stereo or an after—market car stereo.

Control of the audio device is enabled using the car radio, and infomiation from the

audio device, such as channel, artist, track, time, and song information, is retrieved

form the audio device, processed, and forwarded to the car radio for display thereon.

The information channeled to the car radio can include video from the external device,

as well as graphical and menu-based information. A user can review and interact with

information via the car stereo. Commands from the car radio are received, processed

by the present invention into a format recognizable by the audio device, and

transmitted thereto for execution. One or more auxiliary input channels can be

integrated by the present invention with the car radio. The user can switch between

one or more audio devices and one or more auxiliary input channels using the control

panel buttons of the car radio.

As used herein, the term “integration” or “integrated” is intended to mean

connecting one or more external devices or inputs to an existing car radio or stereo via

an interface, processing and handling signals and audio channels, allowing a user to

control the devices via the car stereo, and displaying data from the devices on the

radio. Thus, for example, integration of a CD player with a car stereo system allows

for the CD player to be remotely controlled via the control panel of the stereo system,

and data from the CD player to be sent to the display of the stereo. Of course, control

of audio devices can be provided at locations other than the control panel of the radio

without departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention. Further, as used

herein, the term “inter—operable” is intended to mean allowing the external audio

device to receive and process commands that have been formatted by the interface of

the present invention, as well as allowing a car stereo to display information that is

generated by the external audio device and processed by the present invention.

Additionally, by the temi “inter—operable,” it is meant allowing a device that is alien to

the environrnent of an existing OEM or after-market car stereo to be utilized thereby.
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Also, as used herein, the terms “car stereo” and “car radio” are used

interchangeably and are intended to include all presently existing car stereos and

radios, such as physical devices that are present at any location within a vehicle, in

addition to software and/or graphically— or display-driven receivers. An example of

such a receiver is a software—driven receiver that operates on a universal LCD panel

within a vehicle and is operable by a user via a graphical user interface displayed on

the universal LCD panel. Further, any future receiver, whether a hardwired or a

software/graphical receiver operable on one or more displays, is considered within the

definition of the terms “car stereo” and “car radio,” as used herein, and is Within the

spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the audio device integration (or interface)

system of the present invention, generally indicated at 20. A plurality of devices and

auxiliary inputs can be connected to the interface 20, and integrated with an OEM or

after-market car radio 10. A CD player or changer 15 can be integrated with the radio

10 via interface 20. A satellite radio or DAB receiver 25, such as an XM radio

satellite receiver or DAB receiver known in the art, could be integrated with the radio

10, via the interface 20. Further, an MP3 player could also be integrated with the

radio 10 via interface 20. Moreover, a plurality of auxiliary input sources,

illustratively indicated as auxiliary input sources 35 (comprising input sources 1

through 12, n being any number), could also be integrated with the car radio 10 via

interface 20. Optionally, a control head 12, such as that commonly used with after-

market CD changers and other similar devices, could be integrated with the car radio

10 via interface 20, for controlling any of the car radio 10, CD player/changer 15,

satellite/DAB receiver 25, MP3 player 30, and auxiliary input sources 35. Thus, as

can be readily appreciated, the interface 20 of the present invention allows for the

integration of a multitude of devices and inputs with an OEM or after—market car radio

or stereo.

FIG. 2a is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the audio device

interface system of the present invention, wherein a CD player/changer 15 is

integrated with an OEM or after-market car radio 10. The CD player 15 is electrically

connected with the interface 20, and exchanges data and audio signals therewith. The

interface 20 is electrically connected with the car radio 10, and exchanges data and
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audio signals therewith. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the car

radio 10 includes a display 13 (such as an alphanumeric, electroluminescent display)

for displaying information, and a plurality of control panel buttons 14 that normally

operate to control the radio 10. The interface 20 allows the CD player 15 to be

controlled by the control buttons 14 of the radio 10. Further, the interface 20 allows

information from the CD player 15, such as track, disc, time, and song information, to

be retrieved therefrom, processed and formatted by the interface 20, sent to the display
13 of the radio 10.

Importantly, the interface 20 allows for the remote control of the CD player 15

from the radio 10 (e.g., the CD player 15 could be located in the trunk of a car, while

the radio 10 is mounted on the dashboard of the car). Thus, for example, one or more

discs stored within the CD player 15 can be remotely selected by a user from the radio

10, and tracks on one or more of the discs can be selected therefrom. Moreover,

standard CD operational commands, such as pause, play, stop, fast forward, rewind,

track forward, and track reverse (among other commands) can be remotely entered at

the control panel buttons 14 of the radio 10 for remotely controlling the CD player 15.

FIG. 2b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein an MP3 player 30 is integrated with an OEM or after—market car

radio 10 via interface 20. As mentioned earlier, the interface 20 of the present

invention allows for a plurality of disparate audio devices to be integrated with an

existing car radio for use therewith. Thus, as shown in FIG. 2b, remote control of the

MP3 player 30 via radio 10 is provided for via interface 20. The MP3 player 30 is

electronically interconnected with the interface 20, which itself is electrically

interconnected with the car radio 10. The interface 20 allows data and audio signals to

be exchanged between the MP3 player 30 and the car radio 10, and processes and

formats signals accordingly so that instructions and data from the radio 10 are

processable by the MP3 player 30, and vice Versa. Operational commands, such as

track selection, pause, play, stop, fast forward, rewind, and other commands, are

entered via the control panel buttons 14 of car radio 10, processed by the interface 20,

and formatted for execution by the MP3 player 30. Data from the M133 player, such as

track, time, and song information, is received by the interface 20, processed thereby,
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and sent to tl1e radio 10 for display on display 13. Audio from the MP3 player 30 is

selectively forwarded by the interface 20 to the radio 10 for playing.

FIG. 2c is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a satellite receiver or DAB receiver 25 is integrated with an OEM

or after-market car radio 10 via the interface 20. Satellite/DAB receiver 25 can be any

satellite radio receiver known in the art, such as XM or Sirius, or any DAB receiver

known in the art. The satellite/DAB receiver 25 is electrically interconnected with the

interface 20, which itself is electrically interconnected with the car radio 10. The

satellite/DAB receiver 25 is remotely operable by the control panel buttons 14 of the

radio 10. Commands from the radio 10 are received by the interface 20, processed and

formatted thereby, and dispatched to the satellite/DAB receiver 25 for execution

thereby. Information from the satellite/DAB receiver 25, including time, station, and

song information, is received by the interface 20, processed, and transmitted to the

radio 10 for display on display 13. Further, audio from the satellite/DAB receiver 25

is selectively forwarded by the interface 20 for playing by the radio 10.

FIG. 2d is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein one or more auxiliary input sources 35 are integrated with an OEM

or after—market car radio 10. The auxiliary inputs 35 can be connected to analog

sources, or can be digitally coupled with one or more audio devices, such as after-

market CD players, CD changers, MP3 players, satellite receivers, DAB receivers, and

the like, and integrated with an existing car stereo. Preferably, four auxiliary input

sources are connectable with the interface 20, but any number of auxiliary input

sources could be included. Audio from the auxiliary input sources 35 is selectively

forwarded to the radio 10 under command of the user. As will be discussed herein in

greater detail, a user can select a desired input source from the auxiliary input sources

35 by depressing one or more of the control panel buttons 14 of the radio 10. The

interface 20 receives the command initiated from the control panel, processes same,

and connects the corresponding input source from the auxiliary input sources 35 to

allow audio therefrom to be forwarded to the radio 10 for playing. Further, the

interface 20 determines the type of audio devices connected to the auxiliary input ports

35, and integrates same with the car stereo 10.
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As mentioned previously, the present invention allows one or more external

audio devices to be integrated with an existing OEM or after—market car stereo, along

with one or more auxiliary input sources, and the user can select between these

sources using the controls of the car stereo. Such “dual input” capability allows

operation with devices connected to either of the inputs of the device, or both.

Importantly, the device can operate in “plug and play” mode, wherein any device

connected to one of the inputs is automatically detected by the present invention, its

device type determined, and the device automatically integrated with an existing OEM

or after—market car stereo. Thus, the present invention is not dependent any specific

device type to be connected therewith to operate. For example, a user can first

purchase a CD changer, plug same into a dual interface, and use same with the car

stereo. At a point later in time, the user could purchase an XM tuner, plug same into

the device, and the tuner will automatically be detected and integrated with the car

stereo, allowing the user to select from and operate both devices from the car stereo.

It should be noted that such plug and play capability is not limited to a dual input

device, but is provided for in every embodiment of the present invention. The dual-

input configuration of the preset invention is illustrated in FIGS. 2e-2h and described

below.

FIG. 2e is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein an external CD player/changer 15 and one or more auxiliary input

sources 35 are integrated with an OEM or after—market car stereo 10. Both the CD

player 15 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35 are electrically

interconnected with the interface 20, which, in turn, is electrically interconnected to

the radio 10. Using the controls 14 of the radio 10, a user can select between the CD

player 15 and one or more of the inputs 35 to selectively channel audio from these

sources to the radio. The command to select from one of these sources is received by

the interface 20, processed thereby, and the corresponding source is channeled to the

radio 10 by the interface 20. As will be discussed later in greater detail, the interface

20 contains internal processing logic for selecting between these sources.

FIG. 2f is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a satellite receiver or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary

input sources are integrated by the interface 20 with an OEM or after—market car radio
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10. Similar to the embodiment of the present invention illustrated in FIG. 2e and

described earlier, the interface 20 allows a user to select between the satellite/DAB

receiver 25 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35 using the controls 14 of

the radio 10. The interface 20 contains processing logic, described in greater detail

below, for allowing switching between the satellite/DAB receiver 25 and one or more

of the auxiliary input sources 35.

FIG. 2g is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a MP3 player 30 and one or more auxiliary input sources 35 are

integrated by the interface 20 with an OEM or afier—market car radio 10. Similar to

the embodiments of the present invention illustrated in FIGS. 2e and 21' and described

earlier, the interface 20 allows a user to select between the MP3 player 30 and one or

more of the auxiliary input sources 35 using the controls 14 of the radio 10. The

interface 20 contains processing logic, as will be discussed later in greater detail, for

allowing switching between the MP3 player 30 and one or more of the auxiliary input

sources 35.

FIG. 2b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present

invention, wherein a plurality of auxiliary interfaces 40 and 44 and an audio device 17

are integrated with an OEM or after—market car stereo 10. Importantly, the present

invention can be expanded to allow a plurality of auxiliary inputs to be connected to

the car stereo 10 in a tree—like fashion. Thus, as can be seen in FIG. 2h, a first

auxiliary interface 40 is connected to the interface 20, and allows data and audio from

the ports 42 to be exchanged with the car radio 10. Connected to one of the ports 42 is

another auxiliary interface 44, which, in turn, provides a plurality of input ports 46.

Any device connected to any of the ports 42 or 46 can be integrated with the car radio

10. Further, any device connected to the ports 42 or 46 can be inter—operable with the

car radio 10, allowing commands to be entered from the car radio 10 (e.g., such as via

the control panel 14) for commanding the device, and information fiom the device to

be displayed by the car radio 10. Conceivably, by configuring the interfaces 40, 44,

and successive interfaces in a tree configuration, any number of devices can be

integrated using the present invention.

The various embodiments of the present invention described above and shown

in FIGS. 1 through 2h are illustrative in nature and are not intended to limit the spirit
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or scope of the present invention. Indeed, any conceivable audio device or input

source, in any desired combination, can be integrated by the present invention into

existing car stereo systems. Further, it is conceivable that not only can data and audio

signals be exchanged between the car stereo and any external device, but also Video

information that can be captured by the present invention, processed thereby, and

transmitted to the car stereo for display thereby and interaction with a user thereat.

Various circuit configurations can be employed to carry out the present

invention. Examples of such configurations are described below and shown in FIGS.

3a-3d.

FIG. 3a is an illustrative circuit diagram according to the present invention for

integrating a CD player or an auxiliary input source with an existing car stereo system.

A plurality of ports J1C1, J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH are provided for allowing

connection of the interface system of the present invention between an existing car

radio, an after-market CD player or changer, or an auxiliary input source. Each of

these ports could be embodied by any suitable electrical connector known in the art.

Port J1C1 connects to the input port of an OEM car radio, such as that manufactured

by TOYOTA, Inc. Conceivably, port J1C1 could be modified to allow connection to

the input port of an after—market car radio. Ports J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH connect

to an after-market CD changer, such as that manufactured by PANASONIC, Inc., or to

an auxiliary input source.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J1C1,

J2A1, and X2, and provides functionality for integrating the CD player or auxiliary

input source connected to the ports J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH. For example,

microcontroller U1 receives control commands, such as button or key sequences,

initiated by a user at control panel of the car radio and received at the connector J1C1,

processes and formats same, and dispatches the formatted commands to the CD player

or auxiliary input source via connector J2A1. Additionally, the microcontroller U1

receives information provided by the CD player or auxiliary input source via

connector J2A1, processes and formats same, and transmits the formatted data to the

car stereo via connector J1C1 for display on the display of the car stereo. Audio

signals provided at the ports J2Al, X2, RCH and LCH is selectively channeled to the
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car radio at port J1C1 11nder control of one or more user commands and processing

logic, as will be discussed in greater detail, embedded within microcontroller U1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller U1

comprises the 16F628 rnicrocontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The

16F628 chip is a CMOS, flash-based, 8-bit microcontroller having an internal, 4 MHz

internal oscillator, 128 bytes of EEPROM data memory, a capture/compare/PWM, a

USART, 2 comparators, and a programmable Voltage reference. Of course, any

suitable microcontroller known in the art can be substituted for microcontroller U1

without departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R13, diodes

D1 through D4, capacitors C1 and C2, and oscillator Y1, among other components,

are provided for interfacing the rnicrocontroller U1 with the hardware connected to the

connectors J1C1, J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH. These components, as will be readily

appreciated to one of ordinary skill in the art, can be arranged as desired to

accommodate a Variety of microcontrollers, and the numbers and types of discrete

components can be varied to accommodate other similar controllers. Thus, the circuit

shown in FIG. 3a and described herein is illustrative in nature, and modifications

thereof are considered to be within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3b is a diagram showing an illustrative circuit configuration according to

the present invention, wherein one or more after-market CD changers / players and an

auxiliary input source are integrated with an existing car stereo, and wherein the user

ca11 select between the CD changer/player and the auxiliary input using the controls of

the car stereo. A plurality of connectors are provided, illustratively indicated as ports

J4A, J4B, J3, J5L1, J5R1, J1, and J2. Ports J4A, J4B, and J3 allow the audio

device interface system of the present invention to be connected to one or more

existing car stereos, such as an OEM car stereo or an after~market car stereo. Each of

these ports could be embodied by any suitable electrical connector known in the art.

For example, ports J4A and J4B can be connected to an OEM car stereo manufactured

by BMW, Inc. Port J3 can be connected to a car stereo manufactured by

LANDROVER, Inc. Of course, any number of car stereos, by any manufacturer,

could be provided. Ports J1 and J2 allow connection to an after-market CD changer

or player, such as that manufactured by ALPINE, Inc., and an auxiliary input source.
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Optionally, ports J5L1 and J5R1 allow integration of a standard analog (line—leVel)

source. Of course, a single standalone CD player or auxiliary input source could be

connected to either of ports J1 or J2.

Microcontroller DD1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports

J4A, J4B, J3, J5L1, J5R1, J1, and J2, and provides functionality for integrating the

CD player and auxiliary input source connected to the ports J1 and J2 with the car

stereo connected to the ports J4A and J4B or J3. For example, microcontroller DD1

receives control commands, such as button or key sequences, initiated by a user at

control panel of the car radio and received at the connectors J4A and J4B or J3,

processes and formats same, and dispatches the formatted commands to the CD player

and auxiliary input source via connectors J1 or J2. Additionally, the microcontroller

DD1 receives infomiation provided by the CD player and auxiliary input source via

connectors J1 or J2, processes and formats same, and transmits the formatted data to

the car stereo via connectors J4A and J4B or J3 for display on the display of the car

stereo. Further, the microcontroller DD1 controls multiplexer DA3 to allow selection

between the CD player/changer and the auxiliary input. Audio signals provided at the

ports J1, J2, J5L1 and JSRI is selectively channeled to the car radio at ports J4A and

J4B or J3 under control of one or more user commands and processing logic, as will

be discussed in greater detail, embedded within microcontroller DD1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller DD1

comprises the 16F872 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The

16F872 chip is a CMOS, flash—based, 8-bit microcontroller having 64 bytes of

EEPROM data memory, self—prograrnming capability, an ICD, 5 channels of 10 bit

Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converters, 2 timers, capture/compare/PWM functions, a

USART, and a synchronous serial port configurable as either a 3—wire serial peripheral

interface or a 2—wire inter-integrated circuit bus. Of course, any suitable

microcontroller known in the art can be substituted for microcontroller DD1 without

departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention. Additionally, in a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, the multiplexer DA3 comprises the CD4053

triple, two—channe1 analog multiplexer/demultiplexer manufactured by FAIRCHILD

SEMICONDUCTOR, Inc. Any other suitable multiplexer can be substituted for DA3

without departing fiom the spirit or scope of the present invention.
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A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R18, diodes

D1 through D3, capacitors C1-C11, and G1-G3, transistors Q1—Q3, transformers T1

and T2, amplifiers LCH:A and LCH:B, oscillator XTAL1, among other components,

are provided for interfacing the microcontroller DD1 and the multiplexer DA3 with

the hardware connected to the connectors J4A, J4B, J3, J5L1, JSRI, J1, and J2.

These components, as will be readily appreciated to one of ordinary skill in the art, can

be arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of microcontrollers and multiplexers,

and the numbers and types of discrete components can be varied to accommodate

other similar controllers and multiplexers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3b and

described herein is illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to

be Within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3c is a diagram showing an illustrative circuit configuration for

integrating a plurality of auxiliary inputs using the controls of the car stereo. A

plurality of connectors are provided, illustratively indicated as ports J1, RCH1,

LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4. Port J1 allows the audio

device integration system of the present invention to be connected to one or more

existing car stereos. Each of these ports could be embodied by any suitable electrical

connector known in the art. For example, port J1 could be connected to an OEM car

stereo manufactured by HONDA, lnc., or any other manufacturer. Ports RCH1,

LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4 allow connection with the

left and right channels of four auxiliary input sources. Of course, any number of

auxiliary input sources and ports/connectors could be provided.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J1,

RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4, and provides

functionality for integrating one or more auxiliary input sources connected to the ports

RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4 with the car stereo

connected to the port J1. Further, the microcontroller U1 controls multiplexers DA3

and DA4 to allow selection amongst any of the auxiliary inputs using the controls of

the car stereo. Audio signals provided at the ports RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2,

RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4 are selectively channeled to the car radio at port J1

under control of one or more user commands and processing logic, as will be

discussed in greater detail, embedded within microcontroller U1. In a preferred
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embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller U1 comprises the l6F872

microcontroller discussed earlier. Additionally, in a preferred embodiment of the

present invention, the multiplexers DA3 and DA4 comprises the CD4053 triple, two-

channel analog multiplexer/demultiplexer, discussed earlier. Any other suitable

microcontroller and multiplexers can be substituted for U1, DA3, and DA4 without

departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R15, diodes

D1 through D3, capacitors C1-C5, transistors Q1-Q2, amplifiers DA1:A and DA1:B,

and oscillator Y1, among other components, are provided for interfacing the

microcontroller U1 and the multiplexers DA3 and DA4 with the hardware connected

to the ports J1, RCH1, LCHI, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4.

These components, as will be readily appreciated to one of ordinary skill in the art, can

be arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of rnicrocontrollers and multiplexers,

and the numbers and types of discrete components can be varied to accommodate

other similar controllers and multiplexers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3c and

described herein is illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to

be within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3d is an illustrative circuit diagram according to the present invention for

integrating a satellite receiver with an existing OEM or after-market car stereo system.

Ports J1 and J2 are provided for allowing connection of the integration system of the

present invention between an existing car radio and a satellite receiver. These ports

could be embodied by any suitable electrical connector known in the art. Port J2

connects to the input port of an existing car radio, such as that manufactured by

KENWOOD, Inc. Port 1 connects to an after-market satellite receiver, such as that

manufactured by PIONEER, Inc.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J1

and J2, and provides functionality for integrating the satellite receiver connected to the

port J1 with the car stereo connected to the port J2. For example, microcontroller U1

receives control commands, such as button or key sequences, initiated by a user at

control panel of the car radio and received at the connector J2, processes and formats

same, and dispatches the formatted commands to the satellite receiver via connector

J2. Additionally, the microcontroller U1 receives information provided by the
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satellite receiver via connector J1, processes and formats same, and transmits the

formatted data to the car stereo via connector J2 for display on the display of the car

stereo. Audio signals provided at the port J1 is selectively channeled to the car radio

at port J2 under control of one or more user commands and processing logic, as will

be discussed in greater detail, embedded within microcontroller U1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller U1

comprises the l6F873 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The

l6F873 chip is a CMOS, flash-based, 8-bit microcontroller having 128 bytes of

EEPROM data memory, self—programming capability, an ICD, 5 channels of 10 bit

Anal_og—to—Digital (A/D) converters, 2 timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM functions, a

synchronous serial port that can be configured as a either a 3—wire serial peripheral

interface or a 2—wire inter-integrated circuit bus, and a USART. Of course, any

suitable microcontroller known in the art can be substituted for microcontroller U1

without departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R7, capacitors

C1 and C2, and amplifier A1, among other components, are provided for interfacing

the microcontroller U1 with the hardware connected to the connectors J1 and J2.

These components, as will be readily appreciated to one of ordinary skill in the art, can

be arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of microcontrollers, and the numbers

and types of discrete components can be varied to accommodate other similar

controllers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3d and described herein is illustrative in

nature, and modifications thereof are considered to be within the spirit and scope of

the present invention.

FIGS. 4:1 through 6 are flowcharts showing processing logic according to the

present invention. Such logic can be embodied as software and/or instructions stored

in a read-only memory circuit (e.g., and EEPROM circuit), or other similar device. In

a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the processing logic described herein

is stored in one or more microcontrollers, such as the microcontrollers discussed

earlier with reference to FIGS. 3a-3d. Of course, any other suitable means for storing

the processing logic of the present invention can be employed.

FIG. 4a is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 100,

for integrating a CD player or changer with an existing OEM or after—market car
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stereo system. Beginning in step 100, a determination is made as to whether the

existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 104 is

invoked, wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car

stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 106 is invoked,

wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in CD player

mode. If a negative determination is made, step 106 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 106, a CD handling process,

indicated as block 108, is invoked, allowing the CD player/changer to exchange data

and audio signals with any existing car stereo system. Beginning in step 110, a signal

is generated by the present invention indicating that a CD player/changer is present,

and the signal is continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Importantly, this signal

prevents the car stereo from shutting off, entering a sleep mode, or otherwise being

unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external source. If the car radio is an

OEM car radio, the CD player presence signal need not be generated. Concurrently

with step 110, or within a short period of time before or after the execution of step

110, steps 112 and 114 are invoked. In step 112, the audio channels of the CD

player/changer are connected (channeled) to the car stereo system, allowing audio

from the CD player/changer to be played through the car stereo. In step 114, data is

retrieved by the present invention from the CD player/changer, including track and

time information, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo for display by the car

stereo. Thus, information produced by the external CD player/changer can be quickly

and conveniently viewed by a driver by merely viewing the display of the car stereo.

After steps 110, 112, and 114 have been executed, control passes to step 116.

In steps 116, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the car

stereo for CD operational commands.‘ Examples of such commands include track

forward, track reverse, play, stop, fast forward, rewind, track program, random track

play, and other similar commands. In step 118, if a command is not detected, step 116

is re-invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step 118 invokes step 120,

wherein the received command is converted into a format recognizable by the CD

player/changer connected to the present invention. For example, in this step, a

command issued from a GM car radio is converted into a format recognizable by a CD

player/changer manufactured by ALPINE, Inc. Any conceivable command from any
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type of car radio can be formatted for use by a CD player/changer of any type or

manufacture. Once the command has been formatted, step 122 is invoked, wherein

the formatted command is transmitted to the CD player/changer and executed. Step

110 is then re-invoked, so that additional processing can occur.

FIG. 4b is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 130,

for integrating an MP3 player with an existing car stereo system. Beginning in step

132, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered on. If a

negative determination is made, step 134 is invoked, wherein the present invention

enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive

determination is made, step 136 is invoked, wherein a second determination is made as

to whether the car stereo is in CD player mode. If a negative determination is made,

step 136 is re—invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 136, an MP3 handling process,

indicated as block 138, is invoked, allowing the MP3 player to exchange data and

audio signals with any existing car stereo system. Beginning in step 140, the CD

player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present invention and

continuously transmitted to the car stereo. If the car radio is an OEM car radio, the

CD player presence signal need not be generated. In step 142, the audio channels of

the MP3 player are connected (channeled) to the car stereo system, allowing audio

from the MP3 player to be played through the car stereo. In step 144, data is retrieved

by the present invention from the MP3 player, including track, time, title, and song

information, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo for display by the car stereo.

Thus, information produced by the MP3 player can be quickly and conveniently

viewed by a driver by merely viewing the display of the car stereo. After steps 140,

142, and 144 have been executed, control passes to step 146.

In steps 146, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the car

stereo for MP3 operational commands. Examples of such commands include track

forward, track reverse, play, stop, fast forward, rewind, track,prog'a1’n, random track

play, and other similar commands. In step 148, if a command is not detected, step 146

is re-invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step 148 invokes step 150,

wherein the received command is converted into a format recognizable by the MP3

player connected to the present invention. For example, in this step, a command
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issued from a HONDA car radio is converted into a format recognizable by an MP3

player manufactured by PANASONIC, Inc. Any conceivable command from any type

of car radio can be formatted for use by an MP3 player of any type or manufacture.

Once the command has been formatted, step 152 is invoked, wherein the formatted

command is transmitted to the MP3 player and executed. Step 140 is then re—invoked,

so that additional processing can occur.

FIG. 4c is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 160,

for integrating a satellite receiver or a DAB receiver with an existing car stereo

system. Beginning in step 162, a determination is made as to whether the existing car

stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 164 is invoked,

wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be

powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 166 is invoked, wherein a

second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in CD player mode. If a

negative determination is made, step 166 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 166, a satellite/DAB receiver

handling process, indicated as block 168, is invoked, allowing the satellite/DAB

receiver to exchange data and audio signals with any existing car stereo system.

Begimiing in step 170, the CD player presence signal, described earlier, is generated

by the present invention and continuously transmitted to the car stereo. If the car radio

is an OEM car radio, the CD player presence signal need not be generated. In step

172, the audio channels of the satellite/DAB receiver are connected (channeled) to the

car stereo system, allowing audio from the satellite receiver or DAB receiver to be

played through the car stereo. In step 174, data is retrieved by the present invention

from the satellite/DAB receiver, including channel number, channel name, artist name,

song time, and song title, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo for display by the

car stereo. The information could be presented in one or more menus, or via a

graphical interface viewable and manipulable by the user at the car stereo. Thus,

information produced by the receiver can be quickly and conveniently viewed by a

driver by merely viewing the display of the car stereo. After steps 170, 172, and 174

have been executed, control passes to step 176.

In steps 176, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the car

stereo for satellite/DAB receiver operational commands. Examples of such commands
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include station up, station down, station memory program, and other similar

commands. In step 178, if a command is not detected, step 176 is re—invoked.

Otherwise, if a command is received, step 178 invokes step 180, wherein the received

command is converted into a format recognizable by the satellite/DAB receiver

connected to the present invention. For example, in this step, a command issued from

a FORD car radio is converted into a format recognizable by a satellite receiver

manufactured by PIONEER, Inc. Any conceivable command from any type of car

radio can be formatted for use by a satellite/DAB receiver of any type or manufacture.

Once the command has been formatted, step 182 is invoked, wherein the formatted

command is transmitted to the satellite/DAB receiver and executed. Step 170 is then

re-invoked, so that additional processing can occur.

FIG. 4d is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 190,

for integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio. Beginning in

step 192, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered on.

If a negative determination is made, step 194 is invoked, wherein the present invention

enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive

determination is made, step 196 is invoked, wherein a second determination is made as

to whether the car stereo is in CD player mode. If a negative determination is made,

step 196 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 196, a11 auxiliary input handling

process, indicated as block 198, is invoked, allowing one or more auxiliary inputs to

be connected (channeled) to the car stereo. Further, if a plurality of auxiliary inputs

exist, the logic ofblock 198 allows a user to select a desired input from the plurality of

inputs. Beginning in step 200, the CD player presence signal, described earlier, is

generated by the present invention and continuously transmitted to the car stereo. If

the car radio is an OEM car radio, the CD player presence signal need not be

generated. Then, in step 202, the control panel buttons of the car stereo are monitored.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each of the one or more

auxiliary input sources are selectable by selecting a CD disc number on the control

panel of the car radio. Thus, in step 204, a determination is made as to whether the

first disc number has been selected. If a positive determination is made, step 206 is

invoked, wherein the first auxiliary input source is connected (channeled) to the car
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stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 208 is invoked, wherein a second

determination is made as to whether the second disc nmnber has been selected. If a

positive determination is made, step 210 is invoked, wherein the second auxiliary

input source is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a negative determination is

made, step 212 is invoked, wherein a third determination is made as to whether the

third disc number has been selected. If a positive determination is made, step 214 is

invoked, wherein the third auxiliary input source is connected (channeled) to the car

stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 216 is invoked, wherein a fourth

determination is made as to whether the fourth disc number has been selected. If a

positive determination is made, step 218 is invoked, wherein the fourth auxiliary input

source is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a negative determination is made,

step 200 is re—invoked, and the process disclosed for block 198 repeated. Further, if

any of steps 206, 210, 214, or 218 are executed, then step 200 is re—invoked and block

198 repeated.

The process disclosed in block 198 allows a user to select from one of four

auxiliary input sources using the control buttons of the car stereo. Of course, the

number of auxiliary input sources connectable with and selectable by the present

invention can be expanded to any desired number. Thus, for example, 6 auxiliary

input sources could be provided and switched using corresponding selection key(s) or

keystroke(s) on the control panel of the radio. Moreover, any desired keystroke,

selection sequence, or button(s) on the control panel of the radio, or elsewhere, can be

utilized to select from the auxiliary input sources without departing from the spirit or

scope of the present invention.

FIG. 4e is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 220,

for integrating a CD player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

Beginning in step 222, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is

powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 224 is invoked, wherein the

present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on.

If a positive determination is made, step 226 is invoked, wherein a second

determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in CD player mode. If a negative

determination is made, step 226 is re—invoked.
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If a positive determination is made in step 226, then step 228 is invoked,

wherein the CD player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present

invention and continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Then, in step 230, a

determination is made as to whether a CD player is present (z'.e., whether an external

CD player or changer is connected to the audio device integration system of the

present invention). If a positive determination is made, steps 231 and 232 are invoked.

In step 231, the logic of block 108 of FIG-. 4a (the CD handling process), described

earlier, is invoked, so that the CD player/changer can be integrated with the car stereo

and utilized by a user. In step 232, a sensing mode is initiated, wherein the present

invention monitors for a selection sequence (as will be discussed in greater detail)

initiated by the user at the control panel of the car stereo for switching fi'0m the

external CD player/changer to one or more auxiliary input sources. Step 234 is then

invoked, wherein a determination is made as to whether such a sequence has been

initiated. If a negative determination is made, step 234 re—invokes step 228, so that

further processing can occur. Otherwise, if a positive determination is made (z'.e., the

user desires to switch from the external CD player/changer to one of the auxiliary

input sources), step 236 is invoked, wherein the audio channels of the CD

player/changer are disconnected from the car stereo. Then, step 238 is invoked,

wherein the logic of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input handling process),

discussed earlier, is executed, allowing the user to select from one of the auxiliary

input sources. In the event that a negative determination is made in step 230 (no

external CD player/changer is connected to the present invention), then step 238 is

invoked, and the system goes into auxiliary mode. The user can then select from one

or more auxiliary input sources using the controls of the radio.

FIG. 41' is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 240, for

integrating a satellite receiver or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary input

sources with a car radio. Beginning in step 242, a determination is made as to whether

the existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 244 is

invoked, wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car

stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 246 is invoked,

wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in CD player

mode. If a negative determination is made, step 246 is re—invoked.
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If a positive determination is made in step 246, then step 248 is invoked,

wherein the CD player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present

invention and continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Then, in step 250, a

determination is made as to whether a satellite receiver or DAB receiver is present

(i.e., Whether an external satellite receiver or DAB receiver is connected to the audio

device integration system of the present invention). If a positive determination is

made, steps 231 and 232 are invoked. In step 251, the logic of block 168 of FIG. 4c

(the satellite/DAB receiver handling process), described earlier, is invoked, so that the

satellite receiver can be integrated with the car stereo and utilized by a user. In step

252, a sensing mode is initiated, wherein the present invention monitors for a selection

sequence (as will be discussed in greater detail) initiated by the user at the control

panel of the car stereo for switching from the external satellite receiver to one or more

auxiliary input sources. Step 254 is then invoked, wherein a determination is made as

to whether such a sequence has been initiated. If a negative determination is made,

step 254 re-invokes step 258, so that fuither processing can occur. Otherwise, if a

positive determination is made (z'.e., the user desires to switch from the external

satellite/DAB receiver to one of the auxiliary input sources), step 256 is invoked,

wherein the audio channels of the satellite receiver are disconnected from the car

stereo. Then, step 258 is invoked, wherein the logic of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the

auxiliary input handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, allowing the user to

select from one of the auxiliary input sources). In the event that a negative
determination is made in step 250 (no external satellite/DAB receiver is connected to

the present invention), then step 258 is invoked, and the system goes into auxiliary

mode. The user can then select from one or more auxiliary input sources using the

controls of the radio.

FIG. 4g is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present

invention for integrating an MP3 player and one 01' more auxiliary input sources with a

car stereo. Beginning in step 262, a determination is made as to whether the existing

car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 264 is invoked,

wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be

powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 266 is invoked, wherein a
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second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in CD player mode. If a

negative determination is made, step 266 is re—invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 266, then step 268 is invoked,

wherein the CD player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present

invention and continuously transmitted to the car stereo. Then, in step 270, a

determination is made as to Whether an MP3 player is present (z'.e., whether an

external MP3 player is connected to the audio device integration system of the present

invention). If a positive determination is made, steps 271 and 272 are invoked. In

step 271, the logic of block 138 of FIG. 4b (the MP3 handling process), described

earlier, is invoked, so that the CD player/changer can be integrated with the car stereo

and utilized by a user. In step 272, a sensing mode is initiated, wherein the present

invention monitors for a selection sequence (as will be discussed in greater detail)

initiated by the user at the control panel of the car stereo for switching from the

external CD player/changer to one or more auxiliary input sources. Step 274 is then

invoked, wherein a determination is made as to whether such a sequence has been

initiated. If a negative determination is made, step 274 re—invokes step 278, so that

finther processing can occur. Otherwise, if a positive determination is made (z'.e., the

user desires to switch from the external MP3 player to one of the auxiliary input

sources), step 276 is invoked, wherein the audio channels of the MP3 player are

disconnected from the car stereo. Then, step 278 is invoked, wherein the logic of

block 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input handling process), discussed earlier, is

executed, allowing the user to select from one of the auxiliary input sources. In the

event that a negative determination is made in step 270 (no external MP3 player is

connected to the present invention), then step 278 is invoked, and the system goes into

auxiliary mode. The user can then select from one or more auxiliary input sources

using the controls of the radio.

As mentioned previously, to enable integration, the present invention contains

logic for converting command signals issued from an after—1narket or OEM car stereo

into a format compatible with one or more external audio devices connected to the

present invention. Such logic can be applied to convert any car stereo signal for use

with any external device. For ptuposes of illustration, a sample code portion is shown
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in Table 1, below, for converting control signals from a BMW car stereo into a format

understandable by a CD changer:

; Radio requests changer to STOP (exit PLAY mode)
; Decoding 6805lB380l0O4C message

i

Encode_RD_stop_msg:

movlw 0x68

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x05

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+1,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x18

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+2,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x38

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+3,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x01

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+4,W
skpz
return

tstf BMW_Recv_buff+5
skpz
return

movlw 0x4C

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+6,W
skpz
return

bsf BMW_Recv_STOP_msgreturn

The code portion shown in Table 1 receives a STOP command issued by a

BMW stereo, in a format proprietary to BMW stereos. Preferably, the received

command is stored in a first buffer, such as BMW_Recv_buff. The procedure

“Encode_RD_stop_msg” repetitively applies an XOR function to the STOP command,

resulting in a new command that is in a format compatible with the after-market CD
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player. The command is then stored in an output buffer for dispatching to the CD

player.

Additionally, the present invention contains logic for retrieving information

from an after-market audio device, and converting same into a format compatible with

the car stereo for display thereby. Such logic can be applied to convert any data from

the external device for display on the car stereo. For purposes of illustration, a sample

code portion is shown in Table 2, below, for converting data from a CD changer into a

format understandable by a BMW car stereo:

Changer replies with STOP confirmation
Encoding l80A68390002003F0OOlD27D message

Load_CD_stop_msg:
movlw 0x18

movwf BMW_Send_buff

movlw OXOA

movwf BMW_Send_buff+l

movlw 0x68

movwf BMW_Send;buff+2

movlw 0x39

movwf BMW_Send_buff+3

movlw 0x00 ;current status_XX=OO, power off
movwf BMW_Send_buff+4

movlw 0x02 ;current status_YY=02, power off
movwf BMW_Send_buff+5

clrf BMW_Send_buff+6 ;separate field, always =0

movfw BMW_MM_stat ;current status_MM magazine

movwf BMW_Send_buff+7

clrf BMW_Send_buff+8 ;separate field, always =0

movfw BMW_DD_stat ;current status_DD , current disc
movwf BMW_Send_buff+9

movfw BMW_TT_stat ;current status_TT current

movwf BMW_Send_buff+10

xorwf BMW_Send;buff+9,W ;calculate check sum
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+8,W
xorwf BMW_Send_buff+7,W
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xorwf BMW_Send__buff+6 , W
xorwf BMW_S end_buff+5 , W
xorwf BMW__Send_buff+4 , W
xorwf BMW_S end_buff+3 , W
xorwf BMW__Send_buff+2 , W
xorwf BMW_S end__buff+1 , W
Xorwf BMW_SeI1d__buf f , W

movwf BMW_Sen<:1_buff+11 ;store check sum
movlw D'l2' ;12 bytes total
movwf BMW_Send_cnt
bsf BMW__Send_on ;ready to sendreturn

The code portion shown in Table 2 receives a STOP confirmation message

from the CD player, in a format proprietary to the CD player. Preferably, the received

command is stored in a first buffer, such as BMW_Send_buff. The procedure

“Load_CD_stop_msg” retrieves status information, magazine information, current

disc, and current track information from the CD changer, and constructs a response

containing this information. Then, a checksum is calculated and stored in another

buffer. The response and checlcsum are in a format compatible with the BMW stereo,

and are ready for dispatching to the car stereo.

While the above code portions are shown using assembler language, it is to be

expressly understood that any low or high level language known in the art, such as C

or C++, could be utilized without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention.

It will be appreciated that various other code portions can be developed for converting

signals from any after—market or OEM car stereo for use by an after-market external

audio device, and vice Versa.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 300 for

allowing a user to switch between an after-market audio device, and one or more

auxiliary input sources. As was discussed earlier, the present invention allows a user

to switch from one or more connected audio devices, such as an external CD

player/changer, MP3 player, satellite receiver, DAB receiver, or the like, and activate

one or more auxiliary input sources. A selection sequence, initiated by the user at the

control panel of the car stereo, allows such switching. Beginning in step 302, the

buttons of the control panel are monitored. In step 304, a determination is made as to

whether a “Track Up” button or sequence has been initiated by the user. The “Track

Up” button or sequence can for a CD player, MP3 player, or any other device. If a
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negative determination is made, step 306 is invoked, wherein the sensed button or

sequence is processed in accordance with the present invention and dispatched to the

external audio device for execution. Then, step 302 is re-invoked, so that additional

buttons or sequences can be monitored.

In the event that a positive determination is made in step 304, step 308 is

invoked, wherein the present invention waits for a predetermined period of time while

monitoring the control panel buttons for additional buttons or sequences. In a

preferred embodiment of the present invention, the predetermined period of time is

750 milliseconds, but of course, other time durations are considered within the spirit

and scope of the present invention. In step 310, a determination is made as to whether

the user has initiated a “Track Down” button or sequence at the control panel of the

car stereo within the predetermined time period. The track down button or sequence

can be for a CD player, MP3 player, or any other device. If a negative determination

is made, step 312 is invoked. In step 312, a determination is made as to whether a

timeout has occurred (e.g., whether the predetermined period of time has expired). If

a negative determination is made, step 308 is re-invoked. Otherwise, is a positive

determination is made, step 312 invokes step 306, so that any buttons or key

sequences initiated by the user that are not a “Track Down” command are processed in

accordance with the present invention and dispatched to the audio device for

execution.

In the event that a positive determination is made in step 310 (a “Track Down”

button or sequence has been initiated within the predetermined time period), then step

314 is invoked. 111 step 314, the audio channels of the audio device are disconnected,

and then step 316 is invoked. In step 316, the logic of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the

auxiliary input handling process), discussed earlier, is invoked, so that the user can

select from one of the auxiliary input sources in accordance with the present invention.

Thus, at this point in time, the system has switched, under user control, from the audio

device to a desired auxiliary input. Although the foregoing description of the process

300 has been described with reference to “Track Up” and “Track Down” buttons or

commands initiated by the user, it is to be expressly understood that any desired key

sequence, keystroke, button depress, or any other action, can be sensed in accordance

with the present invention and utilized for switching modes.
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When operating in auxiliary mode, the present invention provides an indication

on the display of the car stereo corresponding to such mode. For example, the CD

number could be displayed as “1”, and the track number displayed as “99,” thus

indicating to the user that the system is operating in auxiliary mode and that audio and

data is being supplied from an auxiliary input source. Of course, any other indication

could be generated and displayed on the display of the car stereo, such as a graphical

display (e.g. , an icon) or textual prompt.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 320, for

determining and handling various device types connected to the auxiliary input ports

of the invention. The present invention can sense device types connected to the

auxiliary input ports, and can integrate same with the car stereo using the procedures

discussed earlier. Beginning in step 322, the control panel buttons of the car stereo are

monitored for a button or sequence initiated by the user corresponding to an auxiliary

input selection (such as the disc number method discussed earlier with reference to

FIG. 4d). In response to an auxiliary input selection, step 324 is invoked, wherein the

type of device connected to the selected auxiliary input is sensed by the present

invention. Then, step 326 is invoked.

In step 326, a determination is made as to Whether the device connected to the

auxiliary input is a CD player/changer. If a positive determination is made, step 328 is

invoked, wherein the logic of block 108 of FIG. 4a (the CD handling process),

discussed earlier, is executed, and the CD player is integrated with the car stereo. If a

negative determination is made in step 326, then step 330 is invoked. In step 330, a

determination is made as to whether the device connected to the auxiliary input is an

MP3 player. If a positive determination is made, step 334 is invoked, wherein the

logic of block 138 if FIG. 4b (the MP3 handling process), discussed earlier, is

executed, and the MP3 player is integrated with the car stereo. If a negative

determination is made in step 330, then step 336 is invoked. In step 336, a

determination is made as to whether the device connected to the auxiliary input is a

satellite receiver or a DAB receiver. If a positive determination is made, step 338 is

invoked, wherein the logic of block 168 of FIG. 4c (the satellite/DAB receiver

handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, and the satellite receiver is integrated

with the car stereo. If a negative determination is made in step 336, step 322 is re-
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invoked, so that additional auxiliary input selections can be monitored and processed

accordingly. Of course, process 320 can be expanded to allow other types of devices

connected to the auxiliary inputs of the present invention to be integrated with the car

stereo.

The present invention can be expanded for allowing video information

generated by an extemal device to be integrated with the display of an existing OEM

or after-market car stereo. In such a mode, the invention accepts RGB input signals

from the external device, and converts same to composite signals. The composite

signals are then forwarded to the car stereo for display thereby, such as on an LCD

panel of the stereo. Further, information from the external device can be formatted

and presented to the user in one or more graphical user interfaces or menus capable of

being viewed and manipulated on the car stereo.

FIG. 7a is a perspective View of a docking station 400 according to the present

invention for retaining an audio device within a car. Importantly, the present

invention can be adapted to allow portable audio devices to be integrated with an

existing car stereo. The docking station 400 allows such portable devices to be

conveniently docked and integrated with the car stereo. The docking station 400

includes a top portion 402 hingedly connected at a rear portion 408 to a bottom portion

404, preferably in a clam—like configuration. A portable audio device 410, such as the

SKYFI radio distributed by DELPHI, Inc., is physically and electrically connected

with the docking portion 412, and contained within the station 100. A clasp 406 can

be provided for holding the top and bottom portions in a closed position to retain the

device 410. Optionally, a video device could also be docked using the docking station

400, and tabs 413 can be provided for holding the docking station 400 in place against

a portion of a car. Conceivably, the docking station 400 could take any form, such as

a sleeve—1ike device for receiving and retaining a portable audio device and having a

docking portion for electrically and mechanically mating with the audio device.

FIG. 7b is an end view showing the rear portion 408 of the docking station

400 of FIG. 7a. A hinge 414 connects the top portion and the bottom portions of the

docking station 400. A data port 416 is provided for interfacing with the audio device

clocked within the station 400, and is in electrical communication therewith. In a

preferred embodiment of the present invention, the data port 416 is an RS-232 serial or
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USB data port that allows for the transmission of data with the audio device, and

which connects with the audio device integration system of the present invention for

integrating the audio device with an OEM or after—market car stereo. Any known bus

technology can be utilized to interface with any portable audio or video device

contained within the docking station 400, such as FIREWIRE, D2B, MOST, CAN,

USB/USB2, IE Bus, T Bus, I Bus, or any other bus technology known in the art.

FIGS. 8a-Sb are perspective views of another embodiment of the docking

station of the present invention, indicated generally at 500, which includes the audio

device integration system of the present invention, indicated generally at 540,

incorporated therewith. As shown in FIG. 8a, the docking station 500 includes a base

portion 530, a bottom member 515 interconnected with the base portion 530 at an edge

thereof, and a top member 510 hingedly interconnected at an edge to the base portion

530. The top member 510 and the bottom member 515 define a cavity for docking

and storing a portable audio device 520, which could be a portable CD player, MP3

player, satellite (e.g., XM, SIRIUS, or other type) tuner, or any other portable audio

device. The docking station 500 would be configured to accommodate a specific

device, such as an IPOD from Apple Computer, Inc., or any other portable device.

The audio device integration system 540, in the form of a circuit board, is

housed within the base portion 530 and performs the integration functions discussed

herein for integrating the portable audio device 520 with an existing car stereo. The

integration system 540 is in communication with the portable audio device 520 via a

connector 550, which is connected to a port on the audio device 520, and a cable 555

interconnected between the connector 550 and the integration system 540. The

connector 550 could be any suitable connector and can vary according to the device

type. For example, a MOLEX, USB, or any other connector could be used, depending

on the portable device. The integration system 540 is electrically connected with a car

stereo by cable 560. Alternatively, the integration system could wirelessly

communicate with the car stereo. A transmitter could be used at the integration

system to communicate with a receiver at the car stereo. Where automobiles include

Bluetooth systems, such systems can be used to communicate with the integration

system. As can be readily appreciated, the docking station 500 provides a convenient

device for docking, storing, and integrating a portable audio device for use with a car
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stereo. Further, the docking station 500 could be positioned at any desired location

within a Vehicle, including, but not limited to, the vehicle trunk.

As shown in FIG. 8b, the top member 510 can be opened in the general

direction indicated by arrow A to allow for access to the portable audio device 520. In

this fashion, the device 520 can be quickly accessed for any desired purpose, such as

for inserting and removing the device 520 fiom the docking station 500, as well as for

providing access to the controls of the device 520.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the components of the docking station of

FIGS. Sa-8b. The docking station 500 houses both a portable audio device 520 and

an audio device integration system (or interface) 540. The shape and configuration of

the docking station 500 can be Varied as desired without departing from the spirit or

scope of the present invention.

The integration system of the present invention provides for control of a

portable audio device, or other device, through the controls of, the car stereo system.

As such, controls on the steering wheel, where present, may also be used to control the

portable audio device or other device.

Having thus described the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the

foregoing description is not intended to limit the spirit and scope thereof.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An audio device integration system comprising:

a car stereo;

an audio device external to the car stereo;

an interface connected between the car stereo and the audio device for

exchanging data and audio signals between the car stereo and the audio device;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the audio

device from the car stereo in a format compatible with the audio device; and

means for processing and displaying data from the audio device on a display of

the car stereo in a format compatible with the car stereo.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the car stereo is an OEM car stereo.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the car stereo is an after—market car stereo.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the audio device comprises a CD player, CD

changer, MP3 player, Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receiver, or satellite receiver.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the interface further comprises a plug—and-

play mode for automatically detecting a device type of the audio device and

integrating the audio device based upon the device type.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the interface generates a CD player presence

signal for maintaining the car stereo in a state responsive to processed data and audio

signals.

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the data comprises track and time

information.

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the data comprises song title and artist

information.

9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the data comprises channel number and

channel name information.

10. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the data comprises video information.

11. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the data is displayed as a menu on the

display of the car stereo.

12. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the data is displayed in a graphical interface

on a graphic panel.
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13. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the commands are input by a user using one

or more control buttons or presets on the car stereo.

14. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising one or more auxiliary input

sources connected to the interface.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein audio signals from the one or more

auxiliary input sources are selectively channeled to the car stereo by the interface.

16. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein a user can select between the one or more

auxiliary input sources by depressing keys on the car stereo.

17. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein a user can select one of the auxiliary input

sources by entering a disc number at the car stereo.

18. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein a user can select one of the auxiliary input

sources by entering a track number at the car stereo.

19. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein a user can select one of the auxiliary input

sources by entering both disc and track numbers at the car stereo.

20. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein a user can select between the audio device

and the one or more auxiliary input sources by entering a sequence at the car stereo.

21. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the sequence comprises a track up

selection followed by a track down selection.

22. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a second interface connected to

the first interface for providing a plurality of auxiliary input sources.

23. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein both the first interface and the second

interface are controllable using the car stereo.

24. An audio device integration system comprising:

a car stereo;

a plurality of auxiliary input sources;

an interface connected between the car stereo and the plurality of auxiliary

input sources;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling an audio

device connected to one of the plurality of auxiliary input sources from the car stereo

in a format compatible with the audio device;

means for processing and displaying data from the audio device on a display of

the car stereo in a format compatible with the car stereo; and
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means for selecting one of the plurality of auxiliary input sources from the car
stereo.

25. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the means for selecting one of the plurality

of auxiliary input sources comprises a disc or track selection entered by a user using
control buttons of the car stereo.

26. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the audio device comprises a CD player,

CD changer, MP3 player, satellite receiver, or DAB receiver.

27. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein a device type of the audio device is

automatically detected by the interface and the audio device is automatically

integrated with the car stereo based upon the device type.

28. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the interface is switchable into a11 auxiliary

input mode by issuing a control sequence at the car stereo.

29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the control sequence comprises a track up

command followed by a track down command.

30. A method for integrating a device with a car stereo comprising:

connecting an interface to the car stereo and the device to the interface;

receiving control connnands from the car stereo at the interface;

processing the control commands into a format compatible with the device and

dispatching processed control commands to the device;

receiving data and audio from the device at the interface;

processing the data into a second format compatible with the car stereo and

dispatching the audio and processed data to the car stereo; and

displaying the processed data on the car stereo and playing the audio through
the car stereo.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein the step ofreceiving data fiom the device

comprises retrieving CD track and time information from the device.

32. The method of claim 30, wherein the step ofreceiving data from the device

comprises retrieving MP3 song, title, track, and time information from the device.

33. The method of claim 30, wherein the step ofreceiving data from the device

comprises retrieving channel number, channel name, artist, and song information from
the device.
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34. The method of claim 30, wherein the step ofreceiving data from the device

comprises retrieving video information from the device.

35. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of displaying the processed data

comprises displaying the data in an LCD panel.

36. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of displaying the processed data

comprises displaying the data in a graphical user interface at the car stereo.

37. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of displaying processed data

comprises displaying video at the car stereo.

38. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of connecting the audio device to the

interface comprises connecting a CD player, CD changer, MP3 player, satellite

receiver, or DAB receiver to the interface.

39. The method of claim 30, further comprising connecting an auxiliary input

source to the interface.

40. The method of claim 39, further comprising receiving a selection command

from the car stereo and channeling data and audio from the auxiliary input source to

the interface in response to the selection command.

41. The method of claim 40, further comprising processing the data from the

auxiliary input source for display on the car stereo.

42. An apparatus for docking a portable device for integration with a car stereo

comprising:

a top member interconnected with a bottom member and defining a storage

area for storing the portable device;

a docking portion within the storage area for electrically communicating and

physically mating with the portable device; and

a data port disposed on the top member or the bottom member and in electrical

communication with the docking portion, the data port connectable with a device for

integrating the portable device with the car stereo.

43. The apparatus of claim 42, further comprising a hinge for connecting the top

member and bottom member at an edge thereof.

44. The apparatus of claim 42, wherein the data port comprises an RS-232 or USB

port.
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45. The apparatus of claim 42, wherein the top portion and the bottom portion

define a sleeve for holding the portable audio device.

46. The apparatus of claim 42, further comprising a clasp for retaining the top and

bottom members in a closed position.

47. A method of integrating an after—market device with an OEM or after-market

car stereo comprising:

connecting the after—market device to an interface;

connecting the interface to a car stereo;

determining Whether the car stereo is an OEM car stereo or an after-market car

stereo;

if the car stereo is an after-market car stereo, generating and transmitting a

presence signal to the car stereo to maintain the car stereo in an operational state

responsive to external signals; and

selectively channeling data and audio signals from the after-market device to

the car stereo using the interface.

48. The method of claim 47, further comprising receiving control commands from

the car stereo at the interface.

49. The method of claim 48, further comprising converting the control commands

into a format recognizable by the after—market audio device.

50. The method of claim 49, further comprising dispatching formatted commands

to the after-market audio device for execution thereby.

5 l. The method of claim 47, further comprising converting data received at the

interface from the after—marlcet audio device into a format compatible with the car
stereo.

52. The method of claim 51, further comprising displaying formatted data on the
car stereo.

53. The method of claim 52, wherein the step of displaying formatted data

comprises displaying channel numbers, channel names, titles, tracks, song names, or

artist names on the car stereo.

54. The method of claim 52, wherein the step of displaying formatted data

comprises displaying video on the car stereo.
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55. A docking station for docking and integrating a portable audio device for use

with a car stereo, comprising:

a base portion;

a bottom member connected to the base portion;

a top member connected to the base portion, the base portion, bottom member,

and top member defining a cavity for receiving a portable device; and

an integration device positioned Within the base portion for integrating the

portable device with a car stereo.

56. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the top member is hingedly connected at

an edge to the base portion.

57. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the base portion comprises a connector for

connecting the integration device with the portable device.

58. The apparatus of claim 55, further comprising a cable interconnected at one

end to the integration device and at an opposite end to the car stereo.

59. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the integration device is wirelessly

connected to the car stereo.

60. The apparatus of claim 59, wherein the integration device is connected to the

car stereo by a Bluetooth wireless connection.

61. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the portable device comprises a CD player,

CD changer, MP3 player, Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receiver, or satellite

receiver.

62. The apparatus of claim 61, wherein the satellite tuner comprises an XM or

SIRIUS satellite /tuner.

63. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the integration device comprises a circuit

board housed in the base portion.

64. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the apparatus is mountable in a vehicle

trunk.

65. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the top member is pivotable away from the

bottom member to allow access to the portable device.

66. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the integration device is connected to the

car stereo using a Firewire, DZB, MOST, CAN, USB, USB2, IE Bus, T Bus, I Bus, or

serial connection.
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67. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the car stereo is an OEM or after-market

car stereo.

68. The apparatus of claim 55, further comprising one or more auxiliary input

ports connected to the integration device for integrating additional portable devices

external to the docking station.

69. A method for docking and integrating a portable audio device for use with a

car stereo, comprising:

providing a docking station having a base portion, a bottom member connected

to the base portion, a top member connected to the base portion, and an integration

device housed within the base portion;

inserting a portable device into the docking station and connecting the portable

device to a connector on the base portion; and

integrating the portable device with the integration device for use with a car

stereo.

70. The method of claim 69, further comprising opening the top member away

from the bottom member prior to inserting the portable device into the docking station.

71. The method of claim 69, further comprising closing the top member to retain

the portable device in the docking station.

72. The method of claim 69, further comprising interconnecting the integration

device with the car stereo with a cable.

73. The method of claim 69, further comprising establishing a wireless connection

between the integration device and the car stereo.

74. The method of claim 73 further comprising establishing a Bluetooth Wireless

connection between the integration device and the car stereo.

75. The method of claim 69, further comprising integrating a CD player, CD

changer, l\/IP3 player, Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receiver, or satellite receiver

with the car stereo.

76. The method of claim 69, further comprising integrating an XM or SIRIUS

satellite tuner with the car stereo.

77. The method of claim 69, further comprising mounting the docking station in a

Vehicle trunk.
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78. The method of claim 69, further comprising connecting the integration device

to the car stereo using a Firewire, DZB, MOST, CAN, USE, USB2, IE Bus, T Bus, I
Bus, or serial connection.

79. The method of claim 69, further comprising integrating the portable device
with an after—market or OEM car stereo.

80. The method of claim 69, further comprising connecting an external portable

device to an auxiliary input port on the docking station and integrating the external
portable device with the car stereo.
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KOREAN PATENT ABSTRACTS

(11)Pu‘oiication number: 1020010035788 A
(43)Date of publication of application:
07.05.2001

(21 )Appiication number: 1019990042524 (71)/\pplicant: PARK, GYU JIN

(22)Date of filing: 02.10.1999 (72)inventor: PARK, GYU JIN
(30)Priority:
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(54) CAR DIGITAL COMBINATION SYSTEM

(57) Abstract:

PURPOSE: A car digital combination system is provided

to enhance performance of a car A/V system by

permitting a digital data each genre, such as a learning

data, a car repair guide, a data for so called singing

room realization, and so on which are processed in a

caption player by organically coupting a digital caption

player to a car A/V system, to be displayed on a large

size screen for a car A/V system or a car navigation

system. CONSTITUTION: A digital caption player(100) <'
downloads various digital data including a caption

synchronized with a digital audio, reproduce the digital

' data, and digital-records a voice inputted from the outside. A docking station(20CI) accommodates the digital

caption p|ayer{100) to fix it on a front face panel of a car and connects a digitat caption character output

signal and an audio output signal and a control signal for function selection/control from the digital caption

|ayer[100} to a car A/V system (300). The car A/V system(300) receives digital data of the digital caption player

(100) inputted through the docking station(200) and outputs the audio and caption data ‘to display devices for

a speaker and a monitor, respectively. The digital caption p|ayer(100) and the car A/V system(300) having a

display device(306) of a large size screen are arranged in the vicinity of centerpesia of the car. The digital

caption piayer(100) is organicatly coupled to the car A/V system (300) through the docking station(200) for

holding the digital caption p|ayer(100}. The car A/V systemI300) may include a car navigation.

COPYRIGHT 2001 KIPO
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KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE

KOREAN PATENT ABSTRACTS

(‘ ‘ ’P”b“°a“°“ 1020010059192 Anumber:
(43)Date of publication of application:
06.07.2001

(21 )App|ication number: 1019990066582 (71 )Applicant: HYUNDAI MOTOR

(22}Date of fiiingi 30.12.1999 . COMPANYG
(30-}PriOrity: (72)|nvsntor. LEE, JAE WANG

(51]lnt. CI (31113 17/02

(54) COMPACT DISK CHANGER OPERATING SYSTEM

(57) Abstract:
.4

PURPOSEZ A compact disk changer operating //CM’

system is provided to reduce inconvenience caused Q
by instaliing a cable and a cost by deleting DEN 00?"

cable. CONST|TUTlON2 An audio head unit(20) is

installed in a vehicle and has a wireless transmitting

apparatus to be able to transmit by a wireless. A CD

changer(30) has a wireiess receiving apparatus

receives a signal from the wireless transmitting

apparatus and is made an operating control by the

audio head unit(2C'). The wireless transmitting

apparatus of the audio head unit(20) is composed 61

an infrared emitting 'diode(21). The wireless receiving apparatus of the CD changer(30) is composed of a
photo diode(31). The infrared emitting diode(21) and the photo diode(31) are just only one example of

practice and is not restricted by practice example if only transmission and reception can be possible by the

wireéess. In the same manner installation position of the infrared emitting diode(21) and the photo diode

(31) also are not limited to a special position.
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PATENT ABSTRACTS OF JAPAN

(11)Publication number : 2000-286874

(43)Date of publication of application : 13.10.2000
F"" , , , .., , , , , IA , , ,u, ,., )AA74,gA,,A,4l,A

H04L 12/40
(51)'“t'C" BGOR 11/02

H04]. 12/28

(21)App|ication number : 11-090570 (7‘i)Applicant : SUZUKI MOTOR CORP

(22)Date of filing : 31.03.1999 (72)|nventor : UEMURA HIROSHI

(54) ON—VEHlCLE HEAD UNIT AND ON-VEHICLE EXTERNAL DEVICE

(57)/Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an external

device for an on-vehicle audio unit which device is

inexpensive and easily used.

SOLUTION: An on-vehicle head unit 2 is provided with

an amplifier 8 that amplifies an audio signal from an =E“;:
internal music source 4, an external unit connector 10 for

connecting the head unit 2 to an external device, a

changeover switch 18 that selects an audio signal

received from the external device connected to the

external unit connector 10 via a cable or the audio signal

received from the internal music source, and a control

means 6 that controls switching between the internal

music source 4 and the external device 30. Furthermore,

an external device connector 31 is provided with bus use

pin connection terminals connected to a plurality of bus pins for bus connection, two control

pin connection terminals provided along the bus pins to sendlreceive a control signal, and a

connector main body engaging one cable connected to the external device and having the

bus pins and the control pins.

N"'v".I
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JP, 2000-286874, and A [Drawing 7]

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

J1-‘U and lNP1T are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.|n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[C|aim(s)]

[Claim 1]Amplifier which amplifies an audio signal characterized by comprising the following

from an internal music source, A changeover switch which changes an external device

connector which connects an external instrument, and an audio signal inputted from an

external instrument connected to this external device connector via a cable and an audio

signal inputted from said internal music source, A head unit for mount provided with a control

means which controls a change to said internal music source and said external instrument.

A pin connection terminai for buses of plurality [ external device connector! said 1 for bus

connections. _

Two pin connection terminals for control which are putside by side at this pin for buses, and

send and receive a control signal.

Said pin for buses connected with said external instrument, and said control pin.

[Claim 2]Said control means, the time of said start up -— said pin for buses, and said control pin

-- a connection check signal -- the head unit for mount according to claim 1 provided with the

1st starting connection control section that sets up a pin connection terminai of a side which it

each transmitted and had a response in the connection check signal concerned as it is

effective.

[Claim 3]Said control means, Make one side into a high in fixed time which was able to be

defined beforehand between said two pin connection terminals for control at the time of said

start up, and. The head unit for mount according to claim 1, wherein after the fixed time

progress concerned is provided with the 2nd starting connection control section that returns an

output to the two pin connection terminals for control concerned to a front state at the time of

said start up.

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_wcb_cgi_ejje'?atw_u=11ttp%3A%2F%2Fwww4.i... 10/21/2008
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.in the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention}This invention relates to the head unit for mount, and the external

instrument for mount, and relates to the head unit for mount and the external instrument for

mount which have the feature in the connection type at the time of extending the external

instrument for mount to the head unit for mount especially.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Conventional|y, the head unit of the audio for mount and the

connection type of an external instrument have two copies, deck connection and a bus

connection. Generally, a head unit is for example, a cassette with FMIAM radio, and, on the

other hand, an external instrument is a CD player, an MD player, or TV.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]However, in the above-mentioned conventional

example, since the connection type of deck connection and a bus connection was

incompatible, there was inconvenience that the CD player had to prepare two kinds, the object

for deck connection and the object for bus connections. for this reason, when a user selects an

external instrument, its head unit is an object for deck connection —— or it had to be checked

whether it was an object for bus connections.

[0004]

[Objects of the lnvention]This invention improves the inconvenience which the starting

conventional example has, and sets it as the purpose to provide the head unit for mount which

shall be low cost and shall be especially easy to use the external instrument of the audio for

mount, and the external instrument for mount.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem]So, in a head unit for mount by this invention. Amplifier which

http://www4.ipd1.iI1pit.go.jp/cgi-bin/1:ran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_}1=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.i... 10/21/2008
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amplifies an audio signal from an internal music source, and an external device connector

which connects an external instrument, It has a changeover switch which changes an audio

signal inputted from an external instrument connected to this external device connector via a

cable, and an audio signal inputted from said internai music source, and a control means

which controls a change to said internal music source and said external instrument. And a pin

connection terminal for buses of plurality [ external device connector] for bus oonnections,

Composition of having had a connector body engaged in one cable which has two pin

connection terminals for control which are put side by side at this pin for buses, and send and

receive a control signal, and said pins for buses connected with said external instrument and

said control pins is taken. It is going to attain the purpose which this mentioned above.

[0006}Here, since an external device connector was provided with a pin connection terminal for

buses for bus connections, and a pin connection terminal for control for deck connection, even

if it is an external instrument of which connection form, it is connected by the same cable. For

this reason, it is not necessary when purchasing an external instrument to choose an external

instrument according to connector shape of a head unit.

{0007]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is described with

reference to drawings. Drawing 1 is a block diagram showing composition with the external

instrument for mount iinked to the head unit for mount by this invention, and the head unit for

mount concerned. As shown in drawing_1, the head unit 2 for mount is provided with the

following.

Amplifier 8 which amplifies the audio signal from the internal music source 4.

The external device connector" 10 which connects an external instrument.

The changeover switch 18 which changes the audio signal inputted from the external

instrument connected to this external device connector 10 via a cable, and the audio signal

inputted from said internal music source.

The control means 6 which controls the change to said internal music source 4 and said

external instrument 30.

[0008]And the pin connection terminal for buses (BUS+ and - of the pin numbers 1 and 2 of

drawing 2) to which the external device connector 31 connects two or more pins 12 for buses

for bus connections as shown in drawing 2, Two pin connection terminais for control (CONT1

of the pin numbers 5 and 13 of drawing 2, and 2) which are put side by side at this pin for

buses, and send and receive a control signal, it has the connector body 11 engaged in one

cable which has said pin for buses connected with said external instrument, and said control

pin.

[0009]As shown in drawing 2, in this embodiment, the connector and signai line which connect

http://WWW4-.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw__u=http%3A%2F%2FvWvw4.i... 10/21/2008
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the head unit 2 and the external instrument 30 are made into the gestalt containing both the

object for deck connection, and for bus connections. The deck connection D is a method which

accepts one external instrument and connects, as shown in drawing 3 (A). The strong point is

in the point which can be manufactured by low cost, and it being only one set of connection

and the point which cannot control a CD changer etc. by operation of a head unit have

management. In deck connection, while the internal music source (radio, tape) of a head unit

operates, CONT1 is made into "Hi", and while the external instrument operates, CONT2 is

made into "Hi", for example. An external instrument will make CONT1 "Hi", if the head unit

operates working. According to this, an external instrument suspends reproduction and makes

CONT2 "Lo".

[0010]On the other hand, connection of two or more sets of externai instruments is possible for

a bus connection, and it can control CD changer y- etc. by a head unit. At a bus connection, an

address is assigned to each apparatus, and it connects by bus, and cooperates by exchanging

the demand of operation, a stop, etc. In a bus connection, since IC for communication is

needed and microcomputer processing increases, cost will become high. Generally, deck

connection is used for low-priced goods, and the bus connection is used for quality articles.

[001 ’i]a head unit is a bus connection in using 13 pins of the method shown in drawing 2 in this

embodiment, as shown in drawing -- or although it is deck connection, it cannot be

concerned, but the same external instrument can be connected. The reproduction means 34

which plays the alien-frequencies easy sauce in which an external instrument turns into an

external instrument to a head unit, such as TV, CD, or MD, in the example shown in drawing 1,

The connector 31 for head units for transmitting the audio signal reproduced by this

reproduction means 34 to said head unit via a cabie, It has the external instrument control

means 32 which controls said reproduction means 34 according to the control signal inputted

from this connector 31 for head units. And the connector 31 for head units has taken the same

shape as the external device connector mentioned above, and structure. And it has the

connection type switching means which chooses either said pin connection terminal for control,

or said pin connection terminal for buses for a reproduction means according to the connection

check signal inputted from the connector for head units. In order that this connection type

switching means may choose a bus connection or deck connection according to the

connection type which a head unit adopts, it becomes unnecessary for a user to check the

connection type of a head unit. This is preferred when the head unit side supports only deck
connection or a bus connection.

[0012]When the head unit side supports both connection types and the external instrument

supports only one connection type, The control means 6 of the head unit 2 shown in drawing '1,

the time of start up (at the time of ACC ON) -- the pin for buses, and said control pin -- a

connection check signal -— it each transmits and it is good to have the 1st starting connection
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control section 20 that sets up the pin connection terminal of the side which had a response in

the connection check signal concerned as it is effective.

[0O13]When the head unit supports only deck connection, it replaces with the 1st starting

connection control section 20, One side is made into the high in fixed time which was able to

be defined beforehand between said two pin connection terminals for control at the time of

start up, and after the fixed time progress concerned is good to have the 2nd starting

connection control section that returns the output to the two pin connection terminals for

control concerned to a front state at the time of said start up. In this case, deck connection is

established between the external instrument only corresponding to deck connection, or the

external instrument corresponding to both connection types.

[00‘I4]Drawing 4 is a block diagram showing the example which connected two or more sets of

external instruments using the connection type of 13 pins by this embodiment. The connector

shown in drawing 2 is adopted in the example shown in drawing 4, being only for deck

connection, in order to make a head unit into low cost. And TV which has a navigational panel

as an external instrument is formed, and the bus connection of two sets of other external

instruments is carried out from this TV. And the music source which transmits to a head unit

via deck connection by operating the navigational panel of TV is chosen. If other external

instruments 30 and 38 shown in drawing 4 should correspond to both deck connection and a

bus connection further, having a connector shown in drawing 2, being concerned -- others -- it

becomes unnecessary to be also able to connect an external instrument to the head unit 2

directly, and to choose the connection type and connector of an external instrument according

to the gestalt of connection

[O015]The external instrument 40 shown in drawing 4 is provided with the two or more

expansion connectors 41 linked to a head unit or other external instruments. And the

expansion connector concerned has taken the same form as the external device connector

shown in g"_a_wir_1_g_1_, and structure. And the external instrument control means used as the

controller of this external instrument 40, Deck connection is made by setting up said pin

connection terminal for control to the connector 41 to which the head unit 2 was connected, as

it is effective, It has two or more connect control part which carries out a bus_connection by

setting up said pin connection terminal for buses effectively to the connector 41 to which other

external instruments were connected. Thereby, making the head unit 2 into tow cost, two or

more sets of external instruments are connectable, and since it is altogether connectable using

the same cable, connection and selection of apparatus become easy.

[0016]Drawing 5 is a block diagram showing the composition of the example of the head unit

for mount by this invention. The head unit for mount shown in drayyingiis a cassette with

FMIAM radio. As shown in drawing 5, the cassette with FM/AM radio (head unit) is provided

with the following.
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The tuner circuit 52 which sides with the electric wave received with a vehicular antenna.

Tape equalizer amplifier 53 which amplifies the regenerative signal from the tape head 54

which plays a cassette tape.

Grand isolation amplifier 55 which amplifies the audio signal inputted from the external

instrument 30.

The audio signal changeover switch ‘I8 which changes the audio signal from these music

sources according to a switching signal.

[0017]The cassette 2 with FM/AM radio is provided with the BORIUMU circuit 7 which adjusts

further amplification of the audio signal inputted from a changeover switch, and the power

amplification 8 which amplifies the output of this BORIUMU circuit. This power amplification 8

is connected to the speaker 16. And it has the control oriented microcomputer 6 as a control

means by which deck connection is made with the external instrument 30.

[OO18]As shown in drawing 6, transmission and reception of the connection check signal at the

time of AccON performestablishment of connection between the cassette 2 with FM/AM radio,

and an external instrument. Drawing 6 (A) is a wave form chart showing an example of the

connection check signal for establishing deck connection, and the cassette 2 with FM/AM radio

is 500 at the time of AccON. [ms] CONT1 is made into "Hi". This transmits to an external

instrument that the cassette 2 with FM/AM radio is demanding deck connection. In order for

the cassette 2 with FMIAM radio to require a bus connection of an external instrument, as

shown in drawing 6 (B), he transmits the pulse signal which turns into a connection check

signal immediately after at the time of AccON to each apparatus, and waits for the reply. If the

signal according to the connection check signal concerned is inputted from an external

instrument, the external instrument concerned and bus connection will be established.

[0019]As shown in drawing 7, the head unit which the external instrument 30 checks a bus

signal and CONT1 signal at the time of AccON, and is connected nowjudges which method it

is. That is, when it comes to AccON, it checks whether the connection check signal for bus

connections has been inputted (Step 81), and a bus connection is established when the signal

shown in drawing 6 (B) is inputted (Step 82). On the other hand, when the connection check

signal for bus connections is not inputted, it is judged whether CONT1 shown in drawing 6 (A)

is "Hi" (Step 83). And deck connection will be established if CONT1 is "Hi" (step S4).

[0020]When a bus signal and CONT1 are not inputted for 2 seconds from AccON, an external

instrument transmits the bus signal of a connection request to a head unit.

[OO21]According to this embodiment, as mentioned above, put wiring of two methods, deck

connection and a bus connection, in one connection connector, and and an external

instrument, Variety can be lessened, and when a user selects an external instrument, it

becomes unnecessary for its head unit to take into consideration which connection type it is,
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since the external instrument can respond by 1 model in order to identify of which method the

connected head unit is a thing.

[0022]

[Effect of the |nVention]Since this invention was constituted as mentioned above, and

functioned and the externai device connector was provided with the pin connection terminal for

buses for bus connections, and the pin connection terminal for control for deck connection

according to this, Even if it is an external instrument of which connection form, can connect by

the same cable, therefore it is not necessary to manufacture an external instrument according

to connector shape about the external instrument of the same function and, and a user faces

the purchase of an external instrument, it is not necessary to choose an external instrument

according to the connector shape of a head unit, and, for this reason, the outstanding head

unit for mount and the external instrument for mount which are not in the former that the

extension work of an external instrument can be done easily can be provided.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not refiect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.|n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the head unit for mount, and the external

instrument for mount, and relates to the head unit for mount and the external instrument for

mount which have the feature in the connection type at the time of extending the external

instrument for mount to the head unit for mount especially.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]Conventiona||y, the head unit of the audio for mount and the

connection type of an external instrument have two copies, deck connection and a bus

connection. Generally, a head unit is for example, a cassette with FMIAM radio, and, on the

other hand, an external instrument is a CD player, an MD player, or TV.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

IPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of‘ this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely. ‘
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the |nvention]Since this invention was constituted as mentioned above, and

functioned and the external device connector was provided with the pin connection terminal for

buses for bus connections, and the pin connection terminal for control for deck connection

according to this, Even if it is an external instrument of which connection form, can connect by

the same cable, therefore it is not necessary to manufacture an external instrument according

to connector shape about the external instrument of the same function and, and a user faces

the purchase of an external instrument, It is not necessary to choose an external instrument

according to the connector shape of a head unit, and, for this reason, the outstanding head

unit for mount and the external instrument for mount which are not in the former that the

extension work of an external instrument can be done easily can be provided.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

IPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Prob|em(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]However, in the above-mentioned conventional

example, since the connection type of deck connection and a bus connection was

incompatible, there was inconvenience that the CD player had to prepare two kinds, the object

for deck connection and the object for bus connections. for this reason, when a user selects an

external instrument, its head unit is an object for deck connection -- or it had to be checked

whether it was an object for bus connections.

[0004]

[Objects of the lnvention]This invention improves the inconvenience which the starting

conventional example has, and sets it as the purpose to provide the head unit for mount which

shall be low cost and shall be especiaily easy to use the external instrument of the audio for

mount, and the external instrument for mount.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Prob|em]So, in a head unit for mount by this invention. Amplifier which

amplifies an audio signal from an internal music source, and an external device connector

which connects an external instrument, It has a changeover switch which changes an audio

signal inputted from an external instrument connected to this external device connector via a

cable, and an audio signal inputted from said internal music source, and a control means

which controls a change to said internal music source and said external instrument. And a pin

connection terminai for buses of plurality [external device connector] for bus connections,

Composition of having had a connector body engaged in one cable which has two pin

connection terminals for control which are put side by side at this pin for buses, and send and

receive a control signal, and said pins for buses connected with said external instrument and

said control pins is taken. it is going to attain the purpose which this mentioned above.

[O0O6]Here, since an external device connector was provided with a pin connection terminai for

buses for bus connections, and a pin connection terminal for control for deck connection, even

if it is an external instrument of which connection form, it is connected by the same cabie. For

this reason, it is not necessary when purchasing an external instrument to choose an external

instrument according to connector shape of a head unit.

[0007]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is described with

reference to drawings. Drawingiis a block diagram showing composition with the external

instrument for mount linked to the head unit for mount by this invention, and the head unit for

mount concerned. As shown in drawing 1, the head unit 2 for mount is provided with the

following.

Amplifier 8 which amplifies theiaudio signal from the internal music source 4.
The external device connector 10 which connects an external instrument.

The changeover switch 18 which changes the audio signal inputted from the external
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instrument connected to this external device connector 10 via a cable, and the audio signal

inputted from said internal music source.

The control means 6 which controls the change to said internat music source 4 and said

external instrument 30.

[0008]And the pin connection terminal for buses (BUS+ and - of the pin numbers 1 and 2 of

drawingg) to which the external device connector 31 connects two or more pins 12 for buses

for bus connections as shown in drawing 2, Two pin connection terminals for control (CONT1

of the pin numbers 5 and 13 of drawing 2, and 2) which are put side by side at this pin for

buses, and send and receive a control signal, It has the connector body 11 engaged in one

cable which has said pin for buses connected with said external instrument, and said control

pin.

[0009]As shown in drawing 2, in this embodiment, the connector and signal line which connect

the head unit 2 and the external instrument 30 are made into the gestalt containing both the

object for deck connection, and for bus connections. The deck connection D is a method which

accepts one external instrument and connects, as shown in drawing 3 (A). The strong point is

in the point which can be manufactured by low cost, and it being only one set of connection

and the point which cannot control a CD changer etc. by operation of a head unit have

management. In deck connection, while the internal music source (radio, tape) of a head unit

operates, CONT1 is made into "Hi", and while the external instrument operates, CONT2 is

made into "Hi", for example. An external instrument will make CONT1 "Hi", if the head unit

operates working. According to this, an external instrument suspends reproduction and makes

CONT2 "Lo".

[0O‘i0]On the other hand, connection of two or more sets of external instruments is possible for

a bus connection, and it can control CD changer y— etc. by a head unit. At a bus connection, an

address is assigned to each apparatus, and it connects by bus, and cooperates by exchanging

the demand of operation, a stop, etc. In a bus connection, since IC for communication is

needed and microcomputer processing increases, cost will become high. Generally, deck

connection is used for low-priced goods, and the bus connection is used for quality articles.

[O011]a head unit is a bus connection in using 13 pins of the method shown in drawing 2 in this

embodiment, as shown in drawingiw or although it is deck connection, it cannot be

concerned, but the same external instrument can be connected. The reproduction means 34

which plays the alien—frequencies easy sauce in which an external instrument turns into an

external instrument to a head unit, such as TV, CD, or MD, in the example shown in drawing 1,

The connector 31 for head units for transmitting the audio signal reproduced by this

reproduction means 34 to said head unit via a cable, It has the external instrument control

means 32 which controls said reproduction means 34 according to the control signal inputted
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from this connector 31 for head units. And the connector 31 for head units has taken the same

shape as the external device connector mentioned above, and structure. And it has the

connection type switching means which chooses either said pin connection terminal for control,

or said pin connection terminal for buses for a reproduction means according to the connection

check signal inputted from the connector for head units. In order that this connection type

switching means may choose a bus connection or deck connection according to the

connection type which a head unit adopts, it becomes unnecessary for a user to check the

connection type of a head unit. This is preferred when the head unit side supports only deck

- connection or a bus connection.

[OO12]When the head unit side supports both connection types and the external instrument

supports only one connection type, The control means 6 of the head unit 2 shown in drawing 1,

the time of start up (at the time of ACC ON) -- the pin for buses, and said control pin -- a

connection check signal —- it each transmits and it is good to have the 1st starting connection

control section 20 that sets up the pin connection terminal of the side which had a response in

the connection check signal concerned as it is effective.

[0013]When the head unit supports only deck connection, It replaces with the 1st starting

connection control section 20, One side is made into the high in fixed time which was able to

be defined beforehand between said two pin connection terminals for control at the time of

start up, and after the fixed time progress concerned is good to have the 2nd starting

connection control section that returns the output to the two pin connection terminals for

control concerned to a front state at the time of said start up. in this case, deck connection is

established between the external instrument only corresponding to deck connection, or the

external instrument corresponding to both connection types.

[0014]Drawing 4 is a block diagram showing the example which connected two or more sets of

external instruments using the connection type of 13 pins by this embodiment. The connector

shown in drawing 2 is adopted in the example shown in drawing 4, being only for deck

connection, in order to make a head unit into low cost. And TV which has a navigationa! panel

as an externai instrument is formed, and the bus connection of two sets of other external

instruments is carried out from this TV. And the music source which transmits to a head unit

via deck connection by operating the navigational panel of TV is chosen. If other external

instruments 30 and 38 shown in drawing 4 should correspond to both deck connection and a

bus connection further, having a connector shown in drawing 2, being concerned —- others —— it

becomes unnecessary to be aiso able to connect an external instrument to the head unit 2

directly, and to choose the connection type and connector of an external instrument according

to the gestalt of connection

[0015]The external instrument 40 shown in drawing 4 is provided with the two or more

expansion connectors 41 linked to a head unit or other external instruments. And the
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expansion connector concerned has taken the same form as the external device connector

shown in drawing 1, and structure. And the external instrument controi means used as the

controller of this external instrument 40, Deck connection is made by setting up said pin

connection terminal for control to the connector 41 to which the head unit 2 was connected, as

it is effective, It has two or more connect control part which carries out a bus connection by

setting up said pin connection terminal for buses effectively to the connector 41 to which other

external instruments were connected. Thereby, making the head unit 2 into low cost, two or

more sets of external instruments are connectable, and since it is altogether connectable using

the same cable, connection and selection of apparatus become easy.

[0016]Drawing 5 is a block diagram showing the composition of the example of the head unit

for mount by this invention. The head unit for mount shown in drawing 5 is a cassette with

FM/AM radio. As shown in drawing 5, the cassette with FM/AM radio (head unit) is provided

with the following-

The tuner circuit 52 which sides with the electric wave received with a vehicular antenna.

Tape equalizer amplifier 53 which amplifies the regenerative signal from the tape head 54

which plays a cassette tape.

Grand isolation amplifier 55 which amplifies the audio signal inputted from the external

instrument 30.

The audio signal changeover switch 18 which changes the audio signal from these music

sources according to a switching signal.

[0017]The cassette 2 with FM/AM radio is provided with the BORIUMU circuit 7 which adjusts

further amplification of the audio signal inputted from a changeover switch, and the power

amplification 8 which amplifies the output of this BORIUMU circuit. This power ampiification 8

is connected to the speaker 16. And it has the controi oriented microcomputer 6 as a control

means by which deck connection is made with the external instrument 30.

[0018]As shown in drawing 6, transmission and reception of the connection check signal at the

time of AccON perform establishment of connection between the cassette 2 with FM/AM radio,

and an external instrument. Drawing 6 (A) is a wave form chart showing an example of the

connection check signal for establishing deck connection, and the cassette 2 with FM/AM radio

is 500 at the time of AccON. [ms] CONT1 is made into "Hi". This transmits to an external

instrument that the cassette 2 with FM/AM radio is demanding deck connection. In order for

the cassette 2 with FMIAM radio to require a bus connection of an external instrument, as

shown in drawing 6 (B), he transmits the pulse signal which turns into a connection check

signal immediately after at the time of Acc0N to each apparatus, and waits for the reply. If the

signal according to the connection check signal concerned is inputted from an external

instrument, the external instrument concerned and bus connection will be established.
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[0O19]As shown in drawing 7, the head unit which the external instrument 30 checks :3 bus

signal and CONT1 signal at the time of AccON, and is connected now judges which method it

is. That is, when it comes to AccON, it checks whether the connection check signal for bus

connections has been inputted (Step S1), and a bus connection is established when the signal

shown in drawing 6 (B) is inputted (Step 82). On the other hand, when the connection check

signal for bus connections is not inputted, it is judged whether CONT1 shown in drawing 6 (A)

is "Hi" (Step S3). And deck connection will be established if CONT1 is "Hi" (step S4).

[0020]When a bus signal and CONT1 are not inputted for 2 seconds from AccON, an external

instrument transmits the bus signal of a connection request to a head unit.

[0O21]According to this embodiment, as mentioned above, put wiring of two methods, deck

connection and a bus connection, in one connection connector, and and an external

instrument, Variety can be lessened, and when a user selects an external instrument, it

becomes unnecessary for its head unit to take into consideration which connection type it is,

since the external instrument can respond by 1 model in order to identify of which method the

connected head unit is a thing.

[Translation done.]
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(22)Date of filing : 24.03.1998 (72)|nventor : IDO KAZUHIRO
NAKABACHI YOSHIKI

UEHARA NAGATOSHI

HAMASHIMA SADAFUMI

(54) CAR AUDIO SYSTEM, VEH|CLE—MOUNTED COMPUTER, AND METHOD FOR

CONTROLLING CAR AUDIO SYSTEM

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To utilize both advantages

by combining a compact computer with a universal OS

and a car audio system.

SOLUTION: A local bus B1 corresponding to the form of ___

a CPU 11 included in a computer, a PCE bus B2 for I I I

connecting equipment 15, 21, 22, 3, 16, and 7 included H I

in a car audio system, and a PCI bus host controller 114 I
for converting data form between the buses B1 and B2

are provided. An OS for the CPU 111 is stored in a flash _ _ . ~ _ . .

ROM 113. The CPU 111 can speedily perform complex - '

processing by efficiently accessing a memory 112 or the

like. The computer and the car audio system can be

operated smoothly. A multi-task can be facilitated, where

another processing can be made with another path while

an audio signal is being reproduced. Only the path corresponding to the form of the CPU 111

may be changed when the form of the CPU 111 is to be changed.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.*"'** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.|n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[C|aim(s)] /

[Claim 1]A car audio system comprising provided with a computer for control:

A means by which said computer is provided with an operating system and this operating

system manages resources on a computer.

A means to execute a program of form beforehand decided to be a means to control input and

output containing a user interface.

[Claim 2]A car audio system comprising provided with a computer for control:

The 1st bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer.

The 2nd bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car audio system.

[Claim 3]A car audio system comprising provided with a computer for controi:

A local bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer.

A PCI bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car audio system.

[Claim 4]The car audio system according to claim 2 or 3 provided with a means to change form

of data between said each bus.

' [Claim 5]A car audio system of any one statement of four from claim 1 provided with the 3rd

bus for connecting two or more apparatus contained in said car audio system in daisy chain

form.

[Claim 6]A computer for mount characterized by comprising the following.

An operating system which realizes environment required in order to execute a program of

form decided beforehand.

A means to control a car audio system and said car audio system.

http://www4.ipd1.inpit.go.jp/cgi—bin/tran_web_cgi__ejje?atw_u=http://WWW4.ipd1.inpit.go.j... 9/25/2008
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[Claim 71A computer for mount provided with a car audio system characterized by comprising

the following.

The 1st bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer.

The 2nd bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car audio system.

[Claim 8]A computer for mount provided with a car audio system characterized by comprising

the following.

A local bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer.

A PCI bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car audio system.

[Claim 9]The computer for mount according to claim 7 or 8 provided with a means to change

form of data between said each bus.

[Claim 10]A computer for mount of any one statement of nine from claim 6 provided with the

3rd bus for connecting two or more apparatus contained in said car audio system in daisy

chain form.

[Claim 11]A control method of a car audio system which controls a car audio system _using a

computer provided with an operating system characterized by comprising the following.

A step which realizes environment which needs said operating system in order to execute a

program of form decided beforehand.

A step by which said program controls said car audio system.

[Claim 12]A control method of a car audio system which controls a car audio system using a

computer characterized by comprising the following.

A step with which CPU contained in said computer exchanges data through the 1st bus

corresponding to form of this CPU.

A step which exchanges data through the 2nd bus for apparatus contained in said car audio

system to connect apparatus.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.|n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the |nvention]This invention is combining a small computer with general-purpose OS,

and a car audio system, and relates to the art of harnessing a mutual advantage.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]|n recent years, progress with remarkable art of a semiconductor is

accomplished and the electronic equipment of various fields has become a miniaturization and

highly efficient by using a semiconductor. Thus, one of the electronic equipment made a

miniaturization and highly efficient by using a semiconductor has a personal computer

(henceforth a "personal computer").

[0003]The small personal computers (it names generically the following "hand-held PC") called

[ especially] a handheld computer (carried type), a palm top, etc. these days are also

increasing in number. Windows(registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.) CE etc. are known,

for example as base software (it is called below Operating System: "OS") suitable for such a

hand-held PC, i.e., an operating system.

[0004]Such a general-purpose OS realizes advanced throughput by managing finely

throughput, a memory, etc. of CPU which the computer has, or, If it is a program of the form

which provided the user interface independent of a program which it is unific and is easy to

use, or was decided beforehand, it has the advantage that the current update of the function of

a computer can be carried out by carrying out a current update freely.

[0005]As another electronic equipment which similarly has been made a miniaturization and

highly efficient by using a semiconductor, the car audio system and car-navigation system

which are carried in a car are mentioned. Among these, a car audio system is commonly called

a car stereo etc., and combines the tuner of a CD player, AM, or FM, etc. with amplifier, a

loudspeaker, etc. A car-navigation system is a shown system to which a screen display of the

http ://www4.ipd1.inpit_go.jp/cgi-bin/l:ran_web__cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.i... 10/21/2008
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map is carried out to the specified destination, pinpointing the current position of a car using an

azimuth magnet, an odometer, GPS, etc.

[0006]These days, since a car-navigation system, a handsfree cellular phone, an anti-theft

alarm system, etc. are combined with a car audio system in many cases, the electronic

equipment for these mount is hereafter named a "car audio system" generically.

[0007]

[Prob|em(s) to be Solved by the |nvention]The hand-held PC provided with 08 which was

described above, and the car audio system were mutual completely separate in the former.

That is, although the car audio system which prepared the computer in the large meaning for

control existed, the computer in this case is called the embedded system which works only for

the specific purpose.

[OO08]CPU with necessary minimum capability is used for this embedded system, and it

realizes necessary minimum processing to the hardware of receiving an operation switch or

operating a disk reproduction mechanism, by the small program using an assembler etc. For

this reason, usage of carrying out the change addition of the function by carrying out

processing and preservation of data like a personal computer, or carrying out the change

addition of the program cannot be done.

[0009]On the other hand, it did not have a function which a hand-held PC sounds music itself,

or controls a car audio system. For this reason, although the user might carry the hand-held

PC into in the car as a matter of fact, he did not use, having connected with the car audio

system.

[0010]By the way, the latest car audio system, Not only in conventional apparatus called the

tuner, cassette tape deck, and CD player of radio, Many apparatus is increasingly built into the

condition of an MD player, CD, the autochanger of MD, a car-navigation system, the voice

recognition equipment that recognizes a user's command, a handsfree cellular phone, and an

anti-theft alarm system. And it is dramatically difficult to master the car audio system which

becomes complicated in this way only with the switch in which it was provided by each device.

[0011]That is, when a car audio system becomes complicated in this way, many switches,

such as an operation key and a dial, will be in various places in the car. For this reason, it is

serious to memorize which is what operation key.

[O012]Namely, in order to master the car audio system which becomes complicated. To use for

control an information processor equivalent to the hand-held PC provided with the small

computer with the pliability which can carry out the current update of the function about the

advanced throughput which controls a complicated system, the user interface, and control

which are easy to use, and especially general-purpose OS is desired.

[0013]Even if it thinks from the hand-held PC side, a car is used like the present age in many

cases, and in the car is wanted to expand the width of practical use in society also with much

http://www-4.ipd.1.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_wcb_cgi__ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2FwwW4.i... 10/21/2008
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traffic congestion. By combining with a car audio system especially, make an operation key

and a memory serve a double purpose, or, The information which a user wants to know in the

car is made to be read out by the synthesized speech using a computer, If usage of hearing

the voice from the loudspeaker of a car audio system, or accessing an external computer

network by the circuit of the cellular phone built into the car audio system can be done, the

width of practical use can be expanded rather than former.

[0014}When combining high-speed CPU which uses general-purpose OS, and apparatus

which is contained in a car audio system, to have a separate bus suitable for each from the

difference in both working speed, etc. is desired. In the car audio system which combined a lot

of apparatus, two or more apparatus is wanted to be easily connectable with simple refreshed

wiring.

[0O,15}Proposed in order that this invention might solve the problem of conventional technology

which was described above, it is combining a small computer with general-purpose OS, and a

car audio system, and the purpose is to harness a mutual advantage. Another purpose of this

invention is to use two or more buses, and is using both high-speed apparatus of CPU and

others smoothly without futility. Another purpose of this invention is to connect various

apparatus one after another with a daisy chain mode. y
[0016]

[Means for Solving the Prob|em]ln order to attain the purpose described above, an invention of

claim 1 equips a car audio system provided with a computer for control with the following.

A means by which said computer is provided with an operating system and this operating

system manages resources on a computer.

A means to control input and output containing a user interface.

A means to execute a program of form decided beforehand.

A computer for mount of claim 6 is provided with the following.

An operating system which realizes environment required in order to execute a program of
fonn decided beforehand.

Car audio system.

A means to control said car audio system.

An invention of claim 11 is what caught an invention of claim 1 from a view of a method, in a

control method of a car audio system which controls a car audio system using a computer

provided with an operating system, A step which realizes environment which needs said

operating system in order to execute a program of form decided beforehand, and a step by

which said program controis said car audio system are included. A computer which controls a

car audio system by invention of claims 1, 6, and 11 is provided with general-purpose OS, and

it this general-purpose OS, A user interface which carries out the maximum exertion of the

capability of a computer by managing resources, such as CPU and a memory, and is not

http://www-4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.i... 10/21/2008
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dependent on a program and which it is unific and is easy to use is provided, and an addition

and change of a function are made easy by adding a program of form decided further

beforehand, or changing. For this reason, control of a complicated car audio system becomes

easy. It becomes possible for in the car to use various programs, or to process information

using apparatus of a car audio system.

[O017]An invention of claim 2 was provided with the 1st bus corresponding to form of CPU

contained in said computer, and the 2nd bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car

audio system in a car audio system provided with a computer for control. An invention of ctaim

7 was provided with the 1st bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer, and

the 2nd bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car audio system in a computer for

mount provided with a car audio system. An invention of claim 12 is what caught an invention

of claim 2 from a view of a method, In a control method of a car audio system which controls a

car audio system using a computer, A step with which CPU contained in said computer

exchanges data through the 1st bus corresponding to form of this CPU, Apparatus contained

in said car audio system contains a step which exchanges data through the 2nd bus for

connecting apparatus. An invention of claim 3 was provided with a PCI bus for connecting

apparatus contained in said car audio system with a local bus corresponding to form of CPU

contained in said computer in a car audio system provided with a computer for control. An

invention of claim 8 was provided with a PCI bus for connecting apparatus contained in said

car audio system with a local bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer in

a computer for mount provided with a car audio system. An invention of claim 4 was provided

with a means to change form of data between said each bus, in the car audio system

according to claim 2 or 3. An invention of claim 9 was provided with a means to change form of

data between said each bus, in the computer for mount according to ciaim 7 or 8. In an

invention of claims 2, 3, 7, 8, and 12, data is exchanged using a bus CPU of a computer and

apparatus of a car audio system made the mistake in corresponding to a mutual form, and

between two buses, if needed, data changes form, wins popularity and is passed (claims 4 and

9). For this reason, even if operation of CPU is quicker than operation of each apparatus, it is

not necessary to double CPU with a motion cycle of each apparatus, and complicated

processing can be performed at high speed by accessing a memory etc. efficiently. Since data

which CPU exchanges, and data which apparatus exchanges do not scramble for

communicative competence of the same bus, it can operate smoothly in both a computer and

a car audio system. Multitasking of performing another processing using a bus corresponding

to form of CPU becomes easy simultaneously, reproducing a signal of a sound using a bus for

connecting apparatus. Also when changing CPU into a thing of another form, a bus for

connecting these apparatus with each apparatus remains as it is, and since what is necessary

is to change only a bus corresponding to form of CPU according to form of new CPU, it can

http://WWW-’-Lipdl .inpit. go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web__cgi_cjj e?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4. i. .. 1 0/21/2008
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respond also to change of CPU easily.

[OO18]An invention of claim 5 was provided with the 3rd bus for connecting two or more

apparatus contained in said car audio system in a car audio system of any one statement of

four from claim 1 in daisy chain form. An invention of claim 10 was provided with the 3rd bus

for connecting two or more apparatus contained in said car audio system in a computer for

mount of any one statement of nine from claim 6 in daisy chain form. In an invention of claims

5 and 10, two or more apparatus can be connected in daisy chain form one after another, and

it can die. For this reason, also when the number of apparatus increases or distributed

instaliation of the apparatus is carried out here and there [ in the car }, long wiringis not

concentrated in one place like a star method, and installation becomes easy. Since wiring

becomes intelligible shapely, it aiso becomes easy to change composition or to carry out

maintenance and repair.

[0019]

[Embodiment ofthe |nvention]Next, an embodiment of the invention (henceforth a

"embodiment") is concretely described with reference to drawings. Although this embodiment

is the car audio system provided with various apparatus, such as a CD player, it is provided

with the computer provided with general—purpose 08 which is used for a hand-held PC, and

. also performs control of a car audio system by this computer. The same numerals are attached

about the member same about each figure used by the following explanation as the figure

explained before it, or the same kind of member, and expianation is omitted.

[0020][1. composition}

[Composition of whole 1-1.] First, drawing 1 is a block diagram showing the entire configuration

of this embodiment. As shown in this figure, this embodiment as each apparatus which

constitutes a car audio system other than the main unit 1, it has the tuner amplifier unit 2, the

microphone 3, the GPS antenna 4, the security control unit 5, the telephone unit 6, the CD-

ROM autochanger 7, and the auxiliary battery 9 for power supply backup.

[002‘i]Among these, the main unit 1 is a portion which builds in the computer for control and

controls the whole system by this computer. Although the tuner amplifier unit 2 does not carry

out the graphic display other than the antenna 2a of AM and FM, it is the portion provided with

a radio tuner and the amplifier for sounding a loudspeaker. The microphone 3 is for inputting a

user's voice so that operation by speech recognition can be performed. The function of this

speech recognition is realized by the program of the computer described above.

[0022][1-1-1. main unit] The main unit 1 is provided with the socket 13S for inserting

CompactF|ash card 13, and the face plate unit 15 removed [ attach and } and made (drawi g

1). CompactFiash card 13 is a storage using a flash memory, and data can be written from the

main unit 1 by inserting in the socket 138 formed in the main unit 1. This CompactF|ash card

13 is used in order to exchange data, a program, etc. with other computers or to back up
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various information sets in this car audio system.

[0O23]The face plate unit 15 attached, removed and made, It has the indicator which displays

various information on a user, and the final controlling element which provided the operation

key for a user to do various operations etc., and is referred to also as DCP (Detachable

Control Panel). The indicator of this face plate unit 15 is large-sized color LCD (liquid crystal

display) of 64 dots by 256 dots, etc., for example.

[0O24]if it removes and carries out when getting off a car, even if a thief looks for a car audio

system, neither use nor resale can do this face plate unit 15, also seeing an important indicator

not have a final controlling element -- there are ** and a theft preventive effect of giving up

stealing. If the removed face plate unit 15 is put into the case 15a and it carries around, it will

damage neither itself nor a surrounding thing.

[0025]Although this face plate unit 15 is not shown in gra_\_i_v_ing 1, it is provided with the infrared-

ray-communication unit for exchanging data in the form of the hand-held PC 8, |rDA, etc.

[0O26}[Apparatus] besides 1-1-2. The GPS antenna 4 is an antenna for receiving an electric

wave from a GPS Satellite. The signal from this GPS antenna 4 is sent to the GPS unit in the

main unit 1 through GPS receiver 4a. Although this GPS unit is not shown in drawing 1, it

calcuiates the position on the earth with a receiver from an electric wave. On the computer

described above, by a program, the function of a car-navigation system is realized and a

calculation result is passed to the function of this car-navigation system.

[0027]The security control unit 5 is the sensor 5a which detects vibration and a shock, and

when a theft, a mischief, etc. are detected, it is a portion which carries out correspondence of

sounding the siren 5b. The telephone unit 6 is a unit which controls the function of a car

telephone, and is a portion which realizes the telephone call using the telephone antenna 6a or

the hand set 6b. The CD-ROM autochanger 7 is hanging automatically some CD5 set

beforehand again, and is a unit which plays the disk which the user chose, and music.

[0O28}[‘I-1-3. daisy chain connection] Here, these security control unit 5, the telephone unit 6,

and the CD-ROM autochanger 7 are connected to the main unit 1 by USB (Universal Serial

Bus). This USB is a serial bus (the 3rd bus) for connecting two or more apparatus in daisy

chain form.

[D029]The apparatus connected by USB in this way comprises this embodiment so that data

with the exterior may be exchanged in the form of this USB. For example, the CD-ROM

autochanger 7, Although it has the hub (HUB) the object for upstreams, and for downstreams

and digital data is once read from an audio CD or CD-ROM according to ATAPI form (parallel

form) inside this CD-ROM autochanger 7, After the read data is changed into the USB

(Universal Serial Bus) form which is serial form by the data converter built in, it is sent out to

USB.

[0030]The installation becomes easy when installing these units 5, 6, and 7 in the place distant
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from the main unit 1, since connection of the units 5 and 6 and the CD-ROM autochanger 7

turns into serial connection with such composition. Although connected in order of the unit 5,

the unit 6, and the autochanger 7 in drawing 1, connection order is good also as connection of

only arbitrary and required things.

[0031]['l'he internal configuration of a 1-2. main unit] Next, drawing 2 is a block diagram

showing the main things among each portion described above, and is especially explained

focusing on the concrete composition of main unit 1 inside. This whole figure is divided into

four with the dashed line, in the left, CPU module 11 and a center become the support module

12, the upper right becomes the external unit 30, and the lower right has become the option

unit 40. Among these, CPU module 11 and the support module 12 are formed in the inside of

the main unit 1.

[0032]The external unit 30 and the option unit 40 have pointed out collectively the apparatus of

every some connected to the main unit 1. On account of explanation, CompactFiash card 13 is

shown in the direction under CPU module 11, and drawing 2 shows the face plate unit 15 to

the direction on the external unit 30.

[0033]Among these, CPU module 11 and the support module 12 constitute the computer for

control which controls the whole car audio system. Among these, CPU module 11 is a portion

which carries out logical data processing centering on CPU111, and the support module 12 is

a portion which performs input and output with other apparatus contained in a car audio

system.

[0034]The local bus B1 (the 1st bus) formed considering CPU111 as a center is a way with

CPU module 11 as [main] data. PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) for that it is a way

by the support module 12 as [ main ] data to connect each apparatus on the other hand it is

bus B-2 (the 2nd bus).

[0035][Composition of a 1-2-1. CPU module] The local bus B1 of CPU module 11, It is what

was doubled with the form of CPU111, and DRAM112, the flash ROM 113, the PCI bus host

controller 114, CPU host ASlC115, and PCMCIA-ASIC116 are connected to this local bus B1.

Among these, DRAM112 is a portion which provides work areas, such as a variable area,

when CPU111 processes information in control of a car audio system, etc.

[0O36]The flash ROM 113 is rewritable ROM and is a portion which stores the software in large

meanings, such as OS, BIOS, and an application program, here. The function of OS stored

here manages the resources on a computer, it is controlling the input and output containing a

user interface, executing the program of the form decided beforehand, etc., for example, what

used as the base Windows CE which conventional technology described by the way can be
considered.

[O037]The PCI bus host controller 114 is a means to change the form of the data which

connects the local bus B1 and PCI bus B-2, and is exchanged between these two buses.
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{0O38]"AS|C", such as CPU host ASEC1 15, is the abbreviation for Application Specific

Integrated Circuit, and points out IC and LS] which were made for specific uses to general-

purpose integrated circuits, such as ROM, RAM, and CPU. Specifically, this CPU host

ASlC115 is ASIC for the interface of the local bus B1 and the PCI bus host controller 114. This

CPU host ASIC1 15 [that is, ], Between PCI bus B-2 and CPU module 11, are a portion which

becomes a window of the data exchanged and specifically, Input and output with CPU module

11 and the exterior are performed instead of CPU111, and also it is recognized whether it is a

thing of the kind passed to CPU111 about the data sent from PCI bus B-2.

[O039}And although what shouid pass CPU host AS|C115 to CPU111 is sent to CPU111

through the local bus B1, CPU111 does not need to calculate to the other thing, for example,

the sent data, and such a reaction is returned about that for which it is sufficient if the reaction

for which it opted beforehand is returned mechanically.

[O040]PCMC|A-AS|C116 CompactF|ash card 13, It is a portion for an interface corresponding

to being based on the standard of PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card International

Association) as what is called a PC card, It is a portion which controls the reading and writing

of data to CompactFlash card 13.

[0041][Composition in connection with a 1-2-2. support module] Next, PCI bus B-2 of the

support module 12 is a bus for exchanging data among various apparatus which constitutes a

_ car audio system. Here, as apparatus connected tothis PCi bus B-2, there are the external

unit 30 and the option unit 40, and these have pointed out some apparatus collectively,

respectively.

{0042]That is, the external unit 30 is unit with the another main unit 1 shown in drawing 1, and

in this example specifically, It is the tuner 21, the amplifier 22, and the microphone 3 which

were formed in the face plate unit 15 attached, removed and made from the main unit 1, and

the tuner amplifier unit 2. Among these, the face plate unit 15 is provided with the infrared-ray-

communication unit 127.

[OO43]The option unit 40 is a unit from which it can choose whether to include in this car audio

system as an option, and, specifically, are GPS unit 16 and the CD-ROM autochanger 7 in this

example.-There is the CD-ROM unit 14 in the inside of the main unit 1, and this CD-ROM unit

14 is also connected to PCI bus B-2. This CD-ROM unit 14 is a player for reading digital data

from one CD or CD-ROM. These CD-ROM autochanger 7 and the CD-ROM unit 14 have the

compatibility that data can also be read from what is cailed an audio CD, and both can also

read data from CD~ROM (it is compatible).

[0044]|n the support module 12, in order for PCI bus B-2 to exchange data among these

apparatus, Support AS|C121, CODEC circuit 122, DSP unit 123, the buffer memory 124, the

parallel 1 PCI driver 125, and the serial / PCI driver 126 are used.

[0045]Among these, support AS|C121 is a portion which controls traffic in the data where to
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send the data which came from where between the support module 12 and each apparatus.

"CODEC" of CODEC circuit 122 is an abbreviation of "CoderIDecoder", i.e., the coding

decryption art of data, and this CODEC circuit 122, For example, it is a portion which performs

the AID conversion etc. which carry out D/A conversion which changes the given digital data

into an analog signal, or change an analog signal into digital data conversely.

[0046]"DSP" of DSP unit 123 is an abbreviation to mean a digital sound processor, i.e., the

circuit which processes the signal of the sound of digital format specially, and this DSP unit

123, When the digital data showing music etc. can be given, as items, such as balance of the

right and left set as the system, volume, Feder, surround, and an equalizer, are reflected in the

contents of the sound, it is a portion which processes digital data.

[0047]By audio equipment and PCI bus B-2s, such as a CD-ROM unit, since the buffer

memory 124 differs in the cycle which write data, it is a buffer for this difference to be filled up

with storing data and taking it out little by little, and comprises SRAM etc.

[O048]Para|iel I PCl driver 125 is portions which change into the data format of PCI bus B-2 the

digital data of parallel form sent from the CD-ROM unit 14. A serial I PCI driver 126 is portions

which change into the data format of PCI bus B-2 the digital data of serial form sent from the

CD-ROM autochanger 7.

[OD49]The face plate unit 15 containing the infrared-ray-communication unit 127, It is

connected to support ASIC121 in a high-speed serial communication circuit, and GPS unit 16

is connected to support ASIC121 in start-stop serial communication circuits, such as UART

(Universa|Asynchronous Receiver-Transitter). The CD-ROM unit 14 is connected to parallel I

PCI driver 125 by parallel communication circuits, such as ATAPE (AT Attachment Packet

interface). Although a graphic display is not carried out, ASIC which manages an exchange of

the data based on infrared rays is provided in the infrared-ray-communication unit 127.

[0050]{2. operation] This embodiment constituted as stated above works as follows.

[2-1. -- overall operation]

[2-1-1. entry of data] According to this embodiment, the direct entry of the digital data is carried

out to support ASIC121 of the support module 12 among the data inputted from each

apparatus. For example, the data which key was pressed is sent from the face plate unit 15.

From GPS unit 16, digital data called the latitude and iongitude which were calculated using

the electric wave from a GPS Satellite is sent. From the infrared-ray-communication unit 127

provided in the face plate unit 15, the digital data transmitted with infrared rays from the hand-

held PC 8 is sent.

[0051]From the CD-ROM unit 14 and the CD-ROM autochanger 7. The data of the sound read

from the audio CD, i.e., audio information, After the digital data read from CD-ROM, i.e., CD-

ROM data, is changed into the data format of PCI bus B-2 by parallel I PCI driver 125, and the .

serial I PCI driver 126, it is sent to support ASIC121 via PCI bus B-2.
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[0052]Although not shown in drawing_2, the digital data which tells generating of abnormalities

is sent from the security control unit 5 shown in drawing_1. Similarly, from the telephone unit 6

shown in drawing 1, the digital data which tells the telephone number of the mail arrival and

dispatch origin of a telephone call, etc., i.e., alphabetic data, is sent, and the digital data which

tells a partner's voice, i.e., voice data, is sent during a telephone call support AS|C121.

[0O53]These security control unit 5 and the telephone unit 6, Since daisy chain connection is

carried out to the serial bus B3, the information sent from the security control unit 5 or the

telephone unit 6, Like the digital data from the CD—ROM autochanger 7, after being changed

into the data format of PCI bus B-2 by a serial I PCI driver 126, it is sent via PCI bus B-2.

[0O54]On the other hand, among the data inputted from each apparatus, after the analog

signal was once inputted into CODEC circuit 122 and is changed into digital data by this

. CODEC circuit 122 (AID conversion), it is passed to support ASIC121. For example, from the

microphone 3, a user's voice is inputted with an analog signal, and the contents of broadcast

of the radio received as a result of tuning are inputted with an analog signal from the tuner 21.

[O055]Destination [of the data of which the [2-1-2. input was done ]] The role of traffic control

which information support ASIC121 sends where is played to the information for which it

gathers in this way. That is, roughly, support ASiC121 was processed with DSP unit 123, and

also it sends the data of a sound to the amplifier 22 through CODEC circuit 122, and data

other than a sound is sent to CPU module 11. However, the data inputted from the microphone

3 also in the data of a sound is sent to CPU moduie 11 for speech recognition.

[0O56]The contents of the radio broadcast tuned up by the tuner 21 as data of a sound sent to

the amplifier 22, for example, The voice etc. of the contents of sound recording read from the

audio CD with the CD—ROM unit 14 or the CD-ROM autochanger 7 and the call partner seen

off from the telephone unit 6 can be considered.

[005T]The data of which operation key was pressed by the face plate unit 15 as data other

than a sound, for example, With the digital data, the CD—ROM unit 14, and the CD-ROM

autochanger 7 which are called the latitude and longitude which have been sent from the data

of the file etc. which have been sent from the infrared-ray-communication unit 127, and GPS

unit 16. The contents of the map for car-navigation systems and the contents of the information

for every area which were read from CD-ROM, The data which tells the abnormal occurrence

led from the security control unit 5, the data which tells the telephone number etc. of telephone

call arrival [which is sent from the telephone unit 6 ] and dispatch origin, etc. can be
considered.

[O058][|nformation processing with a 2-1-3. CPU module] In CPU module 11, if digital data is

sent from support ASlC121, after the PCI bus host controller 114 changes the sent data into

the data format of the local bus B1, CPU host ASIC1 15 will be passed. If this CPU host

ASIC115 manages input and output instead of CPU111 and is passed data, it will judge {what
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that data should pass to CPU111, or 1 from the form of data, etc. whether that is right.

[O059]That is, the other data is passed to CPU111 although the reaction for which it opted

beforehand to the data for which it is sufficient if CPU host ASIC1 15 returns a fixed reaction

mechanically is returned to the support module 12 through the PCI bus host controller 114.

[0060]CPU111 processes the passed data according to the code of OS and the program which

are recorded on the flash ROM 113, and uses DRAM112 as storage areas, such as a work

area required in the case of this processing. For example, when a user's voice inputted from

the microphone 3 is sent, CPU111, The parameter showing the feature of the instruction word

currently prepared beforehand, a waveform, etc. are compared with the voice of the user who

received, a most alike instruction word is presumed to be what the user said, and it operates

according to the instruction word.

[0061]ln CPU module 11, according to the request from CPU111, reading and writing of

CompactFiash card 13 are performed, when CPU host ASIC1 15 controls PCMCIA-ASIC116.

[OO62]And the result of information processing by CPU111 is sent to the support module 12,

after being changed into the data format of PCI bus B-2 by the PCI bus host controller 114. As

data sent to the support module 12 as a result of information processing, it is instructions of the

operation to each portion and each apparatus of the support module 12, etc., and processing

of input and output etc. is performed in the support moduie 12 according to the data sent in this

way.

[O063][Proc'essing of input and output with a 2-1-4. support module etc.] For example, if the

instructions which tuning of the data read from CD or radio is made arrive from CPU module

11, the CD-ROM unit 14, the CD-ROM autochanger 7, and the tuner 21 will perform operation

according to it. If the instructions which change the sound source of the sound which has come

out of the loudspeaker to apparatus different from the present arrive from CPU module 11,

support AS|C121 will change the digital data sent out to CODEC circuit 122 from the thing of

the apparatus till then to what is depended on the apparatus specified newly.

[0064]When outputting digital data to the amplifier 22, since the amplifier 22 receives only an

analog signal, after CODEC circuit 122 changes digital data into an analog signal (DIA

conversion), it outputs it to the amplifier 22.

[0065]lf the indicative data to a user is sent to support AS|C121 from CPU module 11 or other

apparatus, for example, support AS|C121 will transmit this indicative data to the face plate unit

15 through a high-speed serial communication circuit. In this case, in the face plate unit 15, the

information to a user is displayed on an indicator according to the transmitted indicative data.

[0066]Then, work of each portion which was described above explains concretely how a user

can use the car audio system of this embodiment.

[0067][Presenting of 2-2. operation and information] When operating the car audio system of

this embodiment, a user may press the operation key provided in the face piate unit 15, and
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may utter the words and phrases beforehand decided for every internal use of operation. as

the words and phrases which may press the operation key changed to CD when a user wants

to use CD and an FM tuner and which carried out and were decided beforehand -- for

example, -- "-- carrying out - ****-“ —— “-- what is necessary is to obtain, to increase and just to

speak toward **" etc. and the microphone 3

[0068]When a user presses the operation key, the data is transmitted to CPU module 11 from

support AS|C121, CPU111 sends a new indicative data to support AS10121, and the indicator

of the face plate unit 15 changes to a screen display for operating a screen display and CD for

operating radio using this indicative data, etc.

[O069]a user -- ", if it carries out and the words and phrases — ****—" are uttered, An analog

signal is changed into digital data from the microphone 3 by CODEC circuit 122, From support

AS|C121, through PCI bus host controller and CPU host AS|C115, it is sent to CPU111 by this

digital data and CPU111, Based on this digital data, it recognizes which language the user

said, and the same correspondence as the time of the operation key being pressed is carried

out according to a recognition result.

[0070]For example, use the indicator of the face plate unit 15 as the touch panel, and as a

graphical user interface of a computer, For example, the function which can be used at the

time is displayed on an indicator by an icon, and if the icon of the function which a user wants

to use is touched with a finger, the function can work. If they use, for example, a display and

speech recognition in one voice by such an icon, The usage that a screen will return to the

state in front of one if a screen will change, some following icons will be displayed if some

icons are displayed at once and a user speaks with the "next", and a user speaks, saying "It

returns" is also possible.

[O071][When 2-3. radio is listened to] it is the operation which was described above —— a user --

if obtain, and increase, it speaks with **", FM broadcasting of radio is chosen and CPU111

recognizes it, Support AS|C121 changes the sauce of the data which changes the tuner 21 to

the receive state of FM according to the command from CPU111, and is sent out to the

amplifier 22 to the data of the sound from the tuner 21. in this case, the good next frequency of

a receive state is looked for automatically, the tuner 21 being that carry out and a user utters

the words and phrases "a seeking rise" which may receive the frequency tuned in last time, for

example, and changing frequency little by little (automatic scanning) -- it may be made like.

[0O72]Thus, since the receiving contents sent from the tuner 21 are analog signals when

listening to radio, this analog signal is inputted into CODEC circuit 122, and after being

changed into digital data, it is sent to support AS|C121. Support AS|C121 passes the digital

data received from CODEC circuit 122 to DSP unit 123, and DSP unit 123, This digital data is

processed according to the setting-out item of the balance and volume which are beforehand

set up on the system, and it returns to support AS|C121.
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[O073]And support AS|C121 returns again the digital data which has returned in this way to

CODEC circuit 122, and after it changed this digital data into the analog signal again and

CODEC circuit 122 returns it, it is sent to the amplifier 22 and it is made to flow through it from

a loudspeaker shortly.

[0074][Playback of 2-4.CD] A user sets an audio CD to ask the CD-ROM unit 14 and the CD-

ROM autochanger 7 and should just do directions of pointing to playback with "**** -", etc. a

sound, etc., or flying to the following music to hear an audio CD. For example, when playing

the audio CD in the CD-ROM unit 14, the CD-ROM unit 14 operates by the instructions from

support AS|C121, and the audio information which is digital data is sent from the CD-ROM unit

14.

[0O75]And parallel I PCI driver 125, Change this audio information into the data format of PC!

bus B-2, send to support ASIC121 and support ASIC121, If the audio information which once

passes this audio information to DSP unit 123, made process it, and was processed when

audio information was received from PCI bus B-2 is again received from DSP unit 123, The

processed audio information is passed to CODEC circuit 122 from a digita|—input/output port,

and it is made to output to the amplifier 22 in the form of an analog signal.

[0076]When the CD-ROM autochanger 7 reproduces an audio CD, a serial! PCI driver 126

changes into the data format of PCI bus B~2 the audio information of the serial form sent from

the serial bus B3, but. Processing after it is performed like the case of the CD-ROM unit 14.

[0O77]The CD-ROM unit 14 and the CD-ROM autochanger 7, If CODEC circuit 122 and DSP

unit 123 are compared relativeiy, in order that the latter may process data little by little in the

cycle of short time to the former sending the data of the quantity collected in the cycle of long

time, a cycle has a gap among both. For this reason, support AS|C121 stores in the buffer

memory 124 the digital data which the CD-ROM unit 14 or the CD-ROM autochanger 7 has

sent collectively, A gap which was described above is filled up with passing DSP unit ‘E23 and

making it process, if it takes out from the oldest portion one after another, and reproduction is

made to be performed smoothly.

[00_78][Use of 2-5.CD—ROM and car navigation] A user for example, to use the function of a

car—navigation system. For example, after setting to the CD-ROM unit 14 CD-ROM on which

the data for car-navigation systems (application software, a map, etc.) was recorded, the

function of a car-navigation system is started. The function of such a car-navigation system is

realizable by recording on the flash ROM 113 of CPU module 11, for example as a program of

a computer, and making CPU111 execute such a program.

[0079]When such a car-navigation system tries to read the data of the map recorded on CD-

ROM, various information for every area, etc., For example, the digital data read from the CD-

ROM unit 14 is passed to CPU111 through paralletl PCI driver 125, PCI bus host controller

114, and CPU host ASIC1 15. CPU111 created on DRAM112 the bitmapped image for
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displaying on the indicator of the face plate unit 15 based on the data of the map etc. which

were received in this way, and aiso it is sent out to the support module 12.

[0080]When using a car-navigation system in this way, the GPS antenna 4 shown in drawing 1

receives the electric wave from a GPS Satellite, GPS unit 16 of drawing 2 calculates latitude,

longitude, etc. from this electric wave, and this data is sent to CPU111. Then, CPU111 can

specify on a map where the car loading with this car audio system is running from the data of

such latitude, longitude, etc. now. As a result, even if a user does not input, a its present

location can be set up as a departure point, or the rough map that the present point takes the

lead can be displayed, or the figure which directs next right-turn and Eeft turn can be displayed.

[0081}The data for navigation may be memorized to CompactFlash card 13 (or DRAM112) or

the flash ROM 113.

[0082]The method of operation by speech recognition which was already explained, Thus, also

when using the function of a car-navigation system, it can use, For example, when using the

car—navigation system which issues directions, such as right-turn and left tum, for every comer

of a street and a user wants to see the directions before one, and directions of one beyond,

one display after another can aiso be changed by uttering the "next" and the words and

phrases of "returning."

[0083]In order to know where it will next turn, it becomes unnecessary to turn a look to an

indicator, if a user can also be told about such guidance and it does in this way with outputting

synthesized speech through the amplifier 22.

[0084][Use of a 2-6. telephone] The user can harness the advantage of a computer, and the

advantage of a car audio system as follows, when talking over the telephone using the

telephone unit 6. For example, the user registers into DRAM112 and CompactFlash card 13 of

the system beforehand people's telephone number and name which he knows using the

program of a computer.

[0085]lf as telephone receives a message, it will not illustrate to drawing 2, but the digitai data

which tells that the telephone received a message from the telephone unit 6 through the serial

bus B3, and the serial / PCI driver 126, and the digital data showing the telephone number of a

sending agency are sent to support ASIC121. These data is further sent to CPU111 of CPU

module 11, and CPU111 searches whether the telephone number of the dispatch origin which

is hanging now into the telephone number registered beforehand is registered.
[0086}When there is a telephone number of the dispatch origin which is hanging now into the

telephone number registered beforehand, CPU111 is returning the name corresponding to the

telephone number to the support module 12, A user can be told about who is telephoning by

displaying the name of those who are teiephoning the face plate unit 15, or pouring the

guidance by synthesized speech “it is from Mr. 00'' from a mounted loudspeaker.

[OO87]|f the user who knew geting a telephone call in such a display, guidance, a calling
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sound, etc. directs to utter the words and phrases decided beforehand and to connect a

telephone, A user's voice inputted from the microphone 3 is changed into digital data by

CODEC circuit 122 at the same time a partner's voice flows from a loudspeaker, It is sent to

the telephone unit 6 through support ASiC121, the serial I PC! driver 126, and the serial bus

133, and the user can talk over the telephone in what is called the handsfree state, without

using a hand.

[0088]The answering machine function etc. which were prepared for the teiephone unit 6 or

CPU module 11, for example answer a telephone in the place where only the number of times

with a constant calling sound sounded.

[0089]|f the icon of dispatch, etc. ‘are touched with a finger in the place which displayed the

telephone number and name which have been registered beforehand one after another on the

display screen, for example and where the partner who wants to telephone was displayed also

when it is going to send from the user side, The telephone number is transmitted to the

telephone unit 6 as digital data from CPU module 11, and a telephone call is got automatically,

and if a partner comes out, it can talk as it is.

[O090]Send to the telephone number corresponding to the name automatically because utter

the name which the user registered and CPU module 11 recognizes this, or, a single figure

speaks at a time, and a telephone number to hang is made to recognize, or a user is "person —~

are and it does -- " -- the point which recognizes having spoken and telephones can be

decided.

[0091][Use of a 2-7. security control unit} The security control unit 5 can aiso be used alone,

and it can also be used for it, making it the telephone unit 6 described above interlocked with.

For example, when leaving a car, (drawing 1) and a user operate the security control unit 5,

and get down with the transmitter 50. If the third party who is unrelated to the user of vehicles

in any way is going to touch a doorknob, tamper with a keyhole, wrench a door and a suitcase

open or is going to move a car without notice, The sensor 5a takes in the shock and vibration

by it, and the security control unit 5 which received the signal from the sensor 5a sounds the

siren 5b with Ryo Oto, for example. Thereby, the effect of an alarm is brought about to the

environment outside a car.

[DO92]Since the code decided beforehand will be sent to the security control unit 5 and the

function of the security control unit 5 will be canceled if he operates the transmitter 5c which it

has when the user itself has returned to the car, A key is not used, or even if it moves a car, a

siren does" not sound.

[0093]lt is further effective if such a security control unit 5 uses making it the telephone unit 6

interlocked with. That is, when the sensor 5a has detected abnormalities, the security control

unit 5 starts the car audio system which sends an interrupt signai and it not only sounds a

siren, but contains CPU module 11 and the support module 12. In order to enable such
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starting, the electronic circuit linked to the power supply and start switch of the car audio

system is prepared, What is necessary is to make a power suppiy and a start switch one

immediately, and just to start a car audio system, if this electronic circuit is made to always

supervise whether the interrupt signal is coming and an interrupt signal comes it.

[0094]CPU111 started in this way makes it telephone by sending instructions to the telephone

unit 6, when the data which tells an abnormal occurrence is received from the security control

unit 5. The point which telephones at this time should just be taken as a cellular phone, a

security company, etc. which what is necessary is just to set up beforehand as an information

destination at the time of abnormalities, and the police and a user have. And abnormaiities are

told by the thing which hung and which will be told synthesized speech and against the

announcement recorded beforehand if a telephone is connected previously. If it does in this

way, those who received the notice can hasten at the spot.

[0095][Use of a 2-8. utility program] Like the usual hand-held PC, if functions, such as an

address book, a calendar, schedule management, voice recording, a clock, a calculator, and a

game, are used as a function of OS or an application program, it will become possible to

perform information processing various also in a car. The environment of information

processing which suited to itself can be improved by deleting the application program which

realizes these functions, changing to a new thing, or adding.

[D096][Use of a 2-9. CompactFlash card] in the car audio system of this embodiment,

information can be exchanged between other hand-held PCs, other car audio systems, etc. by

using CompactFlash card 13.

[0O97]For example, it becomes easy to add a new function, and it to be sufficient to make a

new application program and 08 read into the flash ROM 113 from CompactFlash card 13,

and to update 08. Since it becomes easy for ordinary software makers to make an application

program, the functional module of 08, etc. by using general-purpose OS especially,

CompactFlash card 13 which recorded it also appears on the market, it becomes easy to get,

and the user can use this car audio system now for convenience more also as a computer.

[0098]|f individual data like the address book made with other personal computers and hand-

held PCs is carried into this car audio system by CompactFlash card 13, the work till then can

be continued on this car audio system. Contrary to this, the data made with this car audio

system can be moved to other personal computers and hand-held PCs by CompactFlash card

13, and work can also be continued.

[0099]if the backup copy of the data which he made using a utility program which was

described above is carried out to CompactFlash card 13, Since the bad condition and others of

the car audio system used, even when data disappears, data can be made to be able to read

into the main unit 1 from CompactFlash card 13 again, and information processing can be
continued.
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IO100]|f the backup copy of various setting out of the car audio system suitable for itself is

carried out to CompactF|ash card 13, Even if someone of other families change setting out,

inserting in the main unit 1 CompactF|ash card 13 which he had, and making the contents

read, when he uses a car can use a car audio system by user-friendly originai setting out for

itself.

{0101][Communication with a 2-10. hand-held PC] At this embodiment, data can be easily

exchanged by using the infrared-ray-communication unit 127, without applying the time and

effort of taking out and inserting CompactFlash card 13 or connecting by a cable etc., between

the hand-heid PCs 8. For this reason, update 03 and an application program using the file etc.

which were recorded in the hand—held PC 8, or. Move to the hand-heid PC 8 directiy the

individual data made on the car audio system, or, Save backup of such individual data in the

comparatively big storage area which the hand-held PC 8 has, or, Various usage of moving

setting out of a car audio system, etc. to the car audio system of other cars through the hand-

held PC 8 also becomes possible.

[0102][3. effect] As mentioned above, the computer which controls a car audio system by this

embodiment is provided with general-purpose OS, and it this genera|—purpose OS, The user

interface which carries out the maximum exertion of the capability of a computer by managing

resources, such as CPU and a memory, and is not dependent on a program and which it is

unific and is easy to use is provided, and an addition and change of a function are also made

easy by adding the program of the form decided further beforehand, or changing. For this

reason, control of a complicated car audio system becomes easy.

[0103]|f it is the program which suited the standard of 08, it will become possible to use a

program also with in the car [ various ], and it will also become possible to process information

using apparatus, such as an indicator of a car audio system, an operation key, and a

loudspeaker. Of course, a user can save his individual information even in this case using

about the same big memory as a hand—held PC, or information can be edited like a personal

computer.

[0104]|n this embodiment, data is exchanged using the bus CPU of a computer and the

apparatus of the car audio system made the mistake in corresponding to a mutual form, and

between two buses, if needed, data changes form, wins popularity and is passed. For this

reason, even if operation of CPU is quicker than operation of each apparatus, it is not

necessary to double CPU with the motion cycle of each apparatus, and complicated

processing can be performed at high speed by accessing a memory etc. efficiently. Since the

data which CPU exchanges, and the data which apparatus exchanges do not scramble for the

communicative competence of the same bus, both a computer and a car audio system can

perform each operation smoothly.

[0105]Multitasking of performing another processing using the bus corresponding to the form
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of CPU becomes easy simultaneously, reproducing the signal of a sound using the bus for

connecting apparatus. Also when changing CPU into the thing of another form, the bus for

connecting these apparatus with each apparatus remains as it is, and since what is necessary

is to change only the bus corresponding to the form of CPU according to the form of new CPU,

it can respond also to change of CPU easily.

[0106]|n particular, in this embodiment, two or more apparatus can be connected in daisy

chain form one after another, and it can die. For this reason, also when the number of

apparatus increases or distributed installation of the apparatus is carried out here and there [in

the car ], long wiring is not concentrated in one place like a star method, and installation

becomes easy. Since wiring becomes intelligible shapely, it also becomes easy to change the

composition of a car audio system or to carry out maintenance and repair.

[0107]|n addition, since any data is exchanged as digital data and processed through USB etc.

in this embodiment regardless of the kind of data whether to be audio information or to be

alphabetic data, It is hard to be influenced by the environmental variation or a noise, and an

audio characteristic is also stabilized.

[0108][An embodiment] besides 4. This invention is not limited to the embodiment described

above, and contains other embodiments which are illustrated next. For example, in the

embodiment described above, although Windows CE was mentioned as an exampie of OS of

a computer, since this is only mere illustration, using OS of other kinds which already uses a

certain 03 or will appear newly from now on is also included in the range of this invention.

{0109]Although the example which controls the car audio system for mount by the embodiment

described above was shown, This invention can harness the advantage of this invention that it

is also possible to use for controlling electric products, such as a non-portable stereo, new

application software is used also in this case, or the whole is small and can be managed in a

home.

[D110]Although the standard concrete about various buses and communication circuits was

mentioned in the embodiment described above, such a standard is only illustration and can

also be transposed to other standards which can do same usage. For example, the 1st bus

and 2nd bus can also make a CPU module and a support module an internal bus -by one—chip—

izing.

IO111]

[Effect of the |nvention]As mentioned above, according to this invention, taking advantage of a

mutual advantage, a complicated car audio system and how to use a computer by controlling

easily can be extended by combining a computer with general-purpose OS, and a car audio

system.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.|n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the |nvention}This invention is combining a small computer with genera|—purp0se OS,

and a car audio system, and relates to the art of harnessing a mutual advantage.

[Translation done.] _
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* NOTICES *

IPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]|n recent years, progress with remarkable art of a semiconductor is

accomplished and the electronic equipment of various fields has become a miniaturization and

highly efficient by using a semiconductor. Thus, one of the electronic equipment made a

miniaturization and highly efficient by using a semiconductor has a personal computer

(henceforth a "personal computer").

[00O3]The small personal computers (it names generically the following “hand-held PC") called

[especially] a handheld computer (carried type), a palm top, etc. these days are also

increasing in number. Windows(registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.) CE etc. are known,

for example as base software (it is called below Operating System: "OS") suitable for such a

hand-held PC, i.e., an operating system.

[0004]Such a general—purpose OS realizes advanced throughput by managing finely

throughput, a memory, etc. of CPU which the computer has, or, If it is a program of the form

which provided the user interface independent of a program which it is unific and is easy to

use, or was decided beforehand, it has the advantage that the current update of the function of

a computer can be carried out by carrying out a current update freely.

[O005}As another electronic equipment which similarly has been made a miniaturization and

highly efficient by using a semiconductor, the car audio system and car-navigation system

which are carried in a car are mentioned. Among these, a car audio system is commonly called

a car stereo etc., and combines the tuner of a CD player, AM, or FM, etc. with amplifier, a

loudspeaker, etc. A car-navigation system is a shown system to which a screen display of the

map is carried out to the specified destination, pinpointing the current position of a car using an

azimuth magnet, an odometer, GPS, etc.

[0OD6]These days, since a car—navigation system, a handsfree cellular phone, an anti-theft

alarm system, etc. are combined with a car audio system in many cases, the electronic

equipment for these mount is hereafter named a "car audio system" generically.
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* NOTICES *

_]]’0 and INFIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[3. effect] As mentioned above, the computer which controls a car audio system by this

embodiment is provided with general-purpose OS, and it this general-purpose OS, The user

interface which carries out the maximum exertion of the capability of a computer by managing

resources, such as CPU and a memory, and is not dependent on a program and which it is

unific and is easy to use is provided, and an addition and change of a function are also made

easy by adding the program of the form decided further beforehand, or changing. For this

reason, control of a complicated car audio system becomes easy.

[01 03]lf it is the program which suited the standard of 08, it will become possible to use a

program also with in the car [ various ], and it will also become possible to process information

using apparatus, such as an indicator of a car audio system, an operation key, and a

loudspeaker. Of course, a user can save his individual information even in this case using

about the same big memory as a hand-held PC, or information can be edited like a personal

computer.

[0104]|n this embodiment, data is exchanged using the bus CPU of a computer and the

apparatus of the car audio system made the mistake in corresponding to a mutuai form, and

between two buses, if needed, data changes form, wins popularity and is passed. For this

reason, even if operation of CPU is quicker than operation of each apparatus, it is not

necessary to double CPU with the motion cycle of each apparatus, and complicated

processing can be performed at high speed by accessing a memory etc. efficiently. Since the

data which CPU exchanges, and the data which apparatus exchanges do not scramble for the

communicative competence of the same bus, both a computer and a car audio system can

perform each operation smoothly.

[0105]Mu|titasking of performing another processing using the bus corresponding to the form

of CPU becomes easy simultaneously, reproducing the signal of a sound using the bus for

connecting apparatus. Also when changing CPU into the thing of another form, the bus for
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connecting these apparatus with each apparatus remains as it is, and since what is necessary

is to change only the bus corresponding to the form of CPU according to the form of new CPU,

it can respond also to change of CPU easily.

[0106]ln particular, in this embodiment, two or more apparatus can be connected in daisy

chain form one after another, and it can die. For this reason, also when the number of

apparatus increases or distributed installation of the apparatus is carried out here and there [ in

the car], long wiring is not concentrated in one place like a star method, and installation

becomes easy. Since wiring becomes intelligible shapely, it also becomes easy to change the

composition of a car audio system or to carry out maintenance and repair.

[O107]ln addition, since any data is exchanged as digital data and processed through USB etc.

in this embodiment regardless of the kind of data whether to be audio information or to be

alphabetic data, it is hard to be influenced by the environmental variation or a noise, and an

audio characteristic is also stabilized.

{O108][An embodiment] besides 4. This invention is not limited to the embodiment described

above, and contains other embodiments which are illustrated next. For example, in the

embodiment described above, although Windows CE was mentioned as an example of OS of

a computer, since this is only mere illustration, using 08 of other kinds which already uses a

certain OS or will appear newly from now on is also included in the range of this invention.

[01 09]Although the example which controls the car audio system for mount by the embodiment

described above was shown, This invention can harness the advantage of this invention that it

is also possible to use for controlling eiectric products, such as a non-portable stereo, new

application software is used also in this case, or the whole is small and can be managed in a

home.

[0110]/Although the standard concrete about various buses and communication circuits was

mentioned in the embodiment described above, such a standard is only illustration and can

also be transposed to other standards which can do same usage. For example, the 1st bus

and 2nd bus can also make a CPU module and a support module an internal bus by one-chip-

izing.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This documentlhas been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.tn the drawings, any words are not translated.

we-W...“

TECHNECAL PROBLEM

[Prob|em(s) to be Solved by the |nvention1The hand—he|d PC provided with 08 which was

described above, and the car audio system were mutual completely separate in the former.

That is, although the car audio system which prepared the computer in the large meaning for

control existed, the computer in this case is called the embedded system which works only for

the specific purpose.

[0008]CPU with necessary minimum capability is used for this embedded system, and it

realizes necessary minimum processing to the hardware of receiving an operation switch or

operating a disk reproduction mechanism, by the small program using an assembler etc. For

this reason, usage of carrying out the change addition of the function by carrying out

processing and preservation of data like a personal computer, or carrying out the change

addition of the program cannot be done.

[0009]On the other hand, it did not have a function which a hand-held PC sounds music itself,

or controls a car audio system. For this reason, although the user might carry the hand-held

PC into in the car as a matter of fact, he did not use, having connected with the car audio

system.

[0010]By the way, the latest car audio system, Not only in conventional apparatus called the

tuner, cassette tape deck, and CD player of radio, Many apparatus is increasingly built into the

condition of an MD player, CD, the autochanger of MD, a car-navigation system, the voice

recognition equipment that recognizes a user's command, a handsfree cellular phone, and an

anti-theft alarm system. And it is dramatically difficult to master the car audio system which

becomes complicated in this way only with the switch in which it was provided by each device.

[001 ‘l]That is, when a car audio system becomes complicated in this way, many switches,

such as an operation key and a dial, will be in various places in the car. For this reason, it is

serious to memorize which is what operation key.

[O012]Namely, in order to master the car audio system which becomes complicated. To use for
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control an information processor equivalent to the hand-held PC provided with the small

computer with the pliability which can carry out the current update of the function about the

advanced throughput which controls a complicated system, the user interface, and control

which are easy to use, and especially genera|—purpose OS is desired.

{0013]Even if it thinks from the hand-held PC side, a car is used Eike the present age in many

cases, and in the car is wanted to expand the width of practical use in society also with much

traffic congestion. By combining with a car audio system especially, make an operation key

and a memory serve a double purpose, or, The information which a user wants to know in the

car is made to be read out by the synthesized speech using a computer, If usage of hearing

the voice from the loudspeaker of a car audio system, or accessing an external computer

network by the circuit of the cellular phone built into the car audio system can be done, the

width of practical use can be expanded rather than former.

[0O14]When combining high-speed CPU which uses general-purpose OS, and apparatus

which is contained in a car audio system, to have a separate bus suitable for each from the

difference in both working speed, etc. is desired. in the car audio system which combined a lot

of apparatus, two or more apparatus is wanted to be easily connectable with simple refreshed

wiring.

[0015]Proposed in order that this invention might solve the problem of conventional technology

which was described above, it is combining a small computer with general-purpose OS, and a

car audio system, and the purpose is to harness a mutual advantage. Another purpose of this

invention is to use two or more buses, and is using both high-speed apparatus of CPU and

others smoothly without futility. Another purpose of this invention is to connect various

apparatus one after another with a daisy chain mode.

['I'ranslation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.|n the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS nw

[Means for Solving the Problem]|n order to attain the purpose described above, an invention of

claim 1 equips a car audio system provided with a computer for control with the following.

A means by which said computer is provided with an operating system and this operating

system manages resources on a computer.

A means to control input and output containing a user interface.

A means to execute a program of form decided beforehand.

A computer for mount of claim 6 is provided with the following.

An operating system which realizes environment required in order to execute a program of

form decided beforehand.

Car audio system.

A means to control said car audio system.

An invention of claim 11 is what caught an invention of claim 1 from a view of a method, In a

control method of a car audio system which controls a car audio system using a computer

provided with an operating system, A step which realizes environment which needs said

operating system in order to execute a program of form decided beforehand, and a step by

which said program controls said car audio system are included. A computer which controls a

car audio system by invention of claims 1, 6, and 11 is provided with general-purpose OS, and

it this general-purpose OS, A user interface which carries out the maximum exertion of the

capability of a computer by managing resources, such as CPU and a memory, and is not

dependent on a program and which it is unific and is easy to use is provided, and an addition

and change of a function are made easy by adding a program of form decided further

beforehand, or changing. For this reason, control of a complicated car audio system becomes

easy. it becomes possible for in the car to use various programs, or to process information

using apparatus of a car audio system.

[001'?]An invention of claim 2 was provided with the 1st bus corresponding to form of CPU
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contained in said computer, and the 2nd bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car

audio system in a car audio system provided with a computer for control. An invention of claim

7 was provided with the 1st bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer, and

the 2nd bus for connecting apparatus contained in said car audio system in a computer for

mount provided with a car audio system. An invention of claim 12 is what caught an invention

of claim 2 from a view of a method, In a control method of a car audio system which controis a

car audio system using a computer, A step with which CPU contained in said computer

exchanges data through the ‘1st bus corresponding to form of this CPU, Apparatus contained

in said car audio system contains a step which exchanges data through the 2nd bus for

connecting apparatus. An invention of claim 3 was provided with a PCI bus for connecting

apparatus contained in said car audio system with a local bus corresponding to form of CPU

contained in said computer in a car audio system provided with a computer for control. An

invention of claim 8 was provided with a PCI bus for connecting apparatus contained in said

car audio system with a local bus corresponding to form of CPU contained in said computer in

a computer for mount provided with a car audio system. An invention of claim 4 was provided

with a means to change form of data between said each bus, in the car audio system

according to claim 2 or 3. An invention of claim 9 was provided with a means to change form of

data between said each bus, in the computer for mount according to claim 7 or 8. In an

invention of claims 2, 3, 7, 8, and 12, data is exchanged using a bus CPU of a computer and

apparatus of a car audio system made the mistake in corresponding to a mutual form, and

between two buses, if needed, data changes form, wins popularity and is passed (claims 4 and

9). For this reason, even if operation of CPU is quicker than operation of each apparatus, it is

not necessary to double CPU with a motion cycie of each apparatus, and complicated

processing can be performed at high speed by accessing a memory etc. efficiently. Since data

which CPU exchanges, and data which apparatus exchanges do not scramble for

communicative competence of the same bus, it can operate smoothly in both a computer and

a car audio system. Multitasking of performing another processing using a bus corresponding

to form of CPU becomes easy simultaneously, reproducing a signal of a sound using a bus for

connecting apparatus. Also when changing CPU into a thing of another form, a bus for

connecting these apparatus with each apparatus remains as it is, and since what is necessary

is to change only a bus corresponding to form of CPU according to form of new CPU, it can

respond aiso to change of CPU easily.

[O018]An invention of claim 5 was provided with the 3rd bus for connecting two or more

apparatus contained in said car audio system in a car audio system of any one statement of

four from claim 1 in daisy chain form. An invention of claim 10 was provided with the 3rd bus

for connecting two or more apparatus contained in said car audio system in a computer for

mount of any one statement of nine from claim 6 in daisy chain form. In an invention of claims
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5 and 10, two or more apparatus can be connected in daisy chain form one after another, and

it can die. For this reason, also when the number of apparatus increases or distributed

installation of the apparatus is carried out here and there [in the car], long wiring is not

concentrated in one place like a star method, and installation becomes easy. Since wiring

becomes intelligible shapely, it also becomes easy to change composition or to carry out

maintenance and repair.

[0019]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Next, an embodiment of the invention (henceforth a

"embodiment") is concretely described with reference to drawings. Although this embodiment

is the car audio system provided with various apparatus, such as a CD player, it is provided

with the computer provided with general-purpose 08 which is used for a hand-heid PC, and

also performs control of a car audio system by this computer. The same numerals are attached

about the member same about each figure used by the following explanation as the figure

explained before it, or the same kind of member, and explanation is omitted.

[O020][1. composition]

[Composition of whole 1-1.] First, drawin iis a block diagram showing the entire configuration

of this embodiment. As shown in this figure, this embodiment as each apparatus which

constitutes a car audio system other than the main unit 1, It has the tuner amplifier unit 2, the

microphone 3, the GPS antenna 4, the security control unit 5, the telephone unit 6, the CD-

ROM autochanger 7, and the auxiliary battery 9 for power supply backup.

[OO21]Among these, the main unit 1 is a portion which builds in the computer for control and

controls the whole system by this computer. Although the tuner amplifier unit 2 does not carry

out the graphic display other than the antenna 2a of AM and FM, it is the portion provided with

a radio tuner and the amplifier for sounding a loudspeaker. The microphone 3 is for inputting a

user's voice so that operation by speech recognition can be performed. The function of this

speech recognition is realized by the program of the computer described above.

[OO22][1-1-1. main unit] The main unit 1 is provided with the socket 138 for inserting

CompactFiash card 13, and the face plate unit 15 removed [ attach and ] and made (drawi g

1). CompactFiash card 13 is a storage using a flash memory, and data can be written from the

main unit 1 by inserting in the socket 138 formed in the main unit 1. This CompactFiash card

13 is used in order to exchange data, a program, etc. with other computers or to back up

various information sets in this car audio system.

[0O23]The face plate unit 15 attached, removed and made, It has the indicator which displays

various information on a user, and the final controlling element which provided the operation

key for a user to do various operations etc., and is referred to also as DCP (Detachable

Control Panel). The indicator of this face plate unit 15 is large-sized color LCD (liquid crystal

display) of 64 dots by 256 dots, etc., for example.
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.[0024]if it removes and carries out when getting off a car, even if a thief looks for a car audio

system, neither use nor resale can do this face plate unit 15, also seeing an important indicator

not have a final controlling element —— there are ** and a theft preventive effect of giving up

stealing. If the removed face plate unit 15 is put into the case 15a and it carries around, it will

damage neither itself nor a surrounding thing.

[O025]Aithough this face plate unit 15 is not shown in drawing 1, it is provided with the infrared-

ray-communication unit for exchanging data in the form of the hand—held PC 8, lrDA, etc.

[0026][Apparatus} besides 1-1-2. The GPS antenna 4 is an antenna for receiving an electric

wave from a GPS Satellite. The signal from this GPS antenna 4 is sent to the GPS unit in the

main unit 1 through GPS receiver 4a. Although this GPS unit is not shown in drawing 1, it

calculates the position on the earth with a receiver from an electric wave. On the computer

described above, by a program, the function of a car—navigation system is realized and a

calculation result is passed to the function of this car-navigation system.

[OO2T]The security control unit 5 is the sensor 5a which detects vibration and a shock, and

when a theft, a mischief, etc. are detected, it is a portion which carries out correspondence of

sounding the siren 5b. The telephone unit 6 is a unit which controls the function of a car

telephone, and is a portion which realizes the telephone cali using the telephone antenna 6a or

the hand set 6b. The CD—ROM autochanger 7 is hanging automatically some CD3 set

beforehand again, and is a unit which plays the disk which the user chose, and music.

[0028][1~1~3. daisy chain connection] Here, these security control unit 5, the telephone unit 6,

and the CD—ROM autochanger 7 are connected to the main unit 1 by USB (Universal Seriai

Bus). This USB is a serial bus (the 3rd bus) for connecting two or more apparatus in daisy

chain form.

[0O29]The apparatus connected by USB in this way comprises this embodiment so that data

with the exterior may be exchanged in the form of this USB. For example, the CD-ROM

autochanger 7, Although it has the hub (HUB) the object for upstreams, and for downstreams

and digital data is once read from an audio CD or CD-ROM according to ATAPI fonn (parallel

form) inside this CD—ROM autochanger 7, After the read data is changed into the USB '

(Universal Serial Bus) form which is serial form by the data converter built in, it is sent out to

USB.

[0O30]'i'he installation becomes easy when instaliing these units 5, 6, and 7 in the place distant

from the main unit 1, since connection of the units 5 and 6 and the CD-ROM autochanger 7

turns into serial connection with such composition. Although connected in order of the unit 5,

the unit 6, and the autochanger 7 in drawing 1, connection order is good also as connection of

only arbitrary and required things.

[003‘i][The internal configuration of a 1-2. main unit] Next, drawing 2 is a block diagram

showing the main things among each portion described above, and is especially explained
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focusing on the concrete composition of main unit 1 inside. This whole figure is divided into

four with the dashed line, in the left, CPU module 11 and a center become the support module

12, the upper right becomes the external unit 30, and the lower right has become the option

unit 40. Among these, CPU moduie 11 and the support module 12 are formed in the inside of

the main unit 1.

[0032]The external unit 30 and the option unit 40 have pointed out collectively the apparatus of

every some connected to the main unit 1. On account of explanation, CompactF|ash card 13 is

shown in the direction under CPU module 11, and drawing 2 shows the face plate unit 15 to

the direction on the external unit 30.

[0O33]Among these, CPU module 11 and the support module 12 constitute the computer for
control which controls the whole car audio system. Among these, CPU module 11 is a portion

which carries out logical data processing centering on CPU111, and the support module 12 is

a portion which performs input and output with other apparatus contained in a car audio

system.

[0034]The local bus B1 (the 1st bus) formed considering CPU111 as a center is a way with

CPU module 11 as [main ] data. PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) for that it is a way

by the support module 12 as [ main ] data to connect each apparatus on the other hand It is

bus B-2 (the 2nd bus).

[0035][Composition ofa 1-2-1. CPU module] The local bus B1 of CPU module 11, It is what

was doubled with the form of CPU111, and DRAM112, the flash ROM 113, the PCI bus host

controller 114, CPU host ASIC1 15, and PCMCIA-ASlC116 are connected to this local bus B1.

Among these, DRAM112 is a portion which provides work areas, such as a variable area,

when CPU111 processes information in control of a car audio system, etc.

[0036]The flash ROM 113 is rewritable ROM and is a portion which stores the software in large

meanings, such as OS, BIOS, and an application program, here. The function of OS stored

here manages the resources on a computer, It is controlling the input and output containing a

user interface, executing the program of the form decided beforehand, etc., for example, what

used as the base Windows CE which conventional technology described by the way can be

considered.

[O037]The PCI bus host controller 114 is a means to change the form of the data which

connects the local bus B1 and PCI bus B-2, and is exchanged between these two buses.

[0038]"AS|C", such as CPU host ASIC1 15, is the abbreviation for Application Specific

Integrated Circuit, and points out IC and LS! which were made for specific uses to general-

purpose integrated circuits, such as ROM, RAM, and CPU. Specificaliy, this CPU host

ASEC115 is ASIC for the interface of the local bus B1 and the PCI bus host controller 114. This

CPU host AS|C115 E that is, ], Between PCI bus B-2 and CPU module 11, are a portion which

becomes a window of the data exchanged and specificatly, Input and output with CPU module
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11 and the exterior are performed instead of CPU1 11, and also it is recognized whether it is a

thing of the kind passed to CPU111 about the data sent from PCI bus B-2.

[003Q]And although what should pass CPU host ASIC1 15 to CPU111 is sent to CPU111

through the local bus B1, CPU111 does not need to calculate to the other thing, for example,

the sent data, and such a reaction is returned about that for which it is sufficient if the reaction

for which it opted beforehand is returned mechanically.

[O040]PCMC|A-ASIC116 CompactFlash card 13, It is a portion for an interface corresponding

to being based on the standard of PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card International

Association) as what is called a PC card, It is a portion which controls the reading and writing

of data to CompactFlash Card 13.

[O0-4i1][Composition in connection with a 1-2-2. support module] Next, PCI bus B-2 of the

support module 12 is a bus for exchanging data among various apparatus which constitutes a

car audio system. Here, as apparatus connected to this PCI bus B-2, there are the external

unit 30 and the option unit 40, and these have pointed out some apparatus collectively,

respectively.

[0O42]That is, the external unit 30 is unit with the another main unit 1 shown in drawing 1, and

in this example specifically. It is the tuner 21, the amplifier 22, and the microphone 3 which

were formed in the face plate unit 15 attached, removed and made from the main unit 1, and

the tuner amplifier unit 2. Among these, the face plate unit 15 is provided with the infrared~ray—

communication unit 127. _

[0O43]The option unit 40 is a unit from which it can choose whether to include in this car audio

system as an option, and, specifically, are GPS unit 16 and the CD-ROM autochanger 7 in this

example. There is the CD-ROM unit 14 in the inside of the main unit 1, and this CD-ROM unit

14 is also connected to PCI bus B-2. This CD-ROM unit 14 is a player for reading digital data

from one CD or CD-ROM. These CD-ROM autochanger T and the CD-ROM unit 14 have the

compatibility that data can also be read from what is called an audio CD, and both can also

read data from CD-ROM (it is compatible).

[0044]ln the support module 12, in order for PCI bus B-2 to exchange data among these

apparatus, Support AS|C121, CODEC circuit 122, DSP unit 123, the buffer memory 124, the

parallel I PCI driver 125, and the serial I PCI driver 126 are used.

[0045]Among these, support AS|C121 is a portion which controls traffic in the data where to

send the data which came from where between the support module 12 and each apparatus.

"CODEC" of CODEC circuit 122 is an abbreviation of "Coder/Decoder", i.e., the coding

decryption art of data, and this CODEC circuit 122, For example, it is a portion which performs

the AID conversion etc. which carry out D/A conversion which changes the given digital data

into an analog signal, or change an analog signai into digital data conversely.

[O046]"DSP" of DSP unit 123 is an abbreviation to mean a digital sound processor, i.e., the
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circuit which processes the signal of the sound of digital format specially, and this DSP unit

123, When the digital data showing music etc. can be given, as items, such as balance of the

right and left set as the system, volume, Feder, surround, and an equalizer, are reflected in the

contents of the sound, it is a portion which processes digital data.

{0047]By audio equipment and PCI bus B-2s, such as a CD—ROM unit, since the buffer

memory 124 differs in the cycle which write data, it is a buffer for this difference to be filled up

with storing data and taking it out little by little, and comprises SRAM etc.

[0048]Para|iell PCI driver ‘125 is portions which change into the data format of PCI bus B-2 the

digital data of parallel form sent from the CD—ROM unit 14. A serial I PCI driver 126 is portions

which change into the data format of PCI bus B-2 the digital data of serial form sent from the

CD—ROM autochanger 7.

{0049]The face plate unit 15 containing the infrared-ray-communication unit 127, It is

connected to support AS|C121 in a high-speed serial communication circuit, and GPS unit 16

is connected to support AS|C121 in start-stop serial communication circuits, such as UART

(UniversalAsynchronous Receiver-Transitter). The CD—ROM unit 14 is connected to parallel I

PCI driver 125 by parallel communication circuits, such as ATAPI (AT Attachment Packet

Interface). Although a graphic display is not carried out, ASEC which manages an exchange of

the data based on infrared rays is provided in the infrared—ray-communication unit 127.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.in the drawings, any words are not translated.

OPERATION

[2. operation] This embodiment constituted as stated above works as follows.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.|n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1|The block diagram showing the entire configuration of the embodiment of this

invention.

[Drawing 2|The block diagram shown focusing on the internal configuration of a main unit

about the embodiment of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

1 -- Main unit 1

11 —- CPU module

111 -— CPU

112 —— DRAM

113 -- Flash ROM

114 -- PCI bus host controller

115 -- CPU host ASIC

116 -- PCMCIA-ASIC

12 -- Support module

121 -- Support ASIC

122 -- CODEC circuit

123 -- DSP unit

124 -— Buffer memory

125 -- Parallel I PCI driver

126 -- A serial I PC! driver

12? -- Infrared-ray-communication unit

13 -- CompactFlash Card

138 -- Socket

14 -- CD—ROM unit
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15 -- Face plate unit

15a -- Case

16 -- GPS unit

2 -- Tuner amplifier unit

2a -- Antenna

21 -- Tuner

22 -- Amplifier

3 -- Microphone

4 -- GPS antenna

4a -- Receiver

5 —- Security control unit

5a -- Sensor

5b -- Siren

5c -- Transmitter

6 -- Telephone unit

Ba -- Antenna

6b -- Hand set

7 -- CD-ROM autochanger

8 -- Hand-held PC

9 -- Auxiliary battery

30 -- Externai unit

40 -- Option unit

[Translation done.]
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C. (Continuation) DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Y US 4,772,079 A (DOUGLAS et al) 20 September 1988 (20.09.1988), col. 3, lines 25-64. 42-46,55-80

5
3'.5
5E
iE

§5,

g.£3I?
Q‘.

E.

Form PCT/ISAIZIB (second sheet) (July 1998)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

]N'l‘ERNATl0NAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article IS and Rules 43 and 44)

Applica.nt’s or agent’s file reference FOR FURTHER see Form PC?-HSA}t220
9937900011 A(j1"[0N as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

international application No. International filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/manzW_year)
PCT/i_;so5roao43 03 March 2006 03 March 2005

Applicant
lRA MARLOWE

This international search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This international search report consists of a total of l sheets.
It is also accompanied by a copy ofeach prior art document cited in this report.

1. Basis of the report

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

the international application in the language in which it was filed

E] a translation of the international application into , which is the language
of a translation fumished for the purposes of international search (Rules l2.3(a) and 23.l(h))

b. El With regard to any nucleotide andlor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. I.

E Certain claims were found unsea rchable (see Box No. II)

N ' ' ' ' I ki B N InA Unity of invention IS ac ng (see ex 0. )

4. With regard to the title,

IXI the text is approved as submitted by the applicant

|:| the text has been established by this Atlthority to read as follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

D the text is approved as submitted by the applicant

IE the text has been established, according to Rule 38.20:], by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may, within one month from the date ofmailing ofthis international search report, submit comments to this Authority

6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 10

*2 as suggested by the applicant

E! as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure

D as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention

b. El none of the figures is to he published with the abstract

Form PCT/ISA/210 (first sheet) (April 2005)
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INTERNATIONA L SEARCH REPORT lntcmatjonat appficatjon No,
PCTIUS06/08043

Box No. IV Text ofthe abstract (Continuation of item 5 ofthe first sheet)

An multimedia device integration system is provided. One or more aftermarket audio or video devices. such as a CD player, CD
changer, digital media device (e:g., MP3 player, MP4 player, WMV player, Apple iPod, portable music 5 center. or other device) satellite
receiver (e.g.. XM or Sirius receiver). DAB receiver. video device l_e.g., DVD player}, cellular telephone, or any other device or
combinations thereof. is integrated for use with an existing OEM or after—rnarket car stereo or video system. wherein control commands
can be issued at the car stereo or video system and data from the aftermarket device can be displayed on 10 the car stereo or video
system. Control commands generated at the car stereo or video system are received, processed, converted into a format recognizable
by the after-market device, and dispatched to the after-market device for execution.

Form PCT/ISA/210 (continuation of first sheet (3)) (April 2005)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT International application No.
PCTIUS06i'08043

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBIECT MATTER

n=c(s) - H04B 1/05 (2007.01)
uspc — 455/345

According to lntemational Patent Classification (TPC) or to both nation al classification and IPC
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minirnum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
u=c(a) — H048 1:06 (2007.01)
uspc - 4557345

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the intcmational search (name ofdata base and, where practicable, search Lcrms used)
MicroPatent

C. DOCUIVIENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

X US 200370215102 A1 (MARLOWE) 20 November 2003 (20.11 .2003} entire document

Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

US 200403145457 A1 (SCHOFIELD el: BI) 29 July 2004 (29.07.2004) entire document 5, 8, 11-13

6, 7, 9, 10

1-13, 36

US 200410266336 A1 (PATSIOKAS et al) 30 December 2004 (30.12.2004) entire document

US 6,529,804 B1 (DRAGGON at al} 04 March 2003 (04.03.2003) entire document

El Further documents are listed in the continuation ofBox C. El
“' Special categories of cited documents: WT!-
HA19

«En

“Lu

..o..

document defining the general state of the art which is not considered
to be of particular relevance .
earlier application or patent but published on or after the international
filing date
document which may tl-irov_v doubts on priority clairr_1(s). or which is
cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other
Special reason {as specified)
document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or othermeans

later document published after the international filing date O|'dpt'iCl ritydate and not in conflict with the application but cited to on erstand
the principle or theory undeiiying the invention

document of particular relevance; the claimedpinvention caniiot_be
considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive
step when the document is taken alone
document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
considered to involve an inventive step when the document is
combined with one or more other such documents, such combination
being obvious to a person skitled in the art

“P” document published prior to the international filing date but later than
me priority date Claimed “&” document member of the some patent family

Date of the actual completion of‘ the international search Date of mailing of the international search report

24 SEP 2007
Authorized omcer:

Blaine R. Copenheaver

25 July 2007

Name and mailing address ofthe ISAIUS
Mail Stop PCT. Attn: ISNUS, Commissioner for Patents
FLO. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
FaesimileNo. 571-273-3201

Form PCT/ISA/210 (second sheet) (April 2005)

PCT Heipdesk: 571-272-4300
PCT OSP: 571-272-7774
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT
International application No.

PCTIUSDE-3108043

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
Concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid-.

Group I, claims 1-13 and 36. drawn to controlling after-market—devices in a multimedia device integration system.
Group It, claims 14-31. drawn to protocol conversion in a multimedia device integration system.
Group III. claims 32-35, drawn to a method for retrieving a song from an after-market device from a car stereo system.

The inventions listed as Groups I, II, and Ill do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under
PCT Rule 13.2. they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons: the special technical feature of
the Group I invention is means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the after-market device from the car multimedia
system and displaying data from the aftermarket device and the display of the car multimedia system as claimed therein is not present
in the invention of Groups II and III; the special technical feature of the Group II invention is selecting by an interface using settings of
the plurality of configurationjumpers an at least one of a plurality protocol conversion software blocks stored in memory in the interface
for converting signals from an aftermarket device into a forrnat compatible with a car multimedia device system (and from the car
multimedia system into a format compatible with the after-markt device) as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I
and Ill; and the special technical feature of the Group ill invention is allowing a user to select a desired song from the list of potentially
matching songs for playing the desired song on the car stereo system as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I andll.

Since none ofthe special technical features of the Group I. ii and Ill inventions is found in more than one of the inventions, unity of
invention is lacking.

Form PCTIISA/210 (extra shoot) (April 2005)
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PATENT COOPERATION TRE-ATIF
From the
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

MICHAEL R. FRISCIA

MCCARTER 8: ENGLISH. LLP
FOUR GATEWAY CENTER WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
100 MULBERRY STREET INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07102

(PCT Rule 43bi'.s'.l)

12:2;/gififafirljilflfir) 2 4 SEP 2007-
Applicant’s or agent’s file reference FOR FURTHER ACTION

9937943001 1 See paragraph 2 below

International application No. International filing date (day/moiitii/year) Priority date falayfmonili/year)
PCT/USO6lUB043 03 March 2005 03 March 2005

International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC
|F‘C(8) - H04-B 1106 (2007.01)
uspc — 455/345

““’1’”“““ IRA MARLOWE

1. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

E Box No. I Basis of the opinion

El Box No. II Priority

Box No. HI Non-establishment ofopinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. IV Lack ofunity of invention

Box No. V Reasoncd statement under Rule 43bis. 1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application

[3 Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application

2. FURTHER ACTION

If a demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion of the
International Preliminary Examining Authority (“IPEA") except that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Authority
other than this one to he the [PEA and the chosen [PEA has notified the international Bureau under Rule 66.lbi’s(b) that written
opinions ofthis International Searching Authority will not he so considered.

Ifthis opinion is, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion ofthe IPEA. the applicant is invited to submit to the IPEA
awritten reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of3 months from the date ofmailing ofForm
PCT/ISAi'22D or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date, whichever expires later.
For further options, see Form PCTIISA/220.

3, For further details, see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220.

Name and mailing address ofthe ISA./US Date ofoompletion of this opinion Authorized offioer:Mail stop PCT, Attn: ISNUS
Commissioner for Patents

i=.o. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 25 July 2007 PCT He!pds5k_571_272_mo
Facsitflflc Nil 571-273-3201 PCT 059: 571-272-7774

Form PCT/ISAJ237 (cover sheet) (April 2005)

Elaine Copenheaver
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WRITTEN OF THE International flppi.i|23tiOIl N0.

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AETHORITY PCT}-USQEIUED43

Box No. I Basis of this opinion

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of‘:

'2 the international application in die language in wl1ich it was filed

E] a translation of the international application into , which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules l2.3(a) and 23.1(b)).

2.. With regard to any nucleotide andfor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application and necessary to the
claimed invention, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

a, type ofmaterial

D a sequence listing

[3 tab1e(s) related to the sequence listing

b. foirnatofrnaterial

i:i 0111331351’

CI in electronic form

C. time offiling/fiirnishing

Ci contained in the international application as filed

mamasL-e=:'A»,\«-%\«‘\>k‘re<y'(av:\V»\.\‘4\‘:4I|iwwmvwvuoeaavx/Ara-u:A>1.uixrb.21\11imn3<VII‘9‘:n‘J'5'v¥~.)=HT«SViZIHNKIUSVADNQ:‘.rIh.'r.sx\H=.'afll$in1:fi1:Vnt‘AYfl¥?k-%:nx\m>fl.I.vc.\3xinnm1 ==e.<:r\fJ»\aB'L!<I&§:\V:r-
El filed together with the international application in electronic form

l:-I furnished subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

3. E] In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing a.nd."or table(s) relating thereto has been
filed or fiirnished, the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that
in the application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were filmished.

4. Additional comments:

mmm.mmammm.mmnmtw.mmm« smmum.mmmmm«wmmt=amaumi.nm¢a:.x.m:.tmmmcuumma=.-ea
Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. 1) (April 2005)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY |=c'r,'u3o5;o3o43

Box No. IV Lackof unity ofinvention

1. In response to the invitation (Forrn PCT."ISA./206) to pay additional fees the applicant has, within the appicable time limit:
paid additional fees

paid additional fees under protest and, where applicable, the protest fee

paid additional fees under protest but the applicable protest fee was not paid

not paid additional fees

2. E] This Authority found that the requirement of unity of invention is not complied with and chose not to invite the applicant to
pay additional fees.

3. This Authority considers that the requirement of unity of invention in accordance with Rule 13.1. 13.2 and 13.3 is

El complied with

IE not complied with for the following reasons:
This application oontains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. in order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Group I. claims 1-13 and 36, drawn to controlling after-market-devices in a multimedia device integration system.
Group ii, claims 14-31. drawn to protocol conversion in a multimedia device integration system.
Group Ill, claims 32-35, drawn to a method for retrieving a song from an after-market device from a car stereo system.

The inventions listed as Groups I. ii. and iii do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT
Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the foliowing reasons: the special technical feature of the
Group I invention is means for processing and dispatching commands for controlling the after-market device from the car multimedia
system and displaying data from the aftermarket device and the display of the car multimedia system as claimed therein is not present in
the invention of Groups II and Ill; the special technical feature of the Group It invention is selecting by an interface using settings of the
plurality of configurationjumpers an at least one of a plurality protocol conversion software blocks stored in memory in the interface for
converting signals from an aftermarket device into a format compatible with a car multimedia device system (and from the car
multimedia system into a format compatible with the after-market device) as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups l
and Ill; and the special technical feature oi the Group II! invention is allowing a user to select a desired song from the list of potentially
matching songs for playing the desired song on the car stereo system as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups l andIt.

Since none ofthe special technical features of me Group I, ii and Ill inventions is found in more than one of the inventions. unity ofinvention is lacking.

4. Consequently, this opinion has been established in respect ofthe following parts ofthe international application:

El ait parts

the parts relating to claims Nos. 1-13. 36

Form PCTIISAI237 (Box No. IV) (April 2005)

.-nation.am.twaTn:i:.xuvxm;.ama-iseuweggmguve-mmwmmfimeem-smxwmmmmmtmammmea_aa....;.«..m.nq.acg>.mr:.(.cn.r42s:nx.sse\rs$e\\\crJA1>r;\\rlru?ae=n:Ims\:.ru1u\'n1-S!’.\3t\“}JJ—\\\s>:.Lhr.i><L\
u\e,aemmw mmmmmt»=emuwmws\
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WRITTEN OPINEON OF THE lntemational application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/USCl6.'DBO43

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.I (a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and expla nations supporting such statement

Statement

Novelty (N)

Inventive step (IS)

Industrial applicability (IA)

2. Citations and explanations:

Claims 1-4 and 36 lack novelty under PCT Article 33(2) as being anticipated by Marlowe (US 2OU3i02151CI2 A1 ).

Regarding claim 1. Marlowe discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a car stereo (par. 0039. existing car radio or
stereo)system; an after-market device (per. 0038. after~market CD player) external to the car stereo system: an interface (Fig. 1, interface
20) positioned within the car stereo system and connected between the car stereo system and the after-market device for exchanging data
and audio signals between the car stereo system and the after—marl<et device; means for processing and dispatching commands (par.
U055, dispatches the formatted command to the CD player) for controlling the after-market device from the car stereo system in a format
compatible with the aftermarket device; and means for processing and displaying data (per. 0055, display the formatted data on the
display of the car stereo) from the aftermarket device (per. 0038. after-market CD player) on a display of the car stereo system in a format
compatible with the car stereo system.

Regarding claim 2, Marlowe (as discussed in lack of novelty of claim 1 above) discloses the after-market device comprises a CD player
(par. D038. after-market CD player).

Regarding claim 3, Marlowe (as discussed in lack of novelty of claim 2 above) discloses the digital media player comprises an MP3 player
(par. D038, alter-market MP3 player).

Regarding claim 4, Marlowe (as discussed in lack of novelty of claim '1 above) further discloses one or more auxiliary input sources ( Fig.1, auxiliary inputs 35) connected to the interface.

Regarding claim 36. Marlowe discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a car audiovisuai system (par. U039, existing
car radio or stereo); a plurality of alter-market devices (Fig. 1. per. 0038. MP3 player. sateltite receiver, DAB receiver. orthe like) external
to the car audiovisual system; an interface (Fig. 1, interface 20) connected between the car audiovisual system and the plurality of after-
market devices for exchanging data. audio. and video signals between the car audlovlsuat system and the plurality of after—market
devices; means for processing and dispatching commands (per. 0038 and per. 0055, dispatches the formatted command to the CD player
or other after—marl<et devices) for controlling the plurality of aftermarket devices from the car audiovisual system in at least one format
compatible with at least one of the plurality of afier-market devices: and means for processing and displaying data (per. 0038 and par.
0055. display the formatted command to the CD player or other alter-market devices on the car stereo) from the plurality of after-market
devices on a display of the car audiovisual system in a format compatible with the car audiovisual system.

Claims 5, 8 and 11-13 tack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Marlowe (US 2003/0215102 A1) in view of
schofield at al (US 2004il)145457 At; hereinafter Scholield).

Regarding claim 5, Marlowe discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a car stereo system (per. 0039, existing car
radio or stereo); a CD player (per. 0038, alter-market CD player) external to the car stereo system; an interface (Fig. 1, interface 20)
connected between the car stereo system and the CD player for exchanging data and audio signals between the car stereo system and
the Cellular telephone: means for processing and dispatching commands (per. 0055, dispatches the formatted command to the CD player)
for controlling the CD player from the car stereo system in a fon-net compatible with CD player: and means for processing and displaying
data (par. 0055. display the formatted data on the display of the car stereo) from the CD player (par. 0038, aftermarket CD player) on a
display of the car stereo system in a format compatible with the car stereo system, Marlowe lacks a cellular telephone as an after-market
device. However, Schofield discloses. In the art of muitimedla system, a cellular telephone as an after-market device (Par. 272, cellular
phone). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to include a cellular telephone as
an after—market device in the device of Marlowe as taught by Schofield in order to enhance the utility of the multimedia device.

(Continued in Supplemental Box)

Form PCT/ISAl237 (Box No, V) (April 2005)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No,
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PcTfUS05j08o43

Supplemental Box

In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of:

Box No. V
2. Citations and explanations:

Regarding claim 8, Marlowe discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a car stereo system (par. 0039, existing car
radio or stereo); a CD player (par. 0038, aftermarket CD player) external to the car stereo system; an interface (Fig. 1, interface 20)
connected between the car stereo system and the CD player for exchanging data and audio signals between the car stereo system and
the cellular telephone; means for processing and dispatching commands (per. 0055, dispatches the formatted command to the CD player)
for controlling the CD playerfrom the car stereo system in a format compatible with CD player; and means tor processing and displaying
data (par. 0055, display the fonnatted data on the display of the car stereo) from the CD player (per. 0068, after—marl<et CD player) on a
display of the car stereo system in a format compatible with the car stereo system. Marlowe lacks a car video system and a cellular
telephone as an alter-market device. However. Scholield discloses, in the art of multimedia system, a car video system (par. D398, car
video display system) and a cellular telephone as an after-market device ((Par. 272, cellular phone) in order to enhance utility of
multimedia device. Therefore. it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to include a car video
system and a cellular telephone as an after-market device in the device of Marlowe as taught by Schoflold In order to enhance the utility ofthe multimedia device.

Regarding claim 11, Marlowe discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a car stereo system (par. 0039, existing car
radio or stereo); a CD player (per. 0038, after—market CD player) external to the car stereo system; an interface (Fig. 1, interface 20)
connected between the car stereo system and the CD player for exchanging data and audio signals between the car stereo system and
the cellular telephone; means for processing and dispatching commands (per. 0055, dispatches the formatted command to the CD player)
for controlling the CD player from the carstereo system in a format compatible with CD player; and means for processing and displaying
data (par. 0055, display the formatted data on the display of the car stereo) from the CD player (par. 0038. after-market CD player) on a
display of the car stereo system in a format compatible with the car stereo system. Marlowe lacks a car video system and video device as
an afl;er~maIket device. However. Schofield discloses. in the art of multimedia system. a car video system (par. 0380, vehicular video
display system) and video device as an after-marketdevice (Par. 380, camera device). Therefore. itwould have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to include a car video system and video device as an after-market device in the device of
Marlowe as taught by Schofield in order to enhance the utility of the multimedia device.

Regarding claim 12. Marlowe (as discussed in lack of inventive step of claim 11 above) disclose the CD player (par. 0038, after-market
CD player) on a display of the car stereo system in a format compatible with the car stereo system. Marlowe lacks the after-marketvldeo
device comprises a DVD player. However. Schofield discloses, in the art of multimedia system, the after-market video device comprises a
DVD player (par. 309, after-market of display element associated with DVD player{par. 0311, DVD video system)). Therefore, it would
have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to include the after-market video device comprises a DVD
player in the device of Marlowe as taught by Schofield in orderto enhance the utility of the multimedia device.

Regarding claim 13, Marlowe (as discussed in lack of inventive step of claim 11 above) disclose the CD player (par. 0038, after-market
CD player) on a display of the car stereo system in a format compatible with the car stereo system. Marlowe lacks the interface is
positioned within the car video system. However, Schofield discloses, in the art of multimedia system, the interface is positioned within the
car video system (per. 0302, interface associated with control 3580 of car video system). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to include the interface is positioned within the car video system in the device of Marlowe as
taught by Schofield in order to enhance utility of multimedia device.

Claims 6. T. 9 and ‘E0 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Marlowe (US 2ClD3l02151U2 A1) in view of
Fatsiokas et al (US 2004/0266336 A1; hereinafter Patsiokas).

Regarding claims 6 and 9. Marlowe in view of Scholield (as discussed In lack of inventive step of claims 5 and 8 above) further discloses
songs or music downloadable through the CD player (per. 0042, play song from CD player). Marlowe lacks songs or music downloadable
through the cellular telephone, However, Patsiokas discloses, in the art of multimedia system, songs or music downloadable through the
cellular telephone (par. 0064. download song file over the cellular phone). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in
the art at the time of invention to include songs or music downloadable through the cellular telephone in the device of Marlowe in view of
Schotield as taught by Patsiokas in order to enhance utility of multimedia device.

Regarding claims 7 and 10, Marlowe (as discussed in lack of inventive step ofcleims 6 and 9 above) discloses the songs or music are
playable through the car stereo system (par. 0039, existing car radio or stereo) using the interface (Fig. 1 . interface 20).

Claims 1-13 and 36 meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(4), and thus have industrial applicability because the subjct matter claimed
can be made or used in industry.

Form PCT/ISA.r'23’i' (Supplemental Box) (April 2005)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREAT1

PCT

INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY

(ChapterI of the Patent Cooperation Treaty)

(PCT Rule 4-’-l1)z'.s_)

Applicant's or agenfs file reference FOR FURTHER ACTION See item 4 below
99879-0001 1

lnternational application No. International filing date (day/rnorttlz/year) Priority date (day/rrzortzlt/year)
PCT/US2006/008043 03 March 2008 (03.03.2006) 03 March 2005 (03.03.2005)

International Patent Classification (8th edition unless older edition indicated)
See relevant information in Form PCT/ISA/237

Applicant
MARLOWE, Ira

This international preliminary report on patentability (Chapter I) is issued by the International Bureau on behalf-of the
International Searching Authority under Rule 44 bt's.l(a).

This REPORT consists of a total of 6 sheets, including this cover sheet.

In the attached sheets, any reference to the written opinion of the International Searching Authority should be read as a reference
lo- the international preliminary report on patentability (Chapter D instead.

This report contains indications relating to the following items:

Box No. I Basis of the report

Box No. 11 Priority

Box No. III ' Nomestablishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial
applicability

Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application _

Box No. Certain observations on the international application

4. The International Bureau will communicate this report to designated Offices in accordance with Rules 44bir.3(c) and 93bt'.r.l but
not, except where the applicant makes an express request under Article 23(3), before the expiration of 30 months from the priority
date (Rule 4412:’: .2).

Date of issuance of this report
16 October 2007 (16.10.2007)
Authorized officer

The International Bureau of WIPO
34, ehetnin des Colornbettes -
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland Nora‘ Ll nd ner

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 82 70 e—mail: ptO.'.’..pct@wipo.in1

Form PCT/IB/373 (January 2004)
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AUSTRALIAN PATENT orricn

WRITTEN OPINION

Date of mailing I
day/momh/yew, 2 3 A05 [UB7

Applicants or agent's file reference ~ REPLY DUE within FIVE MONTHS of the date of

LPN/LIWC/N-L,M'20060O1 623 the Registrai"S letter enclosing the written opinion

Application No. _ Application Filing Date (day/month/jaear) Priority Date (day/month/yearj

SG 2005013034 28 February 2006 3 March 2005

International Patent Classification (IPC) (as indicated in the search report)

Int. Cl.

- H0413 1/00 (2006.01) G06F 17/00 (2006.01) H043 3/00 (2006.01)

Applicant
IRA M. MARLOWE

i. This First written opinion consists of a total of Gisheets.

2. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:.

I . - Basis ofthe opinion
it |:] Priority _

' Nomestabiishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive stepiand industrial applicability

Lack of unity of invention

Reasoned statement with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Certain documents cited

Certain defects in the application

Certain observations on the application

3. The search report used was issued by the Australian Patent Office, and the date of completion is: 28 August 2006

4. Ifno reply is filed, the examination report will‘ be established on the basis of this opinion.

5. The date by which the examination report will be established is: 3 June 2008

Name and mailing address ' Authorized Officer
AUSTRALIAN PATENT OFFICE

PO BOX 200, WODEN ACT 2606, AUSTRALIA
B-mail address: pct@.ipaustralia.gov.au
Facsimile no. 61 2 62853929 JUZER KHANBHAI

Form APO/SG/408 (Cover Sheet)(Dec 2006)
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AUSTRALIAN PATENT OFFICE, V" T _ g Applicafion N‘,

I. Basis of the opinionI

This opinion has been drawn on the basis of:

the application as originally filed.

E] the description, pages , as originally filed,

I pages , filed with the request, '

pages , received on with the letter of

E] the claims, pages , as originallyfiled,

pages , filed with the request,

pages , received on with the letter of

D the drawings, sheetsffig. , as originally filed,

sheets/fig. — , filed with the request,

sheets/fig. , received on with the letter of

_ [3 the sequence listing part of the description:

K pages _ , as originally filed

pages ‘ , filed with the demand

- pages , receiyed on with the letter of

2. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation ofi I pages: _

sheets of drawings/figures No :

3 |:] This opinion has been established as if (some oi) the amendments had not been made, since they have been considered to
. go beyond the disclosure as filed, as indicated in the Supplemental Box.

4. Additional observations, if necessary:

‘ Form APO/SG/408 (Box I)(Dec 2006)
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AUSTRiAI..IAN PATENT OFFICE. In I Appiication No.
WRITTEN OPINION - _ _ SG 29050] 303-]

. IV. Lack of unity of invention

1. This Office found multiple invention in this application, as follows:

The application does not comply with the requirements of unity of invention because/it does not relate to one
invention or to a group of inventions so linked as to form a single general inventive concept. In coming to this
conclusion this Office has found that thereare two inventions:

1. Claims 1-31 & 36 are directed to a multimedia device integration system including an interface which

allows devices to be integrated to an OEM or after-market car stereo and video systems. It is considered

that allowing the integration-of devices to an OEM or after-market car stereo and video systems I
comprises a first “special technical feature”.

Claims 32-35 are directed to a method for retrieving a song from an after-market device from a car

stereo system and which allows the user to select a desired song from the list of potentially matching

songs for playing the desired song on- the car stereo system. It is considered that allowing the selection

of a desired song from the list of potentially matching songs for playing the desired song on the car
stereo system comprises a second “special technical feature”.

Since the abovementioned groups of claims do not share either of the technical features identified, a “technical
relationship” between the inventions, as defined in PCT Rule 13.2 does not exist. Accordingly, the application
does not relate to one invention or to a single inventive concept. '

2. Consequently, the following parts of the application were the subject of examination in establishing this report:

El all parts.

the parts relating to claims Nos. I-31 & 36

Form APOISG/403 (Box [V)(Dec 2006)
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AUSTRALIAN PATENT OFFICE _ ' Application No_
WRITTEN OPINION ' ' SG 20G6m393_1

Reasoned statement with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability; ‘citations and explanations
supporting such statement ' .

- 1. Statement

Novelty (N) 5.7

' 1.4, 8-31, 36

Inventive step (IS) -

1-31, 36

industrial applicability (IA) 1-31, 35

'2. ‘ Citations and explanations

NOVELTY [N3 claims 1-4, 8-31, 36

D1 - WO 2004/053722 Al (BLITZSAFE OF AMERICA, INC.) 24 June 2004

D1 discloses an Audio device integration system wherein one or more after-market devices, such as a CD player,

CD changer, MP3 player, satellite receiver, DAB receiver, or the like is integrated for use with an existing OEM
or after-market car stereo system. In this system, control commands can be issued at the car stereo and

responsive data from the audio device can be displayed on the stereo.

The above citation Dl discloses all of the features of all the above claims. For example, the features of claim 1,
see:

— A multimedia device integration system _ fig. l and Page 10 line ll

- — a car stereo system ' Page 10 lines 1 to and lines 13 & 14
- an after—market device external to car stereo system Page 10 line 25 l

- an interface positioned withinthe car stereo system Page 10 line 30 to Page ll line 1

and connected between the car stereo system and the

after—market device for exchanging data and audio signals

between the car stereo system and the after-market device

INVBNTIVE STEP HS) claims 1-31, 36

Claims l-4, 8-31, 36: as above.

Claims 5-3:’:

Dl— W0 2004/053722 Al (BLITZSAFE OF AMERICA, INC.) 24 June 2004

D2— US 2002/0197954 Al (SCI-IMITT et al.) 26 December 2002

D3— US 6058319 A (SADLER) 2 May 2000

D4- US 6052603 A (KINZALOW et al.) 18 April 2000

These citations do not individually disclose all of the features of the claims, but when combined, as would be

obvious to a person skilled in the art, disclose all of the features of the claims.

Form APO/SG:'408 (Box V)(Dec 2006)
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. _ 5 l_, ._

I AUSTRALIAN PATENT OFFICE Application No.

WRITTEN OPiNION S_G_2005013Q3_;

Supplemental Box .

(To be used when the s ace in an of Boxes I to VIII is not sufficient}
Continuation of Box (No.1: V (2)

Claims 1-13, 24, 2'7, 28, 31, 36:

— DS- US 20(l3/0007649 Al (RIGGS) 9 January 2003

D6- US 6396164 Bl (BARNEA et al.) 28 May 2002

D7- US 6330337 B1 (NICHOLSON et al.) 11 December 2001

DS- US 2001/0044664 A1 (MUELLER et al.) 22 Nove111ber.200l

D9- US 6157725 A (BECKER) 5 December 2000 E

These citations do not individually disclose all of the features of the claims, but when combined, as would be obvious _

to a person skilled in the art, disclose all of the features of the claims.

Form APO/SG/408 (Supplemental Sheet l)(Dec 2006)
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I AUSTR3\LIAN PATENT omen ' I" Application No‘
WRITTEN °”NI°N ' . SG 200601303-1

VIII. Certain observations on the application ‘ '

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the claims are fully

supported by the description, are made:

The claimed invention is patentable according to Section 13(2); or

The claimed invention is unpatentable according to Section 13(2) because:

This application is a Divisional application filed under Section 26(6) of the Patents Act and discloses no additional matter
V extending beyond that disclosed in the Parent application.

Form APO/SGM08 (Box VIII)(Dec 2006)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article l8 and Rules 43 and 44)

APPHC3-“V5 01' 333355 file Yefefencfl FOR FURTHER see Form PCTIISA/220
99879-00023 ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

international application No. International filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year)
PCT/US07/72182 27 June 2007 (27.06.2007) 27 June 2006 (27.06.2006)

Applicant
MARLOWE, IRA

This international search report has been prepared by this lntemational Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the lntemational Bureau.

This international search report consists of a total of sheets.
D It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.

Basis of the Report
a. With regard to the language, the intemational search was carried out on the basis ofi

K‘ the intemationa] application in the language in which it was filed.

El a translation of the international application into __ , which is the language
of a translation firmished for the purposes of international search (Rules l2.3(a) and 23. l(b))

b. ij This international search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 Rule 43.6 bis(a)

c. '3 With regard to any nucleotide andlor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. l.
ij Certain claims were found unsearchable (See Box No. II)
I: Unity of invention is lacking (See Box No. Ill)
With regard to the title,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
ij the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
El the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant

may, within one month from the date ofmailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

With regard to the drawings,
a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. _l_

I: as suggested by the applicant.
w as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.
D as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.

b. E] none ofthe figures is to be published with the abstract.
Fonn PCT/ISA/210 (first sheet) (April 2007)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT ““°"“‘“°““‘ “""“°““°“ N°'
PCT/US07/72182

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

IPC: H04B 1/00( 2006.0l);G05B 19/02( 2006.0l);G06F 17/00( 2006.01)

USPC: 381/86;340/825.24;700/94
According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC

B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
U.S. : 381/86; 340/825.24,825.25; 700/94; 307/9.1,l0.1; 455/345,346; 710/303,304; 348/207.l,207.ll

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practicable, search terms used)

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category * Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.
US 6,163,079 (Miyazaki et al) 19 Dec. 2000 (19.12.2000), figure 7 91

US 2002/0034910 Al (Owens et al) 4 July 2002 (04.07.2002), fig.1 1-70,] 11-154

US 6,993,615 B2 (Falcon) 31 Jan 2006 (31.01.2006), fig.2-4 1-90, 117-154

US 6,175,789 B1 (Beckert et al) 16 Jan 2001 (16.01.2001), fig.l-2 ‘ 1-70,78—80,88-90,! 17-

US 6,389,560 131 (Chew) 14 May 2002 (14.05.2002), col.4-5 l-90,92-l1I(()),l 17:154
US 2003/0026440 Al (Lazzeroni et al) 6 Feb 2003 (06.02.2003), flg.l l3,32,52,68,92-I16

US 2005/0172001 Al (Zaner et al) 4 Aug 2005 (04.08.2005), fig.l 92-I03

fi Further documents are listed in the continuation ofBox C. El See patent family annex.
Special categories ofcited documents: ' later document published after tlle international filing date or prioritydate and not irl conflict with the application but cited to understand the

document defining the general state of the art which is not considered to be of principle or theory underlying the invention
particular relevance

document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
earlier application or patent published on or after the international filing date considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive stepwhen the document is taken alone

document which may t.ll.row doubts on priority claim(s) or which is cited to
establish the publication date of another citation or other special reason (3 “ " document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
specified) considered to involve an inventive step when the document iscornbined with one or more other such documents, such combination

document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other means being obvious to a person skilled in the an

doctunent published prior to the international filing date but later than the “ document member of the same patent family
priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion of the international search Date ofmailing of the international search report

12 September 2008 (12.09.2008) 2 5 P
Name and mailing address of the ISA/US AUth0fiZ€d Ofiwy aMail Stop PCT, Attn: ISA/US

Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 223134450 Telephone
Facsimile No. (571) 273-3201

Form PCT/ISA/210 (second sheet) (April 2007)

Jason Ku

, (571) 272-0552
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lntemational application No.

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT PCT/US07/72182

C (Continuation). DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.
US 2003/0156200 A1 (Romano et al) 21 Aug 2003 (21.08.2003), fig.7

US 7,288,918 B2 (DiStefan0) 30 Oct 2007 (30.10.2007), fig.l

Form PCT/ISA/210 (continuation of second sheet) (April 2007)
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PCTIUS2007I072182 25.09.2008

- PATENT COOPERATION TREATY ‘
From the

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

Iifri)I:CI-IAEL R. FRISCIA I 0 .
MCCARTER & ENGLISH, LLP

fig’;-§}.?;},Tg3R";¢,‘g$,E;“g,€R WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
NEWARK, NJ 07102 - ' INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AU-TI-IORITY

(PCT Rule 43bis.l)

Applicant’s or agent’s file reference - FOR FURTHER ACTION. See paragraph 2 below

99879-00028 "
International application No. I International filing date (day/month/jvear) Priority date (day/month/year)
PCT/US07/72182 27 June 2007 (27.06.2007) 27 June 2006 (27.06.2006)
International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC

IPC: H04B 1/00( 2006.01);G05B 19/02(' 2006.0l);G06F 17/00( 2006.01)
USPC: 381/86;340/825.24;700/94
Applicant

MARLOWE, IRA

I. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

Box No. I ' Basis ofthe opinion

Box No. II Priority

Box No. III Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability
Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement
Certain documents cited

Certain defects in the international application

Certain observations on the international application

2. FURTHER ACTION

If a demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion of the
International Preliminary Examining Authority ("IPEA") except that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an
Authority other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen IPEA has notified the International Bureau under Rule 66.lbis(b)
that written opinions of this lntemational Searching Authority will not be so considered.

If this opinion is, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA, the applicant is invited to submit to the.
IPEA a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3 months from the date of mailing
of Form PCT/ISA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date, whichever expires later.
For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220.

3. For further details, see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220.

Name and mailing address of the ISA/ US Date of completion of this opinion
Mail Stop PCT, Attn: ISA/US
Commissioner for Patents ' I2 September 2008 (12.09.2008)PO. Box 1450 ‘
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

. Facsimile No. (571) 273-3201
Form PCT/ISA/237 (cover sheet) (April 2007)
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PCTIUS2007I0721 82 25.09.2008 '

lnternational application No.

. WRITTEN oI>INIoN or THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY pm/U307/72132

iBoxiNo. 1 Basis of this opinion

1; With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:
A

D a translation of the international application into which is the language of a translation fumished for the purposes of
international search (Rules l2.3(a) and 23.l(b)).

2. D This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified to this
Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43bis.l(a)) , . ~

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the intemational application, this opinion has been
established on the basis of:

V1 ' the international application in the language in which it was filed

a. type of material

D asequence listing ' ~

E] table(s) related to the sequence listing

b. format of material

D on paper

[I ' in electronic form

c. time of filing/fumishing

2 contained in the international application as filed.

El filed together with the international application in electronic form._

. D furnished subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search.

4. El In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing and/or table(s) relating thereto has been filed
or fumished, the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the
application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments:

Form PCT/ISA/237(Box No. 1) (April 2007)
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PCTIUS2007l072,182 25.09.2008
International application No.

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY I PCT/US07/72182
A Box No. i\/III Certain observations on the international application A‘

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the questions whether the claims are fully
supported by the description, are made:

Claim l0 is objected to under PCT Rule 6642(a)(v) as lacking clarity under PCT Article 6 because claim l0 is indefinite for the
following reason(s): Claim 10 may not depend upon itself. For the purposes of examination the Examiner has view claim l0 as if it
were dependent upon claim 1.

‘Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. VIII) (April 2007)
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PCT_IUS2007I072i82 25.09.2008
International application No,

WRITTEN OPINION or THE "CT’U3°7’72132
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

Supplemental Box .
In case the space in any ofthe preceding boxes is not sufficient.

V. 2. Citations and Explanations:
Claim 91 lacks novelty under PCT Article 33(2) as being anticipated by Miyazaki et al (US 6,163,079).

With respect to claim 91, Miyazaki discloses a docking station for docking and integrating a portable device for use with a car stereo,
comprising: a base portion (Fig.7 #50); a bottom member (fig.1 #11) connected to the base portion; a top member (fig.7 #17) removably
connected to the base portion, the base portion, bottom member, and top member defining a cavity (f1g.7 #51) for receiving a portable
device; and an integration device (t'Ig.7 #38) connected to the base portion for integrating the portable device with a car stereo.I

Claims 1-12, 14-31, 33-51, 53-67, 69-70 and 117-150 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Owens et al
(US 2002/0084910 A1) in view ofBeckert (US 6,175,789 B1) and in view of Chew (US 6,389,560) and in view of Falcon (US
6,993,615 B2). '

With respect to claims 1, 20, 1 17, 132, 147 Owens discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a car audio system
(Fig.1 #10) having a display; a portable device (figl #42,44,46,48) external to the car audio system; an interface (fig.1 #30,40) in
communication with the portable device and the car audio system for transmitting processed video information from the portable device
to the car audio system. ‘ »
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem processes the video information into a format compatible with the
car audio system. Beckett discloses a vehicle computer interface system in cooperation with a vehicles audio system that allows for the
operation of incompatible devices (col.1 1n.63-67, col.2 1n.1-30). At the time of_the invention it would ‘have been obvious to a_ person of
ordinary skill in the art to use the compatibility processing of Beckert in the interface of Owens. .The motivation for doing so would have
been allow for a consumer to use external devices from different companies with the car stereo. _
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem generates a device presence signal for maintaining the car audio
system in a state responsive to the portable device. Chew discloses a integration subsystem (Fig.1 #1 7,18) for connecting a plurality of
external devices to a computing system wherein the subsystem transmits a presence signal ("port number") to the computing system as
an indication of a connected external device (col.4 1n.58-67, col.5 ln. 1-14). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a
person of ordinary skill in the art to include the integration subsystem of Chew in the interface of Owens. The motivation for doing so
would have been to notify the car audio system of a newly attached or detached external device. ' .
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein the interface communicates wirelessly. Falcon discloses an interfacing system (Fig.2
-1 ‘o I ouuI:n.n.-I‘I“ ":0 .I...uo ‘u g':U.I"II'nIuu-ul

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Supplemental Box) (April 2007)
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PCTlUS2007I0721‘82 25.09.2008

International application No.

WRITTEN OPINION or THE PCT/U307/72182
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

Supplemental Box
In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.

wireless nature (col.3 ln.65-67, col.4 ln.l-15). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the
art to allow the portable device of Owens to communicate with the car audio system wirelessly. The motivation for doing so would have
been to allow a user to move the portable device about the cabin of the vehicle. Falcon also discloses that the portable device may be
charged when docked to the audio system (co1.3 ln.56-64), ’

With respect to claims 39, 55 Owens discloses a multimedia device integation system comprising: a car audio/video system (fIg.l #10);
a portable device (fig.1 #42,44,46,48) external to the car audio system; an integration system (fig.1 #30,40) in communication with the
portable device and the car audio system for transmitting processed information from the portable device to the car audio system.
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem processes the information into a format compatible with the car
audio system. Beckert discloses a vehicle computer interface system in cooperation with a vehicles audiosystem that allows for the
operation of incompatible devices (co1.1 ln.63-67, col.2 ln.1-30). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of
ordinary skill in the art to use the compatibility processing of Beckert in the interface of Owens. The motivation for doing so would have
been allow for a consumer to use external devices from different companies with the car stereo.
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem generates a device presence signal for maintaining the car audio
system in a state responsive to the portable device. Chew discloses a integration subsystem (fig.l #17,18) for connecting a plurality of
external devices to a computing system wherein the subsystem transmits a presence signal ("port number") to the computing system as
an indication of a connected external device (col.4 ln.58-67, col.5 ln. 1-14). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a
person of ordinary skill in the art to include the integration subsystem of Chew in the interface of Owens. The motivation for doing so
would have been to notify the car audio system of a newly attached or detached external device.
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein the system comprises a docking slot formed in the car stereo for receiving the portable
device. Falcon discloses an interfacing system (fig.2 #142,146) for communication a portable device (fIg.4 #102) with a car audio
system (fIg.4 #200) wherein system comprises a docking slot formed in the car stereo for receiving the portable device (col.3 ln.65-67,
col.4 ln.l-_l5). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use the docking slot of
Falcon in the car audio system of Owens. The motivation for doing so would have been to provide a stable mount for the portable
device. , I
With respect to claims 2-3, 21-22, 40-42, 56-58, 1 18-120, 133-135, 149-150, Owens discloses wherein the integration system processes
data into a forrnatcompatible with the car audio system (Beckert: col.l ln.63—67, col.2 ln. 1-30) and dispatches commands to the external
devices (Owens: pg.2 [0034]) for execution thereby. .
With respect to claims 4-6, 23-25, 43-45, 59-61, Owens discloses wherein the integration system is responsive to voice commands
(Beckert: col.4 ln.17-32).
With respect to. claims 7-8, 26-27-, 46-47, 62-63, Owens discloses wherien the car audio system comprises an OEM and afier-market car
audio system (Owens: fIg,1 #10). '
With respect to claims 9-10, 28-29, 48-49, 64-65, Owens discloses whereinthe portable device comprises a portable receiver (Owens:
fig] #46). ’
With respect to claims 1 1-12, 30-31, 50-51, 66-67, Owens discloses wherein the portable device comprises a portable digital media
player (Falcon: fig.3 #102). ‘
With respect to claims 14-16, 33-35, Owens discloses wherein the system comprises a non-wireless connection (Owens: fig.l) and
wherein the ‘interface is within the portable device and the car audio system (Falcon: fIg.2 #142,146).
With respect to claims 17-19, 36-38, Owens discloses wherien the video information is stored, a picture and comprises a TV signal
(Owens: f1g.1 #42,44).
With respect to claims 53, 54, 69-70, Owens discloses wherein the interface is within the portable device and the car audio system
(Falcon: fIg.2 #142,146).
With respect to claim 121-122, 136-137, Owens discloses where the system further comprises a communications port allowing
communication between the interface and the portable audio device (Owens: fig.8 #40), and wherein the communication port is USB
(Beckert: fig.2'#70). ‘
With respect to claims 123-124, 138-139, see the rejection of claim 117 above (Falcon: fig.2).
With respect to claim 125-128, 140-143, Owens discloses wherein the transmitted signals are recorded by the portable device and the car
audio system (Falcon: col.6 ln.54-60).
With respect to claims 129-131, 144-146, Owens discloses wherein the interface comprises a microchip (Owens: fIg.9 :Master
Processor).
With respect to claim 148, Owens discloses wherein the charging circuit comprises first and second inductive charging circuits
associated with the interface and the portable device (Falcon: col.3 ln.56-64).

Claims 13, 32, 52 and 6% lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Owens et al (US 2002/0084910 A1) in
view of Beckert (US 6,175,789 B1) and in view of Chew (US 6,389,560) and in view of Falcon (US 6,993,615 B2) in view ofLazzeroni
(US 2003/0026440 A1). » '

With respect to claims 13, 32, 52, 68, Owens discloses the system of claim 1 however does not disclose expressly wherein the portable
device is a cell phone. Lazzeroni discloses an integration system comprising a cell phone (f1g.l #1 10). At the time of the invention it
would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art intgrate a cell phone into the audio system of Owens. The motivation for

Form PT/1SA/237 (Supplemen al Box) (April 2007)
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Claims 71-77 and 81-87 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Falcon (US 6,993,615 B2) in view of
Chew (US 6,389,560). ' ‘

With respect to claims 71, 81 Falcon discloses a method for wirelessly integrating a portable device (Fig.4 #102) for use with a car
audio/video system (Fig.4 #200) comprising: establishing a wireless communications link between the car audio system and the portable
device (col.3 ln.65—67, col.4 1n.1—l5); processing video information into a format compatible with the car audio /video system (col.4
ln.25-42) and transmitting the processed video information generated by the portable device to the car audio/video system (col. 9 ln.l3-
24 “map”), displaying the processed video information and playing the audio signals over the car stereo system. ' ’ ’ ‘ '
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem generates a device presence signal for maintaining the car audio
system in a state responsive to the portable device. Chew discloses a integration subsystem (fig.l #17,18) for connecting a plurality of
externaldevices to a computing system wherein the subsystem transmits a presence signal ("port number") to the computing system as
an indication of a connected external device (col.4 ln.58-67, col.5 ln. 1-14). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a
person of ordinary skill in the art to include the integration subsystem of Chew in the interface of Owens. The motivation for doing so
would have been to notify the car audio system of a newly attached or detached external device.
With respect to claims 72-77, 82-87, Falcon discloses wherein the integration system processes data into a format compatible with the
car audio system and dispatches commands to the external devices for execution thereby (Falcon: col.3 ln.65-67, col.4 1n.l-42).
Claims 78-80 and 88-90 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Falcon (US 6,993,615 B2) in view of
Chew (US 6,389,560) in View of Beckert (US 6,175,789 B1).

With respect to claims 78-80, 88-90, Falcon does not disclose expressly receiving spoken control commands. Beckert discloses a
method of integrating a portable device with a car audio system wherein spoken commands are received to control the portable device
and car ausio system (Beckert: col.4 ln.l7-3 2). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in
the art to use the voice input system of Beckert in the integration system of Falcon. The motivation for doing so would be to supply a
user with a hands free control of the system. .

Claims 92-.103 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Zaner et al (US 2005/0172001 Al) in view of
Lazzeroni et al (US 2003/0026440 A1) in view of Chew (US 6,389,560). -

With respect to claim 92, Zaner discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a audiovisual system (Fig.1 #106,108)
having a display associated therewith; a cellular telephone (Fig.1 #102,104) external to the car audiovisual system, the cellular telephone
including a receiver for receiving a broadcast radio transmission transmitted to the cell phone; and an interface in communication with
the car audiovisual system that processes the broadcast radio tranmission into a format compatible with the audiovisual system, and
transmits the processed radio transmission to the audio visual system for playing (pg.2 [0022]). '
Zaner does not disclose expressly wherein the audio visual system is a car audiovisual system. Laueroni discloses an integration system
for integrating a cell phone with a car au . . f the invention it would have been obvoius to a
person of ordinary skill in the art to allow the cell phone of Zaner to communicate with a car audio system as taught by Lazzeroni. The
motivation for doing so would have been to communicate information received by a cell phone to the audio system of a vehicle.
Zaner does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem generates a device presence signal for maintaining the car audio
system in a state responsive to the portable device. Chew discloses a integration subsystem (Fig.1 #17, 1 8) for connecting a plurality of
external devices to a computing system wherein the subsystem transmits a presence signal ("port number") to the computing system as
an indication of a connected external device (col.4 ln.58-67, col.5 ln. 1 -14). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a
person of ordinary skill in the art to include the integration subsystem of Chew in the interface of Zaner. The motivation for doing so
would have been to notify the car audio system of a newly attached or detached external device.
With respect claims 93-98, Zaner discloses wherein the broadcast radio transmission comprises a satellite radio transmission, live radio
transmission, streamed audio, video transmission, live video transmission, streamed video transmission (Zaner: pg,2 [003l]).
With respect to claims 99-100, Zaner discloses wherein the received information is processed into a format compatible with the
audiovisual system (pg.2 [0032]).
With resepect to clairr1sl0l-103, Zaner discloses wherein the cell phone receives navigational information (pg.5 [0069]).

Claims 104-110 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Romano et al (US 2003/0156200 A1) in view of
Lazzeroni et al (US 2003/0026440 A1) in view of Chew (US 6,389,560). '

With respect to claim 104, Romano discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a visual system (fig.7), a digital
camera (Fig.7 #332) external to the visual system, and a an interface (Fig.7 #342) for processing and transmitting signals in a format
compatible with the visual system for display upon the visual system. V ,Romano does not disclose expressly wherein the the visual system is a car audiovisual system. Lazzeroni discloses an integration
system for integrating an external device with a car audio visual system (pg.3 [0043]). At the time of the invention it would have been
cut u.n' 4 ll‘: ' ' -II'- it’ I---It ‘II--{I
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by Lazzeroni. The motivation for doing so would have been to communicate information stored on the camera to the audio system of a
vehicle. .
Romano does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem generates a device presence signal for maintaining the car audio
system in a state re_sponsive to the portable device. Chew discloses a integration subsystem (figl #17,l8) for connecting a plurality of
external devices to a computing system wherein the subsystem transmits a presence signal ("port number") to the computing system as
an indication of a connected external device (col.4 ln.58-67, co1.5 In. 1 -14). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a
person of ordinary skill in the art to include the integration subsystem of Chew in the interface of Romano. The motivation for doing so
would have been to notify the car audio system of a newly attached or detached external device.
With respect to claims I05-106, Romano discloses wherein the transmitted data is controlled by the visual system, wherein the data is -
processed into a format compatible with the visual system (Romano: pg.2 [0024]).
With respect to claims 107-1 10, Romano discloses wherein the data is a video image (pg.3 [0030]).

Claims 11 1-116 lack an‘ inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Lazzeroni et al (US 2003/0026440 A1) in view of
Owens et al (US 2002/0084910 A1).

With respect to claim 1 1 1, Lazzeroni discloses a multimedia device integration ssytem comprising: a car audio visual system (Fig.1
#100); a portable navigation device (fig.l #112) external to the car audio visual system and an interface (fig.l #120) in electrical
communication with the car audiovisual system and the portable device, wherein interface processes data from the.navigational unit and
transmits them to the car audiovisual system. -
Lazzeroni does not disclose expressly wherein the interface transmits video signals to the audio visual system for display. Owens

‘ discloses an integration device that transmits video data through car audiovisual system (pg.3 [0037]). At the ti ' ' '
would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to display available auxilairy selections such as "GPS" on the head unit
of a car audio system. The motivation for doing so would have been to allow a user a visual display of available auxiliary units.
With respect to claim 112, Lazzeroni discloses wherein the data is processed into a format compatible with the car audio visual system
(Lazzeroni: pg.5 [0058]). _
With respect to claim 113-1 16, Lazzeroni discloses wherein the data comprises a map and audio signal for reproduction (Lazzeroni: fig]
#112). ' '

Claims 151-154 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Owens et al (US 2002/0084910 A1) invview of
Chew (US 6,389,560) and in view of Falcon (US 6,993,615 B2) in view ofDiStefano (US 7,288,918 B2). '

With respect to claims 151 Owens discloses a multimedia device integration system comprising: a car audio system (fig.1 #10) having a
display; a portable device (Fig.1 #42,44,46,48) external to the car audio system; an interface (fig. 1 #30,40) in communication with the
portable device and the car audio system for transmitting processed video information from the portable device to the car audio system.
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein an integration subsystem generates a device presence signal for maintaining the car audio '
system in a state responsive to the portable device. Chew discloses :1 integration subsystem (fig,l #17,18) for connecting a plurality of

. external devices to a computing system wherein the subsystem transmits a presence signal ("port number") to the computing system as
an indication of a connected external device (col.4 ln.58-67, col.5 ln. 1-14). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a
person of ordinary skill in the an to include the integration subsystem of Chew in the interface of Owens. The motivation for doing so
would have been to notify the car audio system of a newly attached or detached external device. .
Owens does not disclose expressly wherein the interface communicates wirelessly. Falcon discloses an interfacingsystem (Fig.2
#142,146) for communication a portable device (Fig.4 #102) with a car audio system (Fig.4 #200) wherein the communication is of a
wireless nature (col.3 1n.65-67, co1.4 ln.1-15). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the
art to allow the portable device of Owens to communicate with the car audio system wirelessly. The motivation for doing so would have _
been to allow a user to move the portable device about the cabin of the vehicle. Falcon also discloses that the portable device may be
charged when docked to the audio system (col.3 ln.56-64). -
Falcon does not disclose expressly wherien the charging circuit charges the portable device wirelessly. DiStefano discloses a wireless
battery charging circuit (fig.1). At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use the
wireless battery charging circuit of Distefano in the invention of Falcon in combination with Owens. The motivation for doing so would
have been to charge the portable device when not" docket to the car audio system.
With respect to claim 152, Owens discloses wherein the charging circuit comprises first and second inductive charging circuits
associated with the interface and the portable device (Falcon: col.3 ln.56-64).
With respect to claims 153-154, Owens discloses wherein the integration system processes data into a format compatible with the car
audio system (Beckert: co1.l 1n.63-67, col.2 ln.l-30) and dispatches commands to the external devices (Owens: pg.2 [0034]) for
execution thereby. . .
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Re: Our file: 99879-00003 Art Unit: 2614

Applicant: Ira Marlowe
Serial No.2 11/071,667
Filed: 03/03/2005

For: Multimedia Device Integration System

Enclosed for filing in the United States Patent and Trademark Office is the following:

Response to Restriction Requirement (17 pages)
Petition for Extension of Time Under 37 CFR 1.136(a) (1 page)
Transmittal of Information Disclosure Statement 2 a es

Form PTO/SB/08A (2 pages)
Form PTO/SB/08B 5 a es
Co ies of References 20-25 and 30 fi'om Form PTO/SB08A
C0 ies of References 31-77 from Form PTO/SBOSB
Transmittal Sheet 1 a e

P°.\‘.°‘S":“S”!":"
CONDITIONAL PETITION

If any extension of time is required for the submission of the above-identified items, Applicant requests that this
be considered a petition therefor. Please charge any additional charges or any other charges relating to this matter, or
credit any overpayment, to the Deposit Account of the writer, Account No. 503571.

Respectfully submitted,

fl 2 Z Z 0 0 4 M Nikolsky
Date Registration No. 48 ,3 19

McCarter & English, LLP
Four Gateway Center
100 Mulberry Street
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: (973) 639-6987
Fax: (973) 297-6624

CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC FILING

I hereby certify that this corres o dence is being electronically filed with the United States Patent and

Trademark Office (via EFS-Web) on Q ‘:§1( E; .

MEI 6864630v.l
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PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) Docket No.

(Small Entity) 99879-00003

in Re Application Of: Ira Marlowe

Application No. Filing Date Examiner Customer No. Group Art Unit Confirmation No.

11/071,667 03/03/2005 Kurr, Jason R. 3531

Invention: Multimedia Device Integration System

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a response to the Office Action

of 10/10/2008 in the above-identified application.Date

The requested extension is as follows (check time period desired):

Cl One month Cl Two months Cl Three months CI Four months Five months

from: 1 1/10/2008 until: 04/10/2009
Date Date

IX] Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27

The fee for the extension of time is $1,175 and is to be paid as follows:

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to
Deposit Account No. 503571

if an additional extension of time is required, please consider this a petition therefor and charge any additional
fees which may be required to Deposit Account No. 503571

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

3

Signature

Mark E. Nikolsky

Registration No. 48,319 I certify that this correspondence is being deposited
Mccarter & English, LLP ‘ with the United States Postal Service with sufficient

Four Gateway Center postage as first class mail in an envelope addressed to the"Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA

100 M““’e”Y Street 22313-1450" [37 CFR 1.8(a)] on
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: (973) 639-6987 (Date)

Fax: (973) 297-6624

Signature ofPerson Mailing Correspondence

Typed or Printed Name ofPerson Mailing Correspondence
P12SMALlJREVD9
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1131/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paenivork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are re uired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD AF’I’”°a”°" °’ D°°ket N“”“I’e“ FI“"9 Date
Substitute for Form PTO—875 11/071 1667 03/03/2005 I:I T0 be 'V'3“ed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY |Z| ore SMALL ENTITY

RAW) FEEIII RAW) FEW)
I:I B/*5“? FEE N/A N/A N/A N/A37 CFR 1.16(a. b .or c

[I SEARCH FEE
(37CFR1.16k, i,or(Iri

D EXAMINATION FEE(37 CFR 1.16(o). (p), or (q))
TOTAL CLAIMS
37 CFR 1.16 i I

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS . _
37 CFR 1.16 h ‘) m'””S3‘

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
h t f th I‘ t‘ ' f d

is §§5%"I$I’32‘i3r;§n2I‘;Ii1I§’?o?':§cfi‘* “E
(37 CFR “as” additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

D MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero. enter“0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE ($) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

I:I Application size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))

I-
Z
LU
2
D
Z
LIJ
E
<

'3 FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL RATE ($) ADDITIONALAFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE ($) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total - _

D O
E D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 116(5))

3 FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

i1'Ii‘Tf‘?';‘”I“i°I““";‘ ':'*-S ‘: '”f:’”233' . Legale ig es um er reviousy ai or is ess an . en er . /JASON B. EADDW
*** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter“3”.
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest numberfound in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S.
Department of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance In completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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's‘3l'[ Am) 1%

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMIVIIS S IONER FOR PATENTS

P O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/071,667 03/03/2005 Ira MI Marlowe 99879/00003 3531

7590 10/10/2008
Michael R. Friscia

McCarter & English, LLP KURK JASON RICHARD
Four Gateway Center

100 Mulberry Street ART UNIT PAPER WIVIBER
Newark, NJ 07102

EXAMINER

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

10/10/2008 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached Communication.

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/071,667 MARLOWE, IRA M.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

JASON R. KURR 2615 ‘
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 1 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)XI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 03 March 2005.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.

3)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IZ Claim(s) ii is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s)j is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I Claim(s)j is/are allowed.

6)I:I Claim(s)j is/are rejected.

7)I:I Claim(s)j is/are objected to.

8)|Z| Claim(s) Q‘ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I:I The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(3)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.j

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) El Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) El Notice of Draftsperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(S)/M3" Datej -
3) |:| Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Noiioe of informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) El Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20081001
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Application/Control Number: 11/071,667

Art Unit: 2615

Election/Restrictions

Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U.S.C. 121:

I. Claims 1-10 and 36, drawn to a multimedia device integration system for

interfacing an aftermarket device with a car audio/visual system, classified

in class 381, subclass 86.

Claims 14-31, drawn to multimedia device integration system comprising

protocol conversion software for converting signals from a car audio/visual

system into a format compatible with an aftermarket device, classified in

class 710, subclass 105.

Claims 32-35, drawn to a method of retrieving a song from a database,

classified in class 707, subclass 1.

The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

Inventions I and II are directed to related products. The related inventions are

distinct if: (1) the inventions as claimed are either not capable of use together or can

have a materially different design, mode of operation, function, or effect; (2) the

inventions do not overlap in scope, i.e., are mutually exclusive; and (3) the inventions as

claimed are not obvious variants. See MPEP § 806.05(j). In the instant case, the

inventions as claimed have a different design and mode of operation. The invention of

group I does not require data protocol translation between the car audio/visual system

and the aftermarket device. Group I merely discloses processing and dispatching

commands in a compatible format, thus protocol translation is not required.
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Application/Control Number: 11/071,667 Page 3

Art Unit: 2615

Furthermore, the inventions as claimed do not encompass overlapping subject matter

and there is nothing of record to show them to be obvious variants.

Inventions (I or II) and III are related as product and process of use. The

inventions can be shown to be distinct if either or both of the following can be shown: (1)

the process for using the product as claimed can be practiced with another materially

different product or (2) the product as claimed can be used in a materially different

process of using that product. See MPEP § 806.05(h). In the instant case the method

of retrieving songs from database of songs is not limited to the products of Groups I and

II. The products may be used in alternative process, such as exchanging video or GPS

information for display by the car audio/visual system.

Restriction for examination purposes as indicated is proper because all these

inventions listed in this action are independent or distinct for the reasons given above

E there would be a serious search and examination burden if restriction were not

required because one or more of the following reasons apply:

(a) the inventions have acquired a separate status in the art in view of their

different classification;

(b) the inventions have acquired a separate status in the art due to their

recognized divergent subject matter;

(c) the inventions require a different field of search (for example, searching

different classes/subclasses or electronic resources, or employing different

search queries);
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Application/Control Number: 11/071,667 Page 4

Art Unit: 2615

(d) the prior art applicable to one invention would not likely be applicable to

another invention;

(e) the inventions are likely to raise different non-prior art issues under 35 U.S.C.

101 and/or 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph.

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must

include (i) an election of a invention to be examined even though the requirement

may be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) and (ii) identification of the claims encompassing

the elected invention.

The election of an invention may be made with or without traverse. To reserve a

right to petition, the election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly

and specifically point out supposed errors in the restriction requirement, the election

shall be treated as an election without traverse. Traversal must be presented at the time

of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely traverse the requirement

will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. It claims are added after

the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable on the elected

invenfion.

It claims are added after the election, applicant must indicate which of these

claims are readable upon the elected invention.

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the inventions are not patentably

distinct, applicant should submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record

showing the inventions to be obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is

the case. In either instance, if the examiner finds one of the inventions unpatentable
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Application/Control Number: 11/071,667 Page 5

Art Unit: 2615

over the prior art, the evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) of the other invention.

This application contains claims directed to the following patentably distinct

species of the claimed invention. If an election of Group I is made, a further election of

a related species must also be made.

Group I: Species 1 is drawn to a multimedia device integration system for

interfacing a car stereo system with a cellular telephone as in figure 11a, claims 5-10.

Group I: Species 2 is drawn to a multimedia device integration system for

interfacing a car video system with an after—market video device such as a DVD player

as in figure 12a, claims 11-13.

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed species for

prosecution on the merits to which the claims shall be restricted if no generic claim is

finally held to be allowable. Currently, claims 1-4 and 36 are generic.

There is an examination and search burden for these patentably distinct species

due to their mutually exclusive characteristics. The species require a different field of

search (e.g., searching different classes/subclasses or electronic resources, or

employing different search queries); and/or the prior art applicable to one species would

not likely be applicable to another species; and/or the species are likely to raise different

non-prior art issues under 35 U.S.C. 101 and/or 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph.

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must

include (i) an election of a species to be examined even though the requirement
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Application/Control Number: 11/071,667 Page 6

Art Unit: 2615

may be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) and (ii) identification of the claims encompassing

the elected species, including any claims subsequently added. An argument that a

claim is allowable or that all claims are generic is considered nonresponsive unless

accompanied by an election.

The election of the species may be made with or without traverse. To preserve a

right to petition, the election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly

and specifically point out supposed errors in the election of species requirement, the

election shall be treated as an election without traverse. Traversal must be presented at

the time of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely traverse the

requirement will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are

added after the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable on

the elected species.

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species are not patentably

distinct, applicant should submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record

showing the species to be obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is the

case. In either instance, if the examiner finds one of the species unpatentable over the

prior art, the evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a)

of the other species.

Upon the allowance of a generic claim, applicant will be entitled to consideration

of claims to additional species which depend from or othen/vise require all the limitations

of an allowable generic claim as provided by 37 CFR 1.141.
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Application/Control Number: 11/071,667 Page 7

Art Unit: 2615

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JASON R. KURR whose telephone number is (571)272-

0552. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 10:00am to 6:30pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Vivian Chin can be reached on (571) 273-7848. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (to||—free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Jason R Kurrl

Examiner, Art Unit 2615

Nivian Chinl

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2615
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Application Number
Applicationlcontrol No.

11/071,667
Examiner

JASON R. KURR

App|icant(s)IPatent under
Reexamination

MARLOWE, IRA M.

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20081001
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Index of Claims
Applicationlcontrol No.

Examiner
11/071,667

JASON R. KURR

App|icant(s)IPatent under
Reexamination

MARLOWE, IRA M.

Rejected
(Through numeral)

Cancelled
Non-Elected

Allowed Restricted I Interference

Date Claim Date

Original Original

O0\lO3U1-l>0Jl\2—\
©
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office of Paper No. 20081001
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Customer No. 27614

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box l45O

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Our file: 99879-00003 Examiner: Not Yet Assigned
Applicant: Ira Marlowe Art Unit: 2618
Serial No.: 11/071,667

Filing Date: ' 03/03/2005
Title: Multimedia Device Integration System

Enclosed for filing in the United States Patent and Trademark Office is the following:

Transmittal oflnformation Disclosure Statement

Form PTO-1449 (3 pages)
Copies of References 10 I l and 20 from Form PTO—l449
Transmittal Sheet

Postcard Receipt

CONDITIONAL PETITION

If any extension of time is required for the submission of the above-identified items, Applicant requests that this
be considered a petition therefor. Please charge any additional charges or any other charges relating to this matter, or
credit any overpayment, to the Deposit Account of the writer, Account No. 503571. A duplicate copy of this letter is
enclosed. - ‘

72 i 7 tr}
ate Registration 1

McCarter & English, LLP
Four Gateway Center
100 Mulberry Street
Newark, NJ 07102

Tel: (973)639-8493
Fax: (973) 297-6627

Check One and Complete:

D CERTIFICATE OF‘ MAILING BY EXPRESS MAIL

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service, postage
prepaid, as “Express Mail Post Office to Addressee,” Mailing Label No. US to the Commissioner for
Patents, P.O. Box I450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on

E CERTIFICATE OF MAILING BY FIRST CLASS MAIL

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service, First Class

Mail sta e pr§p’aid, to Mail Stop Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450on 3 E l . I
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Application N0- Filing Date '~ g « .. - if“ Examiner Customer No. Group Art Unit Confirmation No.

11/071,667 03/03/2005 Not Yet Assigned

Title: Multimedia Device Integration System

Address to:
Commissioner for Patents

P.0. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

37 CFR1.97(b)

1. E The Information Disclosure Statement submitted herewith is being filed within three months of the filing
of a national application other than a continued prosecution application under 37 CFR 1.53(d); within

three months of the date of entry of the national stage as set forth in 37 CFR 1.491 in an international

application; before the mailing of a first Office Action on the merits, or before the mailing of a first Office

Action after the filing ofa request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114. ‘

37 cm 1.97(c)

The Information Disclosure Statement submitted herewith is being filed after the period specified in 37
CFR 1.97(b), provided that the Information Disclosure Statement is filed before the mailing date of a
Final Action under 37 CFR 1.113, a Notice of Allowance under 37 CFR 1.311, or an Action that

otherwise closes prosecution in the application, and is accompanied by one of:

El the statement specified in 37 CFR 1.97(e);

OR

Cl the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(p).

P10/VREVD6
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Docket No.

99879-00003

Examiner Customer No. Group Art Unit Confirmation No.''Application No. Filing Dat

ll/071,667 03/03/2005 Not Yet Assigned

Title: Multimedia Device Integration System

Payment of Fee
(Only complete if Applicant elects to pay the fee set forth in 37 CFR1.17(p))

Cl A check in the amount of is attached.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge and credit Deposit Account No. 503571
as described below.

:1 Charge the amount of
XI Credit any overpayment.
2] Charge any additional fee required.

E] Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

Certificate of Transmission by Facsimile* Certificate of Mailing by First Class Mail

I certify that this document and authorization to charge deposit I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited
account is being facsimile transmitted to the United States with the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage
Patent and Trademark Office (Fa: ) as first class mail in an envelope addressed to "Commissioner

for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450" [37
CFR 1.8(a)] on

(Date) ‘(D r )a e

Signature ignature ofPerson Mailing Carrespomieuce
Janelle Fava

Typed or Primed Name ofPerson Signiug Certificate Typed or Primed Name ofPerson Mailing Certificate

*This certificate may on] be used if paying by
deposit acco nt.

Michael R. Friscia

Registration No. 33,884
McCarter & English, LLP
Four Gateway Center
100 Mulberry Street
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: (973) 639-8493
Fax: (973) 297-6627

CCI

P10A/REV06
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Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

99879-00003 11/071,667

INFORMATION DISCLOSU -' TATIOKV Apv|i°nm(s)
(Use several sheets ifne ssarjy 4 Ira NHIFIOWE

5 £1 Filing Date Group Art Unit
. 03/03/2005 2618

‘EXAMINER
INITIAL

FILING DATE
IF A PPRO PRIATE

Falcon 710 303 11/15/2002

SUBCLASSDOCUMENT NUMBER DATE

6,993,615 01/31/2006

06/05/20006 653,948 11/25/2003 Kunimatsu, et al. 340 995.19

6,648,661 11/18/2003 Byrne, et al. 439 188 11/08/2002

6,591,085 07/08/2003 Grady 455 42 07/17/2002

6,374,177 04/16/2002 Lee, et al. 701 200 09/20/2000

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

"I'INA|\IINER
INITIAL

FILING DATEREF DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE CLASS SUBCLASS
IF APPROPRIATE

Marlowe 381 12/10/2003US 2004/0151327 A1 08/05/2004

7 US 2004/0091123 A] 05/13/2004 Stark, et al. 381 11/08/2002

Marlowe 381 12/11/2002US 2003/0215102 A1 11/20/2003

US 2003/0053638 A1 03/20/2003 Yasuhara 381 _ 09/13/2002

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Translation
F

DOCUMENT NUMBER COUNTRY SUBCLASS
< in 7O

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

"Blitz Safe Offers XM Cables for Radios," printout from website
http://www.twice.com/article/CA190041.html?text=blitz+safe (2 pages)

"lute/gration Products May Impact Satellite Radio," printout from websitehttpzl www.twice.com/article/CA200541.htmI?text=bI|tz+safe (3 pages)

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy ofthis form with next communication to applicant.

Form pTo.A32o Po9AIREV05 Patent and Trademark Office ~ u.s. DEPARTMENT or commence

(also form PTO-1449) SHEET 1 OF 3
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Docket Number (Optional) Applicntion Number

' ' 99879-00003 ll/071,667

(Use several sheets ifnecessary) Ira M3 “Owe'"°R"'”'°””'5°L°S”“EC"”'°”
Filing Date Group Art Unit

ms
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

‘I-Z.\’ mmzn - --

I;,I‘Th‘“ REF DOCUMENT NUMBER NA-\IE SUBCLASS ""”‘G W" E
0 .

IF APPROPRIATE

6,346,917 02/12/2002 Fuchs, et al. 713 11/09/2000

6,295,033 09/25/2001 Chatzipetros, et al. 713 05/25/1999

6,163,079 12/19/2000 Miyazaki, et al. 10.1 07/23/1998

6,058,319 05/02/2000 Sadler 03/05/1997

6,052,603 04/18/2000 Kinzalow, et al. 557 09/18/1997

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

*E.\’A‘\II\‘ER ~

lMl.“:‘L REF DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE NAME CLASS SUBCLASS FILING DAII-IL

Us 2002/0197954 A1 12/26/2002

IF APPROPRIATE

12/31/2001- I
-E 0020022020020220 020222002 00,.0.02,.,000.. 00002002
-I“““°2’°°*‘5”°"‘ ‘”’°‘‘”‘’‘”@“"°”°°‘

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

.- oocumzm NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS suncmss ‘was

OTHE R DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

"OEM Integration Poised for Stron Growth," printout from website
http://www.twice.com/article/CAZO 523.html?text=bIitz+safe (3 pages)

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED ‘

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation ifnot in conformance and
not considered. Include copy ofthis form with next communication to applicant.

Form PTO-A820 POQA/REV05 Patent and Yrademark omce - u.s. DEPARTMENT or commence

(also form PTO-1449) SHEET 2 OF 3
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Docket Number (Optional) Appiicntion Number

' ‘ 99879-00003 II/071,667

(Use several xlteets ifIzecessatjd Ira Nlarlowe'"°RM”'°” °'SCL°s”“C'm'°”
Filing D9"-‘ Group An Unit

ms
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

‘EXAMINER
INITIAL

FILING DATEDOCUMENT NUMBER NAME SUBCLASS
IF APPROPRIATI-‘.

11/29/I 995\l3 —5,794,164 08/11/1998 Beckert, et al.

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

‘EXAMINER
INITIAL

FILING DATEDOCUMENT NUMBER SUBCLASS
IF APPROPRIATE

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Translation
YES

DOCUMENT NUMBER COUNTRY SUBCLASS
2O

OTH ER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEI’ Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy ofthis form with next communication to applicant.

Form PTO-A820 POSA/REV05 Patent and Trademark Office ' u.s. DEPARTMENT or COMMERCE

(also form PTO-1449) _Z”"’SHEET 3 or 3
/

._.._
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vl ‘ f‘,‘

;_,,;g_.1]:j_,; PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Customer No. 27614

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Our file: 99879-00003 Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

Applicant: Ira Marlowe Art Unit: 2681
Serial No.: 11/071,667

Filing Date: 03/03/2005
Title: Multimedia Device Integration System

1 Enclosed for filing in the United States Patent and Trademark Office is the following:

Transmittal of Information Disclosure Statement
Form PTO—1449 10 a es

Copies ofReferences 10-11, 18-19, 25-26 and 31-96 from Form PTO—1449
Transmittal Sheet

Postcard Receipt

CONDITIONAL PETITION

If any extension oftime is required for the submission of the above-identified items, Applicant requests that this
be considered a petition therefor. Please charge any additional charges or any other charges relating to this matter, or
credit any overpayment, to the Deposit Account of the writer, Account No. 503571. A duplicate copy of this letter is
enclosed.

ctfully submitted,

Bflgflgfi ' ha R. Friscia
Registration No. 33,884
McCarter & English, LLP
Four Gateway Center
100 Mulberry Street
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: (973) 639-8493
Fax: (973) 297-6627

Check One and Complete:

Cl CERTIFICATE OF MAILING BY EXPRESS MAIL

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service, postage
prepaid, as “Express Mail Post Office to Addressee," Mailing Label No. US to the Commissioner for
Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on

g CERTIFICATE OF MAILING BY FIRST CLASS MAIL

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service, First Class
Mail, postage prepaid, to Mail Stop Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
on .

nelle Fava
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TRANSMITTAL or INFORMA - K DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 99879-00003
In Re Application Of:

APP'lCati°" N0- W“ ' Customer No. Group Art Unit Confirmation No.

11/071,667 03/03/2005 Not Yet Assigned

Title: Multimedia Device lntegration System

Address to:

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

37 CFR 1.97(b)

1. The Information Disclosure Statement submitted herewith is being filed within three months of the filing
of a national application other than a continued prosecution application under 37 CFR 1.53(d); within

three months of the date of entry of the national stage as set forth in 37 CFR 1.491 in an international

application; before the mailing of a first Office Action on the merits, or before the mailing of a first Office
Action after the filing of a request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114.

37 CFR 1.97(c)

2. CI The Information Disclosure Statement submitted herewith is being filed after the period specified in 37
CFR 1.97(b), provided that the Information Disclosure Statement is filed before the mailing date of a
Final Action under 37 CFR 1.113, a Notice of Allowance under 37 CFR 1.311, or an Action that

otherwise closes prosecution in the application, and is accompanied by one of:

U the statement specified in 37 CFR 1.97(e);

OR

CI the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(p).

P1OAlREV05
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‘ TT{ANSMTTTAE OF INFO ' : ._ I N DISCLOSURE STATEMENT Docket No_
(Under 3or1.97(c)) 99379-00003P.‘

In Re Application of: Ira Ma lowggp 0 2 2005 ‘En

Application No. Filing Date Examiner Customer No. Group Art Unit Confirmation No.

11/071,667 03/03/2005 Not Yet Assigned

Title: Multimedia Device Integration System

Payment of Fee
(Only complete if Applicant elects to pay the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(p))

Cl A check in the amount of is attached.

E] The Director is hereby authorized to charge and credit Deposit Account No.
as described below.

E] Charge the amount of
E] Credit any overpayment.
El Charge any additional fee required.

[I Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

Certificate of Transmission by Facsimile* Certificate of Mailing by First Class Mail

I certify that this document and authorization to charge deposit ' i‘°'°bY 4°°_’“fV ma‘ “T3 °°"°5p°'fd°"°‘? is Del"? d°P°5"°d
account is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Wm‘ the U"'ted 5ta‘e5_ P°§‘3' S°""°° Wm‘ 5“ffi°'e"t P°5ta9e
patent and Trademark offlce (Fa as first class mail in an envelope addressed to"Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA

22313-1450" [37 CFR 1.8(a)] on

mm)  -(Date)

Signature Signature ofPerson Mailing Correspondence
Janelle Fava

Typed or Printed Name ofPerson Signing Certificate Typed or Printed Name ofPerson Mailing Certificate

,, h. . . .
epgsctegtcicfi) n . y only be used if paying by

Dated: ?\’i>\\d§

Michael R. Friscia

Registration No. 33,884

McCarter & English, LLP
Four Gateway Center
100 Mulberry Street
Newark, NJ 07102

Tel: (973) 639-8493
Fax: (973) 297-6627

CCI

P1 OAIREVOS
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Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

0 \ P E 99879-00003 ll/071,667
INFORMATION DISCL I - URE CITAT APP1i¢IInt(S)

(Use several sheets I necessary) 1”! MaTI0W9
0 2 Filing Date Group Art Unit

2681
, 03/03/2005

,.MDE‘,s*' u.s. PATENT DOCUMENTS
‘EXAMINER DATEINITIAL

FILING DATE
DOCUMENT NUMBER NAME SUBCLASS IF APPROPRIATE

6,629,197 09/30/2003 Bhogal, et al. 11/03/2000

6,396,164 05/28/2002 Barnea, et al. 10/20/1999

6,389,332 05/14/2002 05/01/2000

6,330,337 12/11/2001 Nicholson, et al. 01/19/2000

5
6,278,697 08/21/2001 Brody, et al. 310 07/29/1997

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

‘EXAMINER
NITIAL

FILING DATEDOCUMENT NUMBER DATE SUBCLASS
IE APPROPRIATE

US 2002/0091863 A1 07/11/2002 250 10/19/2001

7
US 2002/0133610 A1 09/19/2002 Hadland 230 05/03/2002

US 2003/0086699 A1 05/08/2003 Benyamin, et al. 02/15/2002

US 2003/0007649 A] 01/09/2003 Riggs 06/14/2002

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Translation
YESDOCUMENT NUMBER SUBCLASS 2O

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

"Blitzsafe Overview," from Blitzsafe.com website—"The Worldwide Leader in Aftermarket Interfaces and OEM
Engineering" (1 page).

“Delphi XM SKYFI(TM) RADIO," product description from XM Satellite Radio website (2 a es .P E

EXAMINER - DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

{Form PTQ.A320 P09A/REV05 Patent and Trademark Office ' U.3. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

:=‘(aIsoform PTO-1449) SHEET 1 OF 10
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Docket Number (Optional) AIJDIICNIOH Numb”

99879-00003 11/071,667
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION Applicnnfls)

(Use several sheets ifnecessary) Ira M3Tl0W€
Filing Date Group Art Unit

03/03/2005 2681

SUBCLASS FILING DATE
IF APPROPRIATE

12/10/I997

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

‘EXAMINER
INITIAL DOCUMENT NUMBER CLASSW H: "I:

12 6,157,725 12/05/2000 Becker 381

I3 6,005,488 12/21/1999 Symanov, et al. 340 12/03/1997

5,410,675 04/25/1995 Shreve, et al. 395 09/17/1993

5,339,362 08/16/1994 381 01/07/1992

07/24/1990 375 01/17/19894,943,973

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

‘EXAMINER
INITIAL

FILING DATEDOCUMENT NUM BER DATE SUBCLASS
IF APPROPRIATE

'7 03/23/2001US 2001/0044664 A1 ll/22/2001 Mueller, et al.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Translation
ES

DOCUMENT NUMBER SUBCLASS

-3.1-‘-‘.r~'::_§'-.'»<-I
OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

Elihe Neyv Delphi XM SKYFi Radio Add it to Any Car or Home Audio System, product description from www.xmradio.compage .

l(\;lohi|e Electronics: News, "Soundgate to Release New GM and BMW Interfaces," December 2, 2002, ME-Mag.comPage)-

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

_‘ EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
,.
.,'{-'orm PTO-Aa20 P09/VREV05 Patent and Trademark Offlee ' U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

'--Elalsotorm PTO-1449) SHEET 2 OF 10
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Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

99879-00003 11/071,667
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION APP“€1""(5)

(Use several sheets Ifnecessary) “'3 Marlowe
Filing Data Group Art Unit

03/03/2005 . 2681

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

4,817,130 03/28/1989 379
Re. 34,536 02/08/1994 379 88 06/28/1990
4,772,079 09/20/1988 312 257 09/26/1986

12/31/1985 200 08/20/1984

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

" I-I.\’A1\IINI-IR
INITIAL

I-‘ILINC DATEDOCUMENT NUMBER SUBCLASS
IF APPROPRIATE

8 12/05/1986

4,562,533

4,234,919 10/31/1978

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

 DOCUMENT NUMBER COUNFRY CLASS SUBCLAS5 an

‘EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial ifcitation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

Form PTO.A82o POQA/REV05 Patent and Trademark Office ' U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

(alsoform PTO-1449) SHEET 3 OF 10
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Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

99879-00003 11/071,667
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION Awlicanfls)

(Use several sheets ifnecessary) “'3 M 3 “Owe
Filing Data Group Art Unit

03/03/2005 2681

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

'E‘“M'Nm DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE NAME CLASS suncmss “””G “A”
. '"'T"“' IFAPPROPRIATE

4,091,455 05/23/1978 364 200 12/20/1976
-H 4,013,104 01/10/1978 179 175.3 05/14/1976
-4,047,162 09/06/1977 364 04/28/1975
-u 3,940,743 02/24/1976 Fitzgerald 340 172.5 11/05/1973

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

" EXAMINER G
IF APPROPRIATE

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

—:sE“E DOCUMENT NUMBER coumnv cuss SUBCLASS

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line-through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

. Form p1'o_A82o P09/VREV05 Patant and Trademark Offlco ‘ U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

(alsoform PTO-1449) SHEET 4 OF 10
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Docket Number (Optional) Applitation Number

99879-00003 11/071,667
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION APP“C3“‘(5)

(Use several sheets ifnecessary) [T3 Marlowe
Filing Date Group Art Unit

03/03/2005 2681
‘EXAMINER

INITIAL OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

"Automedia," magazine pages from January 1998 issue (2 pages).

"Automedia," magazine pages from February I998 issue (2 pages).

"Automedia," magazine pages from July 1998 issue (2 pages).

"Automedia," magazine pages from September 1998 issue (2 pages).

"Automedia," magazine pages from November 1998 issue (12 pages).

\

"Automedia," magazine pages from February 1999 issue (2 pages).

"Automedia," magazine pages from February 1999 issue (2 pages).

"Car Stereo Review," magazine pages from June 1998 issue (5 pages).

"Car Stereo Review," magazine pages from January 1999 issue (2 pages).

"Car Stereo Review," magazine pages from April 1999 issue (3 pages).

"Car Audio and Electronics," magazine pages from December 1998 issue (2 pages).

"Car Audio and Electronics," magazine pages from April 1999 issue (2 pages).

I

:-s:xAM'1NER DATE CONSIDERED
:1.vi

E

‘EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

POQBIR EV04
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Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

99879-00003 11/071,667
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION r‘PP“U"“(S)

(Use several sheets Ifnecessary) “'3 Marlowe
Filing Date Group Art Unit

03/03/2005 2681

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)INITIAL

"Car Audio and Electronics," magazine pages from June 1999 issue (2 pages).

"Carsound," magazine pages from May/June 1999 issue (2 pages).

"Mobile Electronics Retailer," magazine pages from August 1997 issue (4 pages).

"Mobile Electronics Retailer," magazine pages from July 1999 issue (7 pages).

"Mobile Electronics Retailer," magazine pages from August 2000 issue (2 pages).

"Cesmobile,". magazine pages from January 1999 issue (3 pages).

"The 12 Volt News," magazine pages from March 2002 issue (2 pages).

"P.[.E. Millennium Price Guide Make the Precision Decision," Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. (6 pages).

"PIE I999 Price Guide," Precision Interface Electronics. Inc. (4 pages).

"Desi n & Engineering Showcase Award," award resented to Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for DPX Technology
Digita Protocol Converter FRDN/PC-KNW, 2000 nternational CES.

"Desi n & Engineering Showcase Award," award presented to Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for DPX Technology
Digita Protocol Converter GM9/PC-KNW, 2000 International CES.

Invoice dated January 28. 1998 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "Ford FCU—Sanyo Protocol," and "Ford RCU
Sanyo Protocol."

EXAMINER ' DATE CONSIDERED

*EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

P098/R EV04

SHEET 6
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION

‘EXAMINER
. INITIAL

Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

ApplicanI(s)

Filing Date Group Art Unit
' 2681

(Use several sheets ifnecessary)

03/03/2005

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

Invoice dated January 29, 1999 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "Ford NCU-Sanyo Protocol."

Invoice dated A ril 26, 1999 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "9 Pin GM-Kenwood Protocol." and "10 PinGM-Kenwood rotocol."

Invoice dated April 27, 1999 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "9 Pin GM-Kenwood Protocol."

Invoice dated May 27, I999 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "10 Pin GM-Kenwood Protocol," and "9 PinGM-Kenwood Protocol."

Invoice dated March 20, 2000 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "98-2000 Pre-Wired VW 6 DIS."

Invoice dated March 20, 2000 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "98-2000 Pre-Wired VW 8 DIS," and "1998—2000
Audi to Pan 8 PC."

Invoice dated December 17, 2001 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "98-02 Ford/Lincoln/Mercury."

Invoice dated December 17, 2001 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "98-02 Ford/Lincoln/Mercury."

Invoice dated May 29, 2002 from Precision Interface Electronics, Inc. for "95-01 GMC/Chev/Pontiac AUX," and "98—02Ford/Lincoln/Mere AU."

Toyota/Avox Interface Rev. Eng., Peripheral Model TIAS, created February 15, 1998 (1 page).

EXAMINER

GM/Kenwood Translator diagram, created February 4, 1999 (2 pages).

Ford/Audiovox Translator diagram, created December 29, 1997 (2 pages).

DATE CONSIDERED

*EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy ofthis form with next communication to applicant.

POEIBIREVO4

SHEET 7
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION
(Use several sheets if necessary)

‘EXAMINER

___A INITIAL

Docket Number (Optional)
99879-00003

Applicant(s)
Ira Marlowe

Filing Date

Application Number

ll/071,667

Group Art Unit
03/03/2005 2681

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

Component Side Silkscreen, created December 31, 1997 (2 pages).

Component Xray, created February 4, 1999 (2 pages).

(SloundC5ate, Ventura Announce Sophisticated OEM-Integration Interfaces, article from The I2 Volt News, December 2002page .

XMDirect Smart Digital Adapter, product description (3 pages).

Breaking Protocol A Look at BIitzSafe's New DMX Protocol Converter Technology, November 1998 printout from
http://www.b|itzsafe.com/blitz_news/news10I998/body_newsl0I998.html (2 pages).

PIE Virtual Catalog, printout from http://web.archive.org/web/19981205005802/http:/www.pie.net/secl2sbI.htm (2 pages).

The UniLink Project, printout from website (2 pages)

CD Changer Interfaces, printout from http://web.archive.org/web/19991012021952/soundgate.com/cd-intenhtml (1 page).

Digital Obsessions A S otli ht on Audio Gadgetry, ZDNet Music: The PhatNoise Car Audio System, printout from
http://web.archive.or web 0000817164605/music.gamespot.com/features/phatnoise/, (3 pages).

79

J

EXAMINER

*EXAMINER: Initial ifc

Bypassing and Switching With the CD4053 CMOS Analog MUX, printout from website (4 pages).

Device Profile: Phatnoise PhatBox Car MP3 Player, November I, 2000, printout from
http://techupdate.zdnet.com/techupdate/stories/main/0,l4l79,2649276,00.html (4 pages).

'(I;he EZ frotoboard, printout from http://web.archive.org/web/20010613095105/http:/www.ajusd.org/~edward/ezpr0to/pages .

DATE CONSIDERED

itation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
V not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

P098/REVO4

SHEET 8
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Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

99879-00003 1]/071,667
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION ADI>|iflIni(S)

(Use several sheets ifnecessary) “'3 Marlowe
Filing Date Group Art Unit

03/03/2005 2681

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Peninent Pages, Etc.)

TDIClub Forums: Reverse Engineering CD Changer Progress, April 3, 2001, printout from website (3 pages).

TDlClub Forums: Reverse Engineering CD Changer Progress Reports, April 5, 2001, printout from website (8 pages).

Multi Technology Equipment - Home of the Neo MP3 Player, printout from
http://web.arch1ve.org/web/200104132226I7/ssiamerica.com/products/neo35/ (1 page).

TDIC|ub Forums: Reverse Engineering CD Changer Protocol Update, April 18, 2001, printout from website (3 pages).

The Car CD Changer Interface Page, printout from website (10 pages).

SourceForgc.net: Project Info - GNUlink, printout from http://sourcet'orge.net/projects/gnunilinkl (3 pages).

Protoboard News, printout from website (3 pages).

GNUnilink - For All Your AUX-IN Needs..., printout from http://gnunilink.sourceforge.net/ (4 pages).

(\§WCDP)IC News, printout from http://web.archive.org/web/2002070110I54]/http:/www.ajusd.org/~edward/vwcdpic/pages .

(\;BVCDPI)C News, printout from http://web.archive.org/web/20021009014959/http:/www.ajusd.org/~edward/vwcdpic/pages .

Neo Car Jukebox MP3 Player, printout from website (3 pages).

Mobile Electronic E-Newsletter dated January 13, 2005 (4 pages).

EEXADIINER DATE CONSIDERED

‘EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

P095/REV04
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Docket Number (Optional) Application Number

(Use several sheets ifnecessary) "3 Marlowe
Filing Date Group Art Unit

03/03/2005 2681

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Ere.)INITIAL

"Axxess Introduces Two iPod Integration Units" product description dated January 19, 2005 (1 page).

"Even More iPod Adapters On the Way," printout from twice.com website (2 pages).

"Alpine Showing First MOST-Ready Product," printout from twice.com website (2 pages).

"B|uetooth Gradually Enters Car Audio," prinout from twice.com website (2 pages).

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

""EXAMlNER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP Section 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

POQBIREVO4

10
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEP.»\R'1‘I\IEN'I‘ OF COMl\IERCE
United States Pam.-m. und Truduxmnrk Ofl'ia.-1:
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATEIVTSPO. BOX I450

Alcxandiin, Virginia 123134450wvwl usplolgziv

11/071,667 03/03/2005 lra M. Marlowe 99379/00003

CONFIRMATION NO. 3531

Michael R. Friscia WITHDRAWAL NOTICE
McCarter & English, LLP
F0”, Gateway Ceme, ll||||||l||||||||IllllIllllIllll|||l|lllllllll||l|||l|l|Illlllllllllllllllll||l||lllllllllllll
100 Mulberry Street 'OCO00000O16462099*
Newark, NJ 07102

Date Mailed: 07/O7/2005

WITHDRAWAL OF PREVIOUSLY SENT NOTICE

It has come to the attention of the Office that the Notice mailed on 06/02/2005 was sent in error. The Notice is

hereby withdrawn. The application is complete and will be processed for examination. The Official Filing Receipt
is enclosed‘ The office regrets any inconvenience the error may have caused.

Ac notice MUST be returned with the reply.ML
Customer Service Center

Initial Patent Examination Division 03) 308-1202
PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND 'Ii?ADEMAR.K Omoe UNITED STAT% DEPARTMENT OF COMIVIERCE
United Stake:-s Patent and 'T‘rudn-.mu rl( Omtih
Addnu: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSF.O,Doxl-$50

Alemnikigvnginiu 22313-1450um1A.uxpl.u.guv

11/071,667 03/03/2005 Ira M. Marlowe 99879/00003

CONFIRMATION NO. 3531

Michael R. Friscia ' |=oR|v|A|_|1'|Es |_E1'rER

“F":,°,ag:,'e:§,"9g:::,';;;LP Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
100 Mulberry Street *OC0000O0O16165667“

- Newark, NJ 07102

Date Mailed: 06/02/2005

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Reguired To Avoid Abandonment:

' An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TINO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

o A $50.00 processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment (37 CFR 1.21 (m)).

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

. Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $.00 for a Small Entity

o $.00 Surcharge for bounced "check.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

A copy ofthis notice MUST. be returned with the reply.

Office of Initial Patent Examination (703) 3
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xpress Mail.lLabe| No. EV623709633US

UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL
(Small Entity)

(Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR 1. 53(b))

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

invention entitled:

ultimedia Device Integration System

and invented by:
ra Marlowe

If a CONTINUATION APPLICATION, check appropriate box and supply the requisite information:

El Continuation El Divisional Continuation-in-part (CIP) of prior application No.: 10/732,909

Which is a:

El Continuation El Divisional Continuation-in-part(C|P) ofpriorapplication No.: 10/316,961
Which is a:

CI Continuation Cl Divisional Cl Continuation-in-part(C|P) ofpriorapplication No.1

Enclosed are:

Application Elements

1. IZI Filing fee as calculated and transmitted as described below

2. Specification having 82 pages and including the following:

Descriptive Title of the Invention

Cross References to Related Applications (if applicable)

Statement Regarding Federally-sponsored Research/Development (if applicable)

Reference to Sequence Listing, a Table, or a Computer Program Listing Appendix

Background of the Invention

Brief Summary of the Invention

Brief Description of the Drawings (if filed)

Detailed Description

IEIZIZIIZIDCJIZJIZI
CIaim(s) as Classified Below

K Abstract of the Disclosure

P01USMLIREVO9
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UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL

3.

a.

EDCJDEJD
[ED

. lnformal

. Newly executed (original or copy)

. D

. Cl

Docket No.

99879/00003

Total Pages in this Submission
123

(Small Entity)
(Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR 1.53(b))

Application Elements (Continued)

Drawing(s) (when necessary as prescribed by 35 USC 113)

D Formal Number of Sheets

Number of Sheets 34

Oath or Declaration

Cl Unexecuted

Copy from a prior application (37 CFR 1.63(d)) (for continuation/divisional application only)

With Power of Attorney D Without Power of Attorney

DELETION OF lNVENTOR(S)

Signed statement attached deleting inventor(s) named in the prior application,
see 37 C.F.R. 1.63(d)(2) and 1.33(b).

Incorporation By Reference (usable if Box 4b is checked)

The entire disclosure of the prior application, from which a copy of the oath or declaration is supplied under
Box 4b, is considered as being part of the disclosure of the accompanying application and is hereby
incorporated by reference therein.

CD ROM or CD-R in duplicate, large table or Computer Program (Appendix)

Application Data Sheet (See 37 CFR 1.76)

Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission (if applicable, all must be included)

. U Computer Readable Form (CFR)

. CI Specification Sequence Listing on:

i. D CD-ROM or CD-R (2 copies); or

ii. CI Paper

. CI Statement(s) Verifying Identical Paper and Computer Readable Copy

Accompanying Application Parts

Assignment Papers (cover sheet & document(s))

37 CFR 3.73(B) Statement (when there is an assignee)

English Translation Document (if applicable)

information Disclosure Statement/PTO—1449 El Copies of IDS Citations

Preliminary Amendment

Return Receipt Postcard (MPEP 503) (Should be specifically itemized)

Certified Copy of Priority Document(s) (if foreign priority is claimed)

Certificate of Mailing

Cl First Class Express Mail (Specify Label No.): EV623709633US

Page 2 of 4 P01U$ML/REV09
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UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL
(Small Entity) Total Pages in this Submission

(Only for new nonprovislonal applications under 37 CFR 1.53(b)_) . 123 I

Accompanying Application Parts (Continued)

17. Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

D (Optional) Small Entity Statement(s) - Specify Number of Statements Submitted:

18. E] Additional Enclosures (please identify below):

Request That Application Not Be Published Pursuant To 35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2)

'19. CI Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2), Applicant hereby requests that this patent application not be

published pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b)(1). Applicant hereby certifies that the invention disclosed in
this application has not and will not be the subject of an application filed in another country, or under
a ‘multilateral international agreement, that requires publication of applications 18 months after filing
of the application.

Warning

An applicant who makes a request not to publish, but who subsequently files in a foreign
country or under a multilateral international agreement specified in 35 U.S. C. 122(b)(2)(B)(i),
must notify the Director of such filing not later than 45 days after the date of the filing of

such foreign or international application. A failure of the applicant to provide such notice
within the prescribed period shall result in the application being regarded as abandoned,
unless it is shown to the satisfaction of the Director that the delay in submitting the notice
was unintentional.

P01 USMUREV09
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UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL
mall Entit_ _ y) Total Pages in this Submission

(Only for new nonprov/s/onal applications under 37 CFR 1.53(b)) 123

Fee Calculation and Transmittal

Total C $400.00

lndep. Claims $900.00
$0.00

$125.00

$150.00

$250.00

$100.00

$0.00

$1,925.00

'3' A check in the amount of $1,775.00 to cover the filing fee is enclosed.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge and credit Deposit Account No. 501402
as described below.

[XI Charge the amount of $150.00 as filing fee.

Cl Credit any overpayment.

8 Charge any additional filing fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.16 and 1.17.

CI Charge the issue fee set in 37 C.F.R. 1.18 at the mailing of the Notice of Allowance,

pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.311(b).

[3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.
WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

Signaturemeg
Michael R. Friscia

Registration No. 33,884
McCarter & English, LLP
Four Gateway Center
100 Mulberry Street
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: (973) 639-8493

Customer Number: 27614

Page 4 of4 F‘O1USMLIREVO'3
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Our file: 99879/00003

Applicant: Ira Marlowe
Serial No.:

Filing Date:

Title: Multimedia Device Integration System

Enclosed for filing in the United States Patent and Trademark Office is the following:

Utili PatentA lication 82 a es

Drawings, FIGS. 1-17 134 pages)
Utili Patent A lication Transmittal Small Entit

Declaration and Power of Attorney
Check No. 3371 for $1775.00

Transmittal Sheet

Postcard Recei t

CONDITIONAL PETITION

If any extension of time is required for the submission of the above-identified items,

Applicant requests that this be considered a petition therefor. Please charge any additional
charges or any other charges relating to this matter to deposit account of the writer, Account No.
501402. A duplicate copy of this letter is enclosed.

R sp tfully submitted,

%‘2r>|O5’ Mi al . riscia
D Registra onNo. 33,884ate

McCarter & English, LLP

Four Gateway Center

100 Mulberry Street

Newark, NJ 07102

Tel: (973) 639-8493

Fax: (973) 624-7070

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal
Service, postage prepaid, as “Express Mail Post Office to Addressee,” Mailing Label No.
EV623709633US to the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INVENTOR: IRA MARLOWE

TITLE: MULTIMEDIA DEVICE INTEGRATION SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application Serial No.

10/732,909 filed December 10, 2003, now U.S. Patent No. which is a continuation—in—
 ,

part of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/316,961 filed December 11, 2002, now U.S. Patent

No. , the entire disclosures of which applications are both expressly incorporated

herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a multimedia device integration system. More

specifically, the present invention relates to a multimedia device integration system for

integrating after-market components such as satellite receivers, CD players, CD changers, digital

media devices (e.g., MP3 players, MP4 players, WMV players, Apple iPod devices, portable

media centers, and other devices), Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receivers, auxiliary audio

sources, video devices (e.g., DVD players), cellular telephones, and other devices for use with

factory-installed (OEM) or after-market car stereo and video systems.
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RELATED ART

Automobile audio systems have continued to advance in complexity and the number of

options available to automobile purchasers. Early audio systems offered a simple AM and/or

FM tuner, and perhaps an analog tape deck for allowing cassettes, 8-tracks, and other types of

tapes to be played while driving. Such early systems were closed, in that external devices could

not be easily integrated therewith.

With advances in digital technology, CD players have been included with automobile

audio systems. Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMS) often produce car stereos having CD

players and/or changers for allowing CDs to be played while driving. However, such systems

often include proprietary buses and protocols that do not allow after-market audio systems, such

as satellite receivers (e.g., XM satellite tuners), digital audio broadcast (DAB) receivers, digital

media players (e.g., Apple iPod, MP3, MP4, WMV, etc.), CD changers, auxiliary input sources,

video devices (e.g., DVD players), cellular telephones, and the" like, to be easily integrated

therewith. Thus, automobile purchasers are frequently forced to either entirely replace the OEM

audio system, or use same throughout the life of the vehicle or the duration of ownership. Even

if the OEM radio is replaced with an after-market radio, the after-market radio also frequently is

not operable with an external device.

A particular problem with integrating after-market audio and video systems with existing

car stereo and video systems is that signals generated by both systems are in proprietary formats,

and are not capable of being processed by the after-market system. Additionally, signals

generated by the after-market system are also in a proprietary format that is not recognizable by
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Express Mail Label No.: EV623709633US

the car stereo or video system. Thus, in order to integrate after-marketsystems with existing car

stereo and video systems, it is necessary to convert signals between such systems.

It known in the art to provide one or more expansion modules for OEM and after-market

car stereos for allowing external audio products to be integrated with the car stereo. However,

such expansion modules only operate with and allow integration of external audio products

manufactured by the same manufacturer as the OEM / after—market car stereo. For example, a

satellite receiver manufactured by PIONEER, Inc., cannot be integrated with an OEM car radio

manufactured by TOYOTA or an after—market car radio manufactured by CLARION, Inc. Thus,

existing expansion modules only serve the limited purpose of integrating equipment by the same

manufacturer as the car stereo. Thus, it would be desirable to provide an integration system that

allows any audio device of any manufacture to be integrated with any OEM or after—market radio

system. Further, radio-frequency (RF) transmitters and cassette tape adapters have been

developed for allowing music from a device external to a car radio, such as a portable CD player,

to be played through the car radio using the FM receiver or the cassette deck of the radio.

However, such systems are often prone to interference, and do not provide high fidelity.

Moreover, it would be desirable to provide an integration system that not only achieves

integration of various audio and video devices that are alien to a given OEM or after—market car

stereo or video system, but also allows for information to be exchanged between the after—market

device and the car stereo or video system. For example, it would be desirable to provide a

system wherein station, track, time, and song information can be retrieved from the after—market

device, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo or video system for display thereby, such as
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